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THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
AND THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
by Mr Jean-Frangois DENIAU, Member of the Comrni,ssion
One is bound to be struck by the growing attention paid in Com-
muniry undertakings to the issue of relations with the developing
countries.
Vhile tackling the negotiations for the Accession of four new
members, the Community had already declared that the bnlarge-
ment "should generatb new drive and allow a more 
-spacious
development policy to be determined". Three years lgo -the Cory-
mission stated that such a policy "should be technically, financially
and commercially integratLd, regionally adapted and help in for-
ming economic groups".
It has often been stressed that the enlarged Community, the leading
world trade partner and generally in debit in its trade with the
developing countries, woul-d represent for them-a pole of attraction
and a lreit source of hope and- that therefore the resources should
be found to discharge theie increasingly hgavy responsibilities.
Looking towards this horizon, the Commission-, whil-e wo-rking for
the sucJessful enlargement of the Commuriity, drafted the blueprint
and lines for practical action of a new Community dFvelopment
cooperation policy. This was done from July 1971, with a Memo-
randum, completed in early 1972 by an initial action programme
and the preliminary proposals at the Santiago Conference.
At the same time, the Commission undertook the study of steps to
be taken to vitalize the Community Mediterranean policy, mainly
concerning the Magrab eountries. It also analysed-.the questions
raised by ihe special requirements of some Asian and Latin-Ameri-
can countries.
The Treary of Accession signed on22 Jantmy involves key political
provisions and guidelines- for developing the Association ?olicy
with the African countries and for extending it to a significant
number of comparable Commonwealth countries.
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This brief outline of activity confirms the present day importance
of cooperation with the developing countriei. But ar the sime time
one gets an impression of confusion, indeed of a clash berween the
size of the Community's responsibilities, its limited acrion resources
and their geographical distribution.
This-is *hy it will be vital from now on for the Community to fit
itself with the rdsources for its policy here and to find all the
criteria for their use" In the marler of choice a number of prin-
ciples will have to be observed which for me seem hard to dispute.
Firstly, it must be admitted, that at today's level of political inte-
gration cooperation with the developing countries involving the
gnlirf_Community is not a reasonable goal and, that its attainment
would be detrimental to the developing countries, since the strong
motivation underlying the substantial bilateral aid granted by oui
Member States would f.ade away. The trend here sfiould theiefore
be towards some growth in Community resources for financial aid
without, however, weakening the value of bilateral aid. At the
_same time, coordination must be effectively promoted between
bilateral and Communiry policies.
But cooperation with the developing countries does not crystalize
into terms of finaniial aid, although such aid is an important and
at the moment under-developed f.ictor. 'What really matters iust
as mu-ch is, to create an economic trade policy which genuinely
considers all the problems of the developing countries. Sieered up
to now with the one device provided ih the form of the customi
tarjff (preferential agreementi and generalized preferences) such a
policy must now be completed through positive moves ro promote
trade cooperation and Community commitments suppoftinA certain
c_ommodiiies, which form the bulk of export rli"rru. "for the
developing 
-countries.
It must not be overlooked here, that in the Accession Treaty and as
part of the future enlarged Association Policy, a key politiial com-
mitment was made to find Communiry solutions tb the special
problems posed by the single-crop commodities.
Regarding the active 
_participation by the Community in worldproduct agreeme-nts, this musr still be sought, but with the stipu-
lation that the difficulties in concluding zuch agreemenrs do not
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serve as an alibi for the Community to back out of temporary,
limited commitments which it would be altogether capable of
making.
Even with increased financial resources and a tradepolicy brought
up to date, the means of the enlarged Community will still neces-
sarily be limited compared with the massive needs of all the
developing countries.
Consequently, in trying to be effective, the Community is com-
pelled to adopt some sort of ranking foi its commitments and activi-
ties. It is naturally led to do so by the prioriry concern of respect-
ing the Community's assets embodied by the existing Association
Agreements, and in reinforcing these assets by way of offers made
to several comparable Commonwealth,countries.
Perhaps not enough weight has been put on the fact, thai of the
twenty-five countries which the Santiago Conference acknow-
ledged as-the most underdeveloped of the developing countries,
sixteen are African and thirteen of these are already Associated with
the Community or have received an offer of Association.
If there was any need, Europe's special commitment towards Africa
would find here an additional justification.
For reasons already often quoted, the renewals on a broader basis
of the Agreements with the Magrab countries must also be a
priority task.
These fwo priorities, embracing a privileged regional compass of
relations, must not be set against larger scale ventures. Here,
however, it must be admitted that the scope for valid world so[u-
tions is.very limited and in the last analysis, of course, inequitable,
as the recent Santiago Conference has shown once again.
Nevertheless, the Community cannot abandon its quest for possible
improvements in its generalized preferences system nor for more
, favourable monetary solutions for the developing countries.
But in trying to contribute to the development of countries other
than those associated with it, the Community must not overlook a
recognized realiry, namely: the wide disparities in development
\ between the underfavoured countries and therefore the need, in
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order to be effective, to recolnizethe special regional characteristics
and to adapt the solutions allowing for the resources available.
It is in this spirit that scope for action in favour of the underdevel-
oped Asian and Latin-American countries will have to be carefully
investigated.
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I. THE THIRD SESSION OF UNCTAD
Officially opened on 13 April 1972 by Pre.sident Allende, the Third Meeting of
the United Nadons Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) closed
on2L May 7972.
The agenda, of which the draft was adopted at the eleventh meeting of the
Trade and Development Board in Geneva in August and September L97!,
included besides questions on the traditional activities of UNCTAD several
new matters, particularly the question of the international monetary situation.
The Conference elected Mr Almeyda, Chilean Minister for Foreign Affairs,
as its chairman, and then set up six major committees and three 'lforking
Parries.
Before appraising the results, it is worth while to review some of the
background to this session and the questions arising from it. This needs ro be
done in order to make any objective appraisal of the work of UNCTAD III.
The Background
The Third Session took place at an extremely complicated and uncertain time
on the international front, both in economic and monetary affairs and for the
political routes followed by some countries or groups of countries.
In the first place, problems in the international monetary siruation were, and still
are, in the embryo stage, wirh solutions being studied.
Moreover, preparation for the 7973 tade negotiations has not even started.
Decisions in these key areas of international economic relations on problems in
the developing countries could not be brought in in Santiago, until solutions to
those key issues at the general level or in the relevant groups had been
recognized or suggested.
The political situation in the United States with Presidential elections iust
round the corner prevented the USA from making new commitments on basic
fiade or monetary issues. The Six on their side still do not have an overall
policy on development cooperation and the positions adopred nationally by
Member States on matters still unattended to by Community authorities
narrowed. the scope of statements by Community representatives.
Furthermore, the Six were not and could not be authorized to rake basic
options committing the Ten. So their moves were confined to solutions which
would not hamper the policy to be followed from L January 1973 concerning
development cooperafon.
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The concerns and interests of the developing countries did certainly not
converge. The divergence between the three developing continents and the
countries within'them widened, thus diminishing the impact of these countries
both in their legitimate claims and in solving the basic problems in
international economic relations.
This chain of unfavourable circumstances prevented the Conference from
achieving spectacular results.
But it did give a chance to the deyeloping counties to publicize and even
impose the principle of their participation in world scale decision-making
such as the reform of the international monetary system and the far-reaching
trade negotiations scheduled for 1973. Here it must be said that their efforts
were considerably helped by resolute and decisive moves. on the part of the
Communiry and its Member States. lndeed the Community took the initiative
with a declaration in favour of the developing countries which was endorsed
by all the Western group despite some marked reluctance. The official
positions adopted by most of the Community States and the statements and
moves by President Mansholt in Santiago eventually contributed to general
assent on the developing countries sharing in the reform of the international
monetar,r system and on the need to adopt a constructive approach in
examining.the question o,f linking Special Drawing Rights with development
financing.
Those were the key successes for the developing countries and would have
been impossible without the Community and its Members, especially in the
adverse economic conditions we are currendy exPefiencing
But is must be also said that the main body of problems was not radically
solved and that the developing countries will therefore not fail to carry on
their mov.es to induce the developed countries to make fresh commitments.
The Main Results of the Conference
The results can be summarized under three main issues which often provoked
lengthy and complicated arguments but for which compromise solutions were
finally accepted unanimously or unopposed.
The lnternational Monetd.ry Systern
A key Resolution was passed after prolonged negotiation during the'last night
session of the Conference.
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With this Resolution the Conference:
(i)-- "Recognizes that a more satisfacory system of monerary cooperation
with the broadest participation of -rhe developed and developing
countries is desirable;"
(ii) "Asks immediarely that problems involved in the monerary commercial
and financial areas be solved with coordination in view of their
interdependencel"
(iii) "urges. the IMF to complete the study of all aspects of the proposals for
linking the SDRs and development financing, as part of the discussion
on international monetary reform and considering the primary role of
the SDRs as reserve assets. The Conference invites the IMF
Administration to submit as soon as possible to the Board of Governors
the studies required for the necessary decisions to implement a viable
system."
on the last point concerning sDRs, vital for the- developing counlries, the
united states asked for a separate vote, where some countries including the
USA abstained. The Ten, however, voted in favour of this paragraph.
china and most of the socialist group counrries did not take part in the vote
on the overall Resolution.
The 1973 Trade Negotidions
on the initiativb of the EEC, a key statement on GATT and uNCTAD was
made on behalf of .the \[estern group countries. In it the western group
countries recognized the need 'to ensure the effecsive parricipation of thl
developing countries in the 1973 negotiarions", including ihose who were nor
contracting Parties to GATT. The western group proposed to invite the
Secretary General of UNCTAD to give his help to the developing countries
requesting it and to those who were not Contracting Parties to GATT in
preparing for the negotiations. The Vestern countries also expressed the wish
to "draw on the experience of the secretary General of uNcreo in the
prep,aratory work for the coming negotiations". This gesture represented a
vitally important concession in favour of the developing countries tb the credit
of the Community's initiative.
The conference could therefore pass a Resolution "ensuring for all the
developing countries the chance of full, effective and continuous participation
in all phases of the negotiations so that their interests are fully ionsidered".
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The Resolution also carries preliminary provisions ensuring the participation
of the developing countries ln the negotiations. The Secretary General of
TJNCTAD *d th" Director General of GATT were asked to coordinate their
activity. In the same Resolution, the developing countries also put fgrward
their basic claims, mainly on the principles governing the negotiations.
The Least Aduanced ol the Deueloping Countries
The outcome here consists of official recognition of the heterogeneous nature
of the Third World-whereas up to now UNCTAD had taken a rather
"egalitarian" approach to the developing'countries' problems-and the passing
of Resolutions-emerging as an initial series of special moves in favour of the
least advanced developing countries.
The most significant of these Resolutions, covering the "special measures',
may indisputably be regarded as a success for the "77" arrd particularly the 25
cquntries iurrently acknowledged as the "least advanced", and all the more so
in that it was passed unanimously. This Resolution, which includes both a
commercial and financiat folio, contains somewhat binding conditions
regarding increased volume of aid granted to the least advanced, improvements
in terms and more flexible applications of aid. It means real concessions on
the part of the industrialized countries. A sustained effort was needed
throughout this task to avoid splits within the "77" Grgup, with the most
advanced of the developing countries fearing that the "special measures" might
indirectly harm them. The Resolution is.of particular value to the African
countries since the problem of the least advanced developing counuies is
primarily an African one.
S'mmary of Other Resolutions Passed
Cornrnodities
In this sector the developing countries felt their keenest disappointment over
the inadequate results obtained on all the issues.
Two Resolutions wefe unanimously passed on the Internationl Agreement on
Cocoa and on the rivalry of natural products. They do not constribute any
new decisive factor to these nno problems. Regarding cocoa, complete
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uncertainty reigns over the likelihood of conduding an acceptable lnternational
Agreement. The Community and the Six fully supported the position of the
"77" and said they were prepared to keep up the driye towards a happy
outcome but apparendy nothing new to date allowed one to hope for a basic
change in the ideas and attitude of the USA on concluding the Agreement.
Other Resolutions were passed but only by a majority, on: a marketing and
distribution system for primary products, exploiting the resources of t}e ocean
depths, stabilization of primary producr prices and the role of the IBRD. In
this last Resolution, the Conference recorlmended that the "IBRD Group bring
in direct financing to intergovernmenr agencies with the aim of regularizing
' raw material prices, within agreements by product. . .". This was an
important Resolution passed by a majority with trvo votes against (USA and
Australia) and where the intervention of President Mansholt in telation to
Chairman McNamara proved decisive.
The draft Resolution on diversification was referred to the Board since no
chance of agreement appeared due to the emphasis laid by the u77' on access
to the markets. The same applied to the rwo basic issues on-access to the
markets and the prices policy which froze into a radical disagreement between
the industrialized countries and theb "77" partners. The Conference could
only pass a Resolution, with the United States abstaining, to amplify the
intergovernment talks on commodities with reference to market access and
prices policy
As matters stand at the moment, this procedure Resolution on commodities is
still a worth while basis for promoting international action in favour of the
developing countries.
Manufaawred Prod.ucts
All the Resolutions were unanimously adopted. They cover, aid for sffucftral
developments, restrictive trade practices, international subcontracting and
export promotion. A Resolution was passed on the liberalization of non-tariff
obstacles, setting up a Session Committee within the Committee on
Manufactures to study these questions. The key Resolution in the sector of
manufacnrres provides for the Special Preferences Qemmi6se to be converted
into a permanent TINCTAD agency. This success was possible due to the
agreement of all the'Western countries and particularly to the outright positive
attitude of the Community and its Members.
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Monetary and Fi.nancial Problems
Besides the Resolution on the monetary situation repercussions mentioned
above, some ten others on problems of developm€nt financing were passed by
a majority (most of the l7estern countries opposing or abstaining), which
naturally reduced their scope. Th"y nainly concern additional financing,
total contributions of public and private resources, terms 'of public aid,
compensation against loss due to monetary readjusments, foreign private
investments and the mobilization of the developing countries' internal
resources.
Resolutions on lnstitutional Maneri
The key Resolution adopted here concerns the study by the Trade and
Development Board on setting up a Generd International Trade Organization.
The Resolution was passed by a maiority, the Western countries and some
AASM countries opposing it. The Conference also adopted provisions on
UNCTAD's institutional mechanism, 5ainly - enlargement of Board
membership and setting up new permanent agencies (The Special Preference
Committee, The Intergovernment Group for the Least Advanced Developing 
.
Countries).
The Princi.ples of Internati.onal Trade Relations
The developing countries submitted a draft resolution on the "principles
governing international uade relations and the trade policies to favour
development". All the proflems behind the claims, requests and concerns of
the developing countries are set forth in it. These issues range from inviting
the developed countries to implement redevelopment programmes aimed at
creating a more rational international division of labour to reaffirming each
country's sovereign right to dispose freely of its natural resources. Another
issue turns'on whether "ttre developing countries should be granted the benefit
of a preferential system for everything concerning trade and development" or
should these nations be assured "participation under equal conditions with the
other members of the international community in all discussions and decisions
on the reform of world trade and monetary system". This bill was passed but
only by a majority;_ most of the developed countries voted again56 61
abstained. Its text only serves to illusuate the position which the developing
countries intend to claim in future.
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Other Resolutions
Other Resolutions on general matters were passed in full session and mosdy
unopposed. They concerned the preparation of a State Charter of Economic
Rights and Responsibilities, the environment, rclay of information, and
economic aspects of dishrmament. Resolutions were also passed on more
specific items reviewed by'the Conference, namely: East-West trade, regional
integration between developing countries and the transfer of technique.
Regarding sea transport, the key Resolution concerned a "modus operandi" for
Maritime Conferences. It was passed by majority only, all the'l7estern grouP
of countries opposing it.
The Communiqy's Role
As excepte4 the European Community was often at the heart of the
Conference debate. The EEC commercial policy and especially the
agricultural policy came in for some criticism from the developing countries
and the East European nations.
On other sides, things went well for the Community. Firsdy, the developing
countries appreciated the.leading role taken by the Community in introducing
and operating the generilized preferences. Throughout the Conferencg the
Community took coristructive action; on the 7973 trade negotiations,
the international monetarF problems, statements on sugar and cocoa.
President Mairsholt's attendance, his two speeches in full session and his talks
with 'the developing countries contributed solidly to improving the
Community's image.l
Through all these moves 'and a series of conciliatory gestures' the EEC
Commission succeeded in getring the movers of a draft resolution attacking the
Community and especially its enlargement to refer it to the Trade and
Development Board.
Generally speaking and in cases where the Commuuity was authorized to do
so, Community positions were adopted.. The Commission was.fully able to
' In his speech to the European Parliament on 19 April D72 (See Bulled$ 5-19721 We'
sident Mansholt published thE statement he made in 17 April 1972 a t NCTAD. There
follows at the en-d of this Chapter the text of the Presideot-s statement of 18 May L972 at
TJNCTAD.
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act as the Community's spokesman and played a part in all the Committees
and Vorking Parties on behalf of the Community. Regarding the "casual
contact' groups, the situation was more difficult but the Commission's
representatives were enventually able to take part on Community problems
even in the Chairman's Group. The four fulssming countries, and especially
the United Kingdom, showed complete agreement with the Community
regarding Community matters. Throughout the Conference, many
coordination meetings of the Ten had been organized among Heads of
Delegations, Representatives of the Ten and the Commission in the various
Committees and'Working Parties.
Several infomative meetings were also organized with the AASM Delegations
and close touch was kept with them throughout the Conference. Contact was
also made with the East African countries, the other countries associated with the
the Community and the future Associates from the Commonwealth.
'When the Conference closed, the Chairman's message noted that 'a trend is
working in favour of the developing corrntries as shown in the positions
adopted by the Conference on major problems such as the 1973 negotiations,
GATT/UNCTAD relations, reform of the international monetary sysrem, the
link benveen SDRs and development financing. . ."' A prime contribution by
the Conference will have been to allow all developing countries to share in the
open debates on the trade and monetary front. This is a key success for these
countries from the procedural aspect. What follows will depend on the will
of the developed countries, when decisions are hammered out, to give body to
their consideration of the developing countries' problems.
On'other questions examined, in particular special measures in favour of the
least advanced developing countries, the Conference reached agreemeht on the
guidelines which should allow the competent LINCTAD agencies to study and
submit fitting solutions.
The Community, soon to be expanded, is expected to achieve the concrete form
of a logical and consistent development policy plus a decisive acceleration of
the uend, which as UNCTAD has stressed, is leading the developing countries
to claim a new and true relationship of "partnership in progress". As
President Mansholt said in Santiago, the Commission of the EEC will now
consider, in preparation for the coming Conference of Heads of State, the
problems raised at UNCTAD and will put forward the necessary proposals.
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Statement by Mr Sicco Mansholt to UNCTAD
(19 may 1972)
"Our Conference opened a debate on the impact of the regional economic
groui2ings of the developed countries on international commerce, including
trade with the developing countries.
This debate and the draft resolution TD/L.66 which is one of its yardsticks
il" ::*: T::#:::;;,ndertaken by the communityin this contexr;
(ii) and to oqplain and confirm the guidelines which its institutions, and in
its own right our Cornmission of the European Communities, intend to
follow in finding and opening with the d6veloping countries the way to
the solutions of their fears.
I will say quite clearly that the Community's moves cannot and must not be
overlooked in making an honest and objective appraisal of the tremendous
problem which development means for our world.
L. Several times, and again just after its Council's session last March, the
Community expressed its resolve to pay "special attention to the
problems of the developing countries". And these were no empty
words.
2. The Community has translated them into the system of generalized
preferences. The Community was one of its main backers and was the
first to put it to work.
3. At this very Conference, the Community has given or will give substance
to its statements.
The Community has taken the initiative here as everyone can
wifiress, to ensure that all the developing countries share in the
797 3 maltilateral negotiations.
Moreover, the Community does not look upon its preference plan
as a machine or a package of intangible provisions. It is anxious
to follow their application closely, (I will consider panicularly
' here the case of the least advanced developing countries) and
examine their development favourably. An4 in this twofold
prospect, the Community also regards, under certain circumstances,
the creation of a Special Preferences Committee iN a useful and
appropriate framework.
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I was therefore very sorry to find in the draft resolution TO/L.66 under
discussion, terms which may create the impression of a feeling against the
Community's enlargement. I think that those terms are ill chosen. The
Community of Six has already given proof of the dynamism that it has
injected into its trade with the developing countries. I have no wish to quote
once again figures which are well known. I am sure that the Community of
Ten will follow this route still further developing its openmindedness towards
the exterior.
I am not against constructive criticism of the Community. In fact, I think it is
needed. But it must be realized that the Community is now in a state of
conversion and that it is therefore not in the best of .positions to develop a
clear strategy on external problems and on many issues in its internal
development. This is why we are preparing the Summit Conletence of Heads
of State to be held at the end of October. This is when the Community of
Ten can and must come up with the blueprint for its external policy and
internal development. I can tell you here and now, that as part of the
preparation for this Summit, the Commission will reckon with the criticism
and the problgms rais'ed at this Conference and that it will make the necessary
proposals to this end.
*
I am worried at seeing this Conference close without clear positions having
been reached on major questions of decisive significance for the future of
development. 
-'
Certainly progress has been made in certain areas. More will surely be made
in the hours to come.
Bug within the dme for prepadng the multilaterd trade negotiations, we
should have definiteh decided on a set of basic principles for governing the
development of world trade.
I know that as far as our Community is concerned, we have wavered in
defining and laying down lines of action. During my first address to this
house I said clearly that our Community was not yet ready to define its policy.
In tnrtlu I inust emphasize that there is and will be a positive Community
attitude towards many of the developing countries' claims, and I consiiler that
this third LINCTAD is of paticular importance for the formulation of the
EEC's policy.
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I would like to make it quite clear, that as President of the EEC Commission
who, as such, as you know, suggests but does not decide Community policy, I
have no authority to make a statement for the Community on policies still
undecided. But I am able to declare already our Community's firm resolve to
go forward working frcim proposals, which our Commission will lay before
the Council of the Community.
Let me sketch a broad outline of the main points of this policy and explain
how I see, for my part, the Community's role in the coming trade negotiations.
We are fully aware that 80o/o of the world trade in the hands ol20o/o of the
world population qreates an impossible situation and it must further be said
that the share of the developing countries is tending to shrink. Our basic
objective must be to reverse this trend and not to wait, pospone and
deliberate for years before doing so. 'We must urgently undertake from now
the realization of this obiective.
What does this mean? Let us first look at the problem from the commercial
angle. There are two ways to increase the trade of the developing countries
towards dhe industrialized nations.
(i) The first is to achieve a lqter and more efficient distribution of the
world's production aqlvity which means strucnrral modification in our
own economies. Very well, we are ready to make them and we are
setting about it. The big restructuration programme in agriculture
which we are getting underway will give plenty of scope for redressing
the balance in trade. Similar moves should be made in other industrial
sectoni. Thus it will be possible to boost diversification in the
economies of the developing states by a potential increase in their
exports to the markets of tfie industrialized nations.
(i0 The second way consists in leaving a greater part of the increased
consumption of tihe industrialized countries to the benefit of the
developing countries.
But, apart ftom these general moves towards a better division of labour, much
remains to be done to improve uade relations.
At this time of preparation for the 1973 negotiations, you must know that our
Communitj, putl special ,i lu" on improving its relations with the developing
countries, and does so mindful of the immense problem created by the gulf
between the standard of living of the developing countries and the
industrialized nations and the means to be used for closing the gUlf. It is these
problems which above all must be taken as the issues to be faced in the near
future.
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In comparison, the trade problems between the industrialized countries are less
acute. But it is in the light of these problems, and I musr clearly say so, thar
we are organizing the trade negotiations and defining the principies which are
to be the basis of the negotiations.
I am, however, glad to see that an agreement has apparendy been reached on
the full participation of all the developing countries in the prepa:ation of these
negotiations. our community applauds it and is ready to form close links to
this end with LINCTAD.
It goes without saying that it is vitally important to consider the coming
multilateral negotiations as genuinely multilateral. That means that therl
must not be the least discrimination between Members and non-Members of
GATT.
over previous decades, GATT has played a big part in international trade and
has definitely influenced its expansion. But this expansion must now be in
favour of the developing countries who have not benefited enough from it,
especially in agricultural produce which for them is all-imporant
This situation must pe changed and to do so we should adjust the procedures
so that they may serve the interests of the developing countries. This cJearly
requires th-e collaboration of all countries and the international organizations
concerned.
The broad field of co-modiries, a secror vital to aLmost all the developing
countries,. is indispuably one of the problems for priority treatmenr during the
197 3 ttade nqgotiations.
I would like here ro oudine the concept that the commission of the EEC,
mindful of improving the situation of the developing countries on all the.
external makets, hopes to bring out first within the community and then
during trlre nggotiations.
The commission of the EEC considers that the academic and barren
comparison between approaches based on market access and advocacy of
organization of markets be superceded. Insofar as these approaches only refer
to marketq it is obvio"s that they cannot supply valid solutions to problems
which really involve much more than tade alone.
Indeed, improvement in export revenue of the developing countries also hinges
on other factors covering the economy of each co--odity from the produaion
stage to the consumption point. This is especially true for the products we
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qualify as competitive with similar European products. For these items
supported by national policies in the developed countries, market access pure
and simple will not improve the export vol,me and revenue of the developing
countries. On the contrary, the opened markets will be rapidly taken over by
the e:rporters of the developed countries who are more efficient and above all
benefit from public support and subsidies. The same thing would apply in the
organization of marketing for the key factors to be dealt wit'h are precisely the
internal measures for support or storage etc. which escape the rules of the
market.
The EEC Commission has never opposed access to the markets as such. It has
always favoured organizing the markets more equitably for all and
particularly for the developing counffies.
The Commission therefore feels that we should work from the angle of a
"product economy" to be adjusted coordinately and progressively. All the
economic factors of the products'are to be dealt with, namely: production and
how to influence it, diversific4tion of production with all its implications,
internal and export suppoft measures, prices and how to stabilize them and at
what level, storage and its financing, etc. In other words, international and
national measures bearing on all these economic product factors are aimed at
briogog about liberalizatioa of trading conditions and reducing protection and
protectionism.
The systematic and coordinated development of world production flexibly
adapted to forecastable expansion would thus ease access to the markets for
the products of the developing countries and allow price policies to be
praaiced in their favour at rcally equitable levels, meaning really stable as
well as really profitable.
In short, the EEC Commission thinks that the international community could
expressly stimulate tihe broadest expansion and liberalization of world trade
for the benefit of the developing countries by means of mutual and progressive
adjustment of all the essential economic product factors, This mutud
adjustment should be written into ihternational'product agreemEnts. By these
agreements, the problems could be solved, especially market access and price
policy. By these agreements the exports of the developing countries could get
their fair share on all the external markets and especially on the markets of
the industrialized countries.
It is therefore in the interests of the developing countries themselves that such a
policy be followed for it would give much scope for boosting the exports of
countries needing them and which are precisely the developing countries.
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This is an 'outline oi'the-concept that thre Cxrmmission of the IEEC hopes to
promote within the Comrnuni. ty and then during the coming trade negotiations
to raise ai internationil cor"modity policy which wi[ highlight-the solidarity
between.the d& copntries *a tnei. Thitii \Forld pz,rt""o -tte Commissioi
of the EEC is aware of the implications of such a policy for the internal
structunes in the Coinmunit,,. It is prepared to'bear its share of responsibility
in soh'ing thistigbly delicate pr-€blem politicallr., socially and economically,
Irt me show in conclusion &at our Community intends to learn from the
discussions in this Santiago Conference.
Lhi contrast benveen two worlds, the rich and i{re poor, will lorce us to build
policies wk& will pave the way to a single world. 
.
The EEC Commission will immediately prefar.e prcposals whictr consider the
requests of the developing countries. 'I; will d6 s6 in close touch wifi ttre
Secretary General of TINCTAD who has a key task to accomplfoh in preparing
for thse negotiations. ' This will. be the best way to initiate joint moves
towards the multilateral negotiations, which will dominate the coming yearr."
\
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II. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT : NEW GOALS
FOR THE COMMUNITY
The EUropean Community today is moving towards enlargement; an
appropriate situation for redefining objectives. Heeding the concem expressed
by Member States and the incoming countries, the Commission considered,
that coordination and stimulation of scientific research and technological
development at Community level should be a key priority for-the enlarged
Community
In this light the Commission , on'1.4 Jane 1972, sent the Council a package of
proposals for setting up an early organization to achieve a ioint scientific
research and technological development policy.
This joint policy should allow the Member States to get more valuable
economic and social results from the efforts they are making singly or
collectively in scientific research and technological advance.
For a New Situation-New Needs
ihe Community is enlarging. Relations berween Europe and the United
States are changing. Relations are taking shape berween that country and
China, bringng in appreciable modulations in the world balance of power.
Japan's strength is asserting itself. The eastern markets are opening up. All
these factors are influencing or will direcdy affect the ocompetition by
innovationt' in which the technologically developed countries are engaged.
More than ever, the existence of a creative and innovative Europe is
apparendy vital against this developing background.
Moreover, social demands in research and development (R Ea D) are
clarifying. Member States whose basic opinions up to now turned on the
obiectives of de{ence or international power, are already redefining their R 6c
D policies, seeking a happier balance in meeting the collective needs of society
and individuals. Both more prqfitable in the broad sense oI the term and
more universal, meaning they are less national in their aims or possible
impact, these options fit more easily into intgrnational cooPeration.
Lasdy, the very multiplicity of new needs to be met and the need to gain a
stficter control of technical progress and its dangerous secondary effects obliges
'us to make optimum use of the Community's human and financial mens.
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Member states who more and more often run up against the limits of their
national resources, are thus led to look for rolotions to their individual
problems through cooperation or ioint action.
Previous Experience and New Avenues of Approach
If the, previous fifteen years were for European technological cooperation a
period of experience more than achievemeng and if failureJ and crises marked
most of the action taken, the balance sheet of international effort still shows
considerable credits. Successful examples can be counted in CERN, Euratom's
"Fusion and Biology" programmes and EMBO. These very successes in
themselves show that Euopean cooperation is opening a way which should
not be considered by only referring to the failureJ r"coided; failures due most
oftgn t9 inadequate'definition of objeaives and to their prepararion on the
risky basis of compromise between conflicting national irterests or to
shortcomirrgs in market organization and administration. Experience gained
allows a sharper appraisal of the directions which 
-ight be taken.
In science and basic research, the Community countries would have an obvious
interest in rationalizing their investment in the major irrtmmenrs (largg
radiotelescopes, high flux reacrors) as in the programmei of joint interest isolld
state physics, medical research, basic research of interest to developing
countries).
In maior technology (atoms, space, aeronautics, telecommunications, data
processing, transport) developed up to now, experience tends to prove that
sectoral R Sc D policies linked with industrial obiectives should 6e defiied.
In the individual studies involved, the communiry would have to ensure the
coordination needed between moves made by all or some of the Member
States and to promote, for industrial.success, the trans-national remodelling of
companies, the opening up of public conrracts, and the organization of group
purchasing and ioint public services.
Lastly, regarding technological advance in all the industrial sectors, the
Community's first task would be to create conditions favourable tb innovation
and smo.'thing trans-frontier'cooperation by seeing to it that the companies
committed to this cooperarion are helped in a similar way to those enjoying
the support of national programmes.
Towards a Joint Research Development policy I
However much. progress is made towards European standardiration, the
community will remain polycentric. ln defining and implementing a common
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R 6a D policy, the Communiry can neither and must neither guaranree
everything, nor centalize everything. The common policy will leave broad
scope and in some sectors most of the scope'to the free initiative of the
national public centres, universities and companies. The policy should emerge
in joint action only in the case of recognized needs. Moreover, considering
the specific narure of R & D activity, the common policy can be effectively
achieved only by using a broad range of applications: national action, limited
cooperation agreements with limited participation, concerted action taken by
Iarge European or international associations, joint action, etc.
Conversely, the wealth of ways and means to be used confirms the need for
common choice and coordination berween Community countries.
The concept of "common R 6c D policy" would thus comprise:
(;) Joint seleaion and adoption of priority R Sc D goals as a ratio of
acknowledged socio-economic needs. These choices made together
would allow the desirable consistency and complementarity to be
maintained berween national action, action to be developed at
- Community level and international acrion shared by Member States.
(b) Definition and implementation of joint Community action deriving from
the selected objectives. Five basic criteria would lead to programming
this action:
(0 Action which, due to the human and financial resources required,
cannot be carried out on a national basis.
(ii) Action where the development cosr and the oudets call for a big
market or a market organized at European level.
(iii) Action of an essentially international narure.
(iv) Action to meet joint collective needs.
(v) Action which assists in acrivating or developing other Community
policies.
(c) Equitable disuibution of ioint or Community investments at narional and
regional level.
(d) Organization of solidarity in external 
- 
relations. Adoption of joint
positions towards non-Member States would allow Community
counties and their industries ro enioy for them unprecedented
negotiatory strength at the international level.
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To achieve these objectives it would be necessary to:
(i) Recognize that the authority of the Qogunrrnity and its institutions
efiends to all fields of R 6c D which means that here the Commission
and the Council respectively have the right to put forwatd and decide
on proposals and the scope for bringing in Community financial
resources.
(ii) Evaluate and adopt the proportion of Community resouroes which
should be allocated to research and innovation (yearly "package").l
(iii) Equip the Community vdth agencies for preparing, defining and
implementing this po.licy.
(iv) Draw up the blueprint for the new mission and the redevelopment of the
Joint Research Centre, its activities henceforth to be considered-in the
general context of defining a corrmon R 6c D policy.
TIie Instruments; the Priorities
Definition and activation of a common R Sc D policy can only be done
progressively. Thus it is difficult if not impossible to indicate a priori-in
their permanent form-all the instruments and means needed in the medium
term.
An initial body of struchues and procedures would have to be brought in
temporarily to allow action. A fresh overall scrutiny, in a.few years time'
would offer the chance to perfect the strucnues in the light of experience.
As of now we should:
(0 Set up a European Research and Development Committee as an advisory
agency responsible for enlightening the Commission in preparing itsproposals. t
(ii) Replace the various current Committee at Communiry levef by a single
Committee authorized to deal with all secrors and all aspects-of tne n
Ec D dossier.
(iii) Set up a European Foundation for sciencq an independent Foundation
assigned to boost European cooperation in basic rsearch.
1^_An average 6f tf,Q milliea units of accoutrt per yeru for tte first three yars, 1973, 1974,
1975.
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In the medium term, the Commission is consider'ing the setting up of a
European Research and Development Agench Nt independent Community
agency, delegated .with the funaion of administration, execution and
supervision.of Joint C6mmunity action or conceited RBcD projects.
Regarding action begun or to be developed n 1973, the bommission proposes
a programme amounting to about 95 million u.a. (JRC, indirea action, new
proiects).
I.t is proposed, under the new projects, to launch an environmental research
progtamme and a study and pilol proiea schenie for materials.
In the soming weeks, after consulting the European Investment Banh the
Commission will put forward the Community development and industrial
innovation contracts for supporting the mefium-sized RScD projeas. The
financial endowment involved is aheady count€d in the upackage" of
95 miltion u.a. proposedtot 7973.
Decisiorus to be takm.
Bndgrt- r
forecas 1973
t. lcR
2. Indhea Adiona
- 
Programmes decided(Biology6, FusionE
'(end of Dragon
education and trai-
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- 
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3. Etnopean Science
Foundotion
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the centre (App. I of
draft resolution)
- 
Programnes
= 
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Type of proposalSubiect
PafiicipationinPR.AS?
6c COST proieas
- 
PREST Secretariat
projects: Town Plan-
ning, Data Proces-
sing Training, Mo-
nitoring of Main
diseases, Public
Health and Hygiene,
- 
COST Secretariaqparticipation in
Metallurgy proiece
Nuisances
Nant Prciecls
- 
Environmento
- 
Materialso
Deuelopment n ) tn-dusuial Innoudion
Con:tracts
Stttdies and, Sunteys
- Studies needed for
pre,paring R&Dpol-
tcr
Cotnrnanity Prcgram-
,nes in the maior
d.uanced tecbnology
sectors
- 
Budget proposals, pro-
posals for research and
education progremmes
Budget-
forecast 1973
4.
5.
- 
Budget Proposals, parti-
cipation in proi"cts
- 
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posals
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- 
Preliminary snrdies and
pilot proiectc
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Programms
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FIII. THE NEED TO COORDINATE
AGRONOMIC RESEARCH
During the Ciuncil meeting of 30 May 1972 in Brussels, attend.ed. by the
Ministers of Agriculture, Mr Carlo Scarasiia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the
Cornmission, spoke in the following stdternent of tbe need and prospects of a
C ornrnunity Agr onornic Resear ch P oli cy.
'As I have said earlier, I have been deeply impressed by the decisive progress
made in building the Common Agricultural Policy at the time of the key
decisions taken by the Council during its March 1972 seision.
Of course, this policy must still be adiusted, consolidated and perfected. And
yet, a new phase is beginning. The phase where, thanks to the means offered
through'the provisions of such a policy, the agricultural producers and their
companies will have to take options and use adequate models as part of an
overall picture of Community and world requirements and therefore based on
- precise directives as far as productivity and cultivation are concerned. ,
These options will not be possible for them without aid, information and
advice. To gain the ends desired, it will be absolutely necessary to rely on
systematic market research but with more than a short term oudook, and on
agronomic research which must be encouraged to find the most satisfactory
solutions for cultivation in homogeneous zones and for ever better products to
i+rin millions of consumers, especially those of the large Communiry area.
This scientific agronomic research must ensure solutions for the agricultural
producers which are tur, logical, lasting and which will stimulate, within
human limits, the interest of advancing agricultural farm holdings to obtain an
adequate income under normal conditions.
Therefore, in this sphere, more strenuous cooperation and coordination of
effort would be needed to get positive results.
'With these ideas in mind, the Commission for some time now has been
organizing talks with the Directors General of agronomic research in the
Member States. On these occasions, we have found very positive attitudes on
Community coordination. There was apparendy a genuine need for
coordination and a sincere resolve on the part of these Directors to develop
practical and organized action at Community level in this field.
I do not need to recall that the Community has already taken practical
initiative here. Already in July 1966 the Council decided to launch a
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Community research prograrnme on common and African pig diseases. This
prograrnme was carried out and I shall soon be submitting the final report
with its conclusions on the foliow up.
But this was ad'hoc action to provide an urgent and key service to European
agricultwe and which'at the same time served as a test with, moreover,
decisive resuhs for the scope and efficiency of the techniques of the joint
research prograrnme. '
But activity organized in scientific ,groro-i. research, as provided for by
Article 41 of the Treaty, cannot be confined to particular action and cannot
be decided upon under the spur of more or less serious occurrences of a
sectoral nature. I .
If it is true that the purpose of strucnrral policy is to facilitate, also as part of
a regional policy, the economic rebirth of zones still socially and economically
underdeveloped, scientific agronomic research is. the fust and key factor. This
is verified in industry which imposes a specific commitment in basic research
and.in the practical application of established principles.
'What are the arguments which we offer our agricultural producers when they
propose to introduce new crops or improve the old ones? On what market
studies or knowledge of new consumer demand can we conscienciously base
our advice and guidance? I do not think that the agricultural producers can go
on being the guinea pigs for subde, peneuating and pretentious propoganda
which often feeds shortlived illusions and sometimes causes irreparable
damage.
The State Administration and University Agronomy Institutes are working
enthusiastically and with excellent results but, in my opinion, their efforts are
not yet sufficiently geared 1q ths Qernrnrrnity.
'We shall therefore apparently have to rely on the permanent contribution of
t"hose nationally responsible and this could be obtained through setting up a
Standing Committed. \[e shall also need the financial and material nreans to
cover the range of interests which I have taken here as examples and which in
any case will be targeted on programmes 'and research proiects involving
existing or future institutiohs on the basis of the provisions of futicle 4L
mentioned above.
\tre must not underestimate the growing .oo..rn over the indiscriminate use of
seemingly harmless materials, but which in the long run are shown to be
dangerous to the health of consumers and those handling them.
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Lastly, I think that the arguments followed up to now match the requirements
of the Common Agricultural Policy because they point out the concern
expressed repeatedly by the Commission over research and technological
development policy.
Those are the thoughts which lead me to tell you that I intend to submit to
the Commission as soon as possible proposals which I hope will eventually be
approved Uy thp Council of Ministers."
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IV. THE STOCKHOLM CONFERENCE
oN MAN AND THE ENVTRONMENT (s-16 JUNE 1972)
The United Nations Conference on man and his environment, the first of its
kind, called by LJNO after moves by-sweden :rr.1968, was held in Stockholm
from5 toL6 lane L972.
Originaly the key obiective of the Con{erence was to alert public opinion to
the growing dangers from pollution, the population explosion, the degradation
of soil and natural resources and to lay down the groundplan for international
action which would help in solving these problems. Since then, the spodight
has been on action to be taken.
The Member States of the EEC and the four incoming countries were
represented in Stockholm by responsible Delegations. The Council and
Commission of the Community made an active contribution both in the
preparation and in the Conference work itself. The concertation of the
Community's views and those of the incoming countries initiated in April by
an ad hoc group within the Council went on day by day in Stockholm.
Since, at the wish of UNO, the Stockholm Conference was politically minded,
Delegations of countries taking paft were made up of political personalities
and senior civil servants, backed up by a relatively small numbei of scientific,
technical and economic advisors. Similarly, the international organizations
invited as observers were represented by topJevel delegates.
Thus, Mr Emile Krieps, Secretary of State for the Luxembourg Ministry of the
Interior, representing the President of the Council, and Mr Sicco Mansholt, '
President of the Commission, represented the Community, whose Delegation
was also made up of senior Council and Commission officials.
The Democratic Republic of .Germany was not invited to the Conference and
for this reason the other Communist countries, except China, Romania and
Jugoslavia, refused to take part. Despite this non-attendance, the abstaining
countries are not expected to cause obstruction at the meeting of the General
Assembly which will be called to ratify the Conference results.
The Communiq/s Position
Speaking as President in office of the Council, Mr Krieps took stock of the
environmenf problems in the Community which stem from its high population
density, advanced level of industrialization and geographical situation. He
then reviewed the Community Members action regarding these problems.and
highlighted the scope for joint Community action.
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Mr Krieps considered that the Stockholm Conference should offer dhe chance
to specify the place of Community action in all the international moves and to
bring fresh knowledge and experience to bear on the issues involved as well as
on the diverse results of the remedies envisaged. Mr Krieps then spoke of the
Community's special interest in moves to fight sea pollution, set up a world
control network for the chief pollutants, and form a systim of reference
standards and research programrnes. In conclusion, Mr Krieps offered to let
the States concerned benefit from experience gained by the Community in
regional cooperation.
Mr Mansholt, President of the Commission, urged the Delegates to resist the
temptation to repeat all the scientific and technical arguments and asked them
to draw the political conclusions with no more delay, adding that this
approach required imagination and courage. Mr Mansholt stressed the
dangers of any moves which attacked only the symptoms of today's problems
and allowed the causes to persist. It was futile to embark on a crusade
against sea pollution and the degeneration of the natural environment if
nothing was done to counter the wild expansion of production and
consumption in the wealthy areas of thb world and the massive poverty and
squalour afflicting the poor areas.
We had been engaged with this problem for twenty years, said Mr Mansholt,
during which the gap berween the rich and the poor parts of the world had
steadily grown. The President of the Commission then asked whether
political parties and governments were really prepared to learn from past
experience and do all they could to ensure the capacity for living on our
planet. The Third United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(LJNCTAD) held in April and May 7972,in Santiago, Chile,l had shown once
again that the world was still not yet organized in such a way, that- an
appreciable improvement in the situation might be expected during the present
decade. In the rich countries, pollution due to reckless growth of consumption
was now a mortal danger. In the poor countries, millions of people were
living in squalour and conditions utterly incompatible with human digniry.
Here Mr Mansholt asked the UNO agencies tojndicate what level of private
and public consumption the developing countries might reach, considering the
precprious situation of natural resources and the balance of the ecosphere.
Mr Mansholt then emphatically demanded that protection of the environment
be the target for a genuinely collective policy.' Air, water and the balance of
natrrre could not be treated as national issues for they represented the
colleitive wealth of humanity. Was it therefore not logical, he asked, to set
1 See Chap. I.
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up here an organization for taking decisions at a level transcending the
national authorities?
Claiming that supra-nationality must find its greatest chance for realization in
the sphBre of environment, Mr Mansholt proposed to delegate a group of
experts and politicians with the task of studying the likely areas of activity for
such a supra-national agency and of specifying the sanctions against
non-observance of the rules laid down.
Mt Mansholt then recalled the package of proposals on the enyironment which
the Commission had sent the Council last March.l He informed the
Conference that the Commission intended to ask the Heads of State and
Government of the Ten at their coming Paris Summit, to decide that the
protection and improvement of the environment must be the target of a
genuine Community policy.
Lasdy, Mr Mansholt said that the moves proposed by the Commission were in
no way intended to duplicate those undertaken by Member States or by
international organizations but on the contrary complement and strengthen
them. In his view, action undertaken by LINO could only succeed if propped
by that of regional groups like the Community.
The Outcome of the Conference
Before the Conf€rence, a draft 'Declaration', a dtaftaction programme and a
report on each of the main agenda items, had been sent to the Delegations.
These papers were discussed in Stockholm during meetings- of specialized
Committees, running in parallel with the plenary session and reporting to it.
Under the terms of its statute, the Conference was unable to take decisions
committing LJNO. The results will be sent as recommendations to the LINO
General Assembly who will consider them at its meeting scheduled for early
November 1972.
The main recommendations adopted by the Conference involve:
(i) A "Declaration" on the environment comparable with the Declaration
on the Right of Man.
(ii) Setting up an Environment Secretariat within the United Nations
Organization.
' See pJ 9 52 of 26 May 1972, Bulleln 5-1972" Part 2, Chap. Itr and Supplement 5-72-Bulle-tin of the European Community.
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(iii) Launching an Environment Fund of about 100 million dollars, for
financing aaivities during the early years.
(iv) Organizing several hundred studies'and projects on the main agenda
items, namely:
1. The planning and administration of man's institutions so as to
' safeguard the quality of the environment.
2.' The management of natural resotuces.
3. The identification of key international pollutants and nuisances
and the campaigns against them.
4. the educational, social and cultural aspects of environment
problems and the pendant question of information.
5. Development of the environment.
6. The international impaa on organization, of the action proposals
generated by the Conference.
Among these last recommendadons may be mentioned those on:
(0 The campaign against sea'pollution by adopting the draft agreement
against the discharge of pollutants into the oceans, drawn up by an
intergovernment meeting in April L972 isReykjavik.
(iil The organization of a world measuring network for the environment
- 
(Earhwatch).
(iii) Avoidance of obstacles to trade, motivated by environmental
qonsiderations.
(iv) The setting up of a world systam of reference standards (or the
environment.
(v) Consideration of environmental criteria in development aid programmes.
(vi) The setting up of a special fund for improving dwelling conditions in the
.' 
developing countries.
(vii) Preparation for a second conference nL977.
Generally speaking, these recommendations do not differ much from those
drafted by the Conference Secretariat, althotgh there are more of them.
Consequences for the Community
The Stockholm Conference hi8hlighted yet again the rapidly
environment problems, their ever-widening geographical scde
increasing economic, social and cultural impact on all human activity.
BvlL EC 7-7972
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This is why economically and socially acceptable solutions and adequate
remedies from the health and ecological angle can no longer be found only on
the local and national scale. Agreements are needed at continental and world
level. Again, the answers to these problems can no more be discovered
individually within this or thar economic or social sector, but must be sought
in consideration of all human activity.
These rwo basic conclusions are quite in the spirit of the'proposals by the
Commission on the environment. Certainly the homogeneiry of the highly
developed Community countries can provide, after enlargrng, deepening and
strengthening its strucrures, a solid and crearive contribution to the
environment problems in the Community itself and the rest of the world.
The Stockholn Conference also showed t{rat environmental needs require
redirected policies both at national and Community level. This redirection
will imFinge on all rhe sector policies of the Member states of the
community, which will assume its rrue meaning if all the Member states
resolve to act together.
The Conference must also induce some caution. It was clear that knowledge
and investigation of irany environment problems is still insufficient and this
applies to both their consequences 4nd:emedies. Again, on the political level,
the apparatus for decisions and grganization for protecting the environmenr is
still inadequate. Knowledge of the problems and the remedies as well as the
decision and organization apparatus must be amplified.
one consideration is paramount. Never up to now have the politicians and
the top civil servants the world over been so closely and mutually confronted
with environment problems in their full dimension, indeed with ihe problems
of civilization. This is an earnesr of success for the task to be undertaken.
ln every respect, the stockholm conference must be regarded as a positive
start. It is to be hoped that the [rNO General Assembly will ratify these
results by approving the recommendations made by the Conference.
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I. FUNCTIONING OF THE COMMON MARKET
. COMPETITION POLICY
Restrictive Agreements, Concentrations, Dominant Positions:
Specific Cases
Tbe Continmtal Can Case
1. On the basis of Article 86 of the EEC Treaty, which checks the abuse of
a dominant position in the Common Market, the Commission on
9 December 7971took a Decision agzlinst the American Group of Continental
Can, the leading world manufacnrrer of light metal packs.l The Commission
had. observed that t'he takeover by Continental Can of a Dutch light metal
packing manufachrrer, Thomassen 6c Drijver-Verblifa NV, was an abuse of a
dominating position and the Commission enioined Continental Can to submit
proposals by 1 July 7972 tor easing this infringement of the EEC Treaty
competition rules.
Conforming with this Decision, Continental Can put forward proposals on the
three lines of products concerned, namely: light packs for meat preserves and
charcuterie, for fish and shellfiih preserves and for metal lids and covers.
After examining the proposals, the Commission considered that they were
inadequate to stop the abuse in question. Before taking a formal decision, the
Commission addressed its opinion to those concerned so that they could submit
their comments.
Aottborizati.on for a Joi.nt Foundation
2. Under Article 66 of the ECSC, the Commission on 17 May 1972
authorized the ioint foundation of the Bayerische Brennstoflhandel GrnbH &,
Co. KG in Munich, by five German fuel marketing companies. The parmers
are putting into the new business their wholesale solid fuel companies whose
activity covers a limited area of, southern Germany. This concentration at
administrative and sales management level represents, in view of the ever
shrinking solid fuel markeg a rationalization move aimed at ensuring
integrated administration in this branch, without regrouping trhe activities of
the partners in other fuels. The Commission coulil'authorize the project
becajuse the part of the market covered by the new company is not a major
segment of the market for the products in question in the sense of
1 See Bulletin 2-7972aPart 2" $ec. 27.
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Article 66(2), para. 2, sub-sec. 1, of the ECSC Treaty, and because there is no 
sign of any concentration effect in the other activities of the partners and their 
companies nor reason to assume the existence of any. 
State Aid 
France 
3. The Commission ruled on legal and administrative provisions1 
concerning certain fiscal advantages which some French companies set up 
abroad can enjoy. These are measures by which French companies and 
groups are authorized by the assent of the Finance Minister to deduct from 
their profits taxable in France expenses and certain running charges, borne 
over the first three financial years, appropriated for setting up sales businesses, 
study offices, information bureaus, industrial installations and construction 
sites abroad. This fiscal advantage is unjustified since the French countries 
are authorized to make these deductions, although the revenue of these 
businesses is taxable not in France but abroad, where their running expenses 
are also considered fiscally. This deduction produces an effect similar to 
export aid , and therefore distorts competition and impairs inter-Community 
trade. This aid coming under Article 92(1) of the EEC Treaty, the 
Commission decided for the measures in question to bring in the procedure 
covered by Article 93(2) of the Treaty. 
4. The French Government notified the Commission of an aid system in 
favour of the footwear sector. Through the mechanism provided, a parafiscal 
tax has bee11 instituted for three years in France on sales of nationally 
manufactured footwear. The proceeds of the tax are for a "Footwear 
Industry Development Committee", which is to provide technical support and 
commercial promotion for French fo<1twear manufacturers in view of the 
reorganization and restructuration of this sector. 
Considering the end ·results of the improvements and rationalization underway, 
the temporary status of the aid and the fact that the products of other Member 
States are not subject to this tax, the Commission thought on the basis of the 
aid rules of the EEC Treaty that the system notified is eligible to benefit from 
the derogation quoted in paragraph 3 c) of Article 92 and that in this 
reference it may be considered as compatible with the Common Market. 
1 OJ CS3 of 27 May 1972. 
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In line with its assigned tasks, the commission under Article 93(1) of the
Treaty, asked the French Government to provide yearly alt relevant
information so that the commission might appraise the effect of the support
activity by the "Footwear Development Committee" in easing restrucnrration-
haly
5. Invoking Article gg(3), EEC, the Italian Government informed the
Commission of the five Legal Decress passed on 5 July l97L as prioriry
measures to deAl with the serious short-term economic situation in the Italian
economy. on a point of procedure, the Commission intimated to the Italian
Government that these measures are an infringement of the provisions of
Article 93(3) of the EEC Treaty which requirestthat the commission be
informed in good time of projects instituting or modifying aid. These aid
measures essentially are made up of tfuee folios:
(i) Temporary relief from and curs in the range of social charges for craft
enterprises, small and medium-sized industrial companies and all textile
companies, to be applied over the whole national area.
(ii) Increase in funds for applying currenr aid schemes which provide credit
facilities for companies.
(iii) Sizable increase and extension until 1980 of social charge relief for crafr
and industrial undertakings in the Mezzogiorno.
Reviewing these priority measures, the commission recognized the serious
short-term economic situation in Italy and appreciated the timely adoption of
measures which in all were likely to boosr the economy, especially in
investments. Nevertheless, the commission did not allow that all the
provisions applied by the Italian Government were purely shorr-term. The
Commission therefore made some conditions and reservarions on the different
measures,
Regarding the temporary relief mentioned above, rhe only aid of really
short-term nature, the commission acknowledged its compatibility with the
Common Market, allowing that it was brought in to remedy an economic
disturbaice in a Mernber State.' But the commission ar once informed t'he
Italian Government that e.xtension of this form of aid will be possible only in
exceptional circumstances and that no chance of renewal will be allowed in
the textile sector. Regarding measures for "refinancing" various current aid
schemes, providing credit facilities in industry, trade and the crafts, the
Commission raised no objections.
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On the other hand, as regards the increase and extension of social chaqges
relief for Mezzogiorno companies, the commission could not recognize these
measures as short-term. Since here in particular working aid on a large scale
was involved, the Commission despite the serious conditions in the
Mezzogiorno could not see this aid in its present extent as compatible with the
Treaty rules. The Commission therefore agreed that the compatibility
problem would be solved through adjustments'to be specified, as pam of the
task of seeking a suitable solution for the coordination of regionally targeted
aid granted in each of the Community's outlying regions.
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ECONOMIC, MONETARY AND FINANCIAL POLICY
No Apprecfuble Change in Industrial Investment Proiects
6, Despite the improvement seen over recent months in the short-term
climate in most Community countries, the results of EEC surveys on the
short-term oudook made in industry during the spring do not show any
appreciable change in the 1972 iidustrial investnent proiects. ln some
Member States, there are still grounds for expecting a fall in the investrnent
expenditure of industrial concerns. In Germany, companies are proposing to
cut this expenditure by some 5% in 1972, wbich matches up with their
proiects of last aunrmn. ln Belgium, the intended cut is about 4%. In these
two cointries, the prospect of rising prices leads one to think that cuts in
investinent ouday will exceed in real terms the rates quoted. In Luxembourg,
results of the recent survey, similarly to last auftimn's study, lead to an
estimated increase of. about 7Yo in investment expenditure. In France,
investment projects have been adiusted upwards: companies now foresee a rise
of I o/o in their invesm-ent expenditure as against 5 oh last auflrmn.
Conversely, projects in Italy have taken a less expansive trun where companies
now look towards an increase of L3.5o/o tor 1972 against a forecasted 77Y" n
October 7971,.r
The Monetary Committee
7. The Monetary Committee held its 162nd meeting in Brussels with
Mr Clappier as Chairman. The organization of its activities was discussed
and the objectives for reform of the international monetary system were
reviewed.
"Working Party on the Securities lularket
8. The ITorkin gParty on the Securities Market held its L6th meeting on 1.8
and L9 May with Mr de Voghel as Chairman. The meeting was devoted to
a review of developments in the Member States' financial markets during the
first quafter ot 7972. The group noted in particular that the trend of lower
interest rates on the national bond markets and the international market had
petered out.
t Source: "Grapbs and Cureory Notes on the Shon Term Economic Sinration in the Com-
muntty"-5-1972.
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The Budget Policy Commiffss
9. The Budget Policy Committee held its 44th meeting on 5 May 7972 in-
Brussels with Mr Stammati as Chairman. It examined the strucarral aspects
of the French and Italian Budgets tor 7973.
The Short Term Economic Policy Committee
10. The Short Term Economic Policy Committee held its 60th meeting in
Brussels on !7 iulay 7972 with Mr Guidotti in the Chair. It reviewed the
preliminry economic budgets for 1973 and continued with aD initial
discussion on preparing a directive for promoting stability, growth and full
employment in the Community.
The Study Group for Medinm Term Economic Prospects
77. The Study Group fel l\dsfirrm Term Economic Prospects met on 77 and
18 May with Mr de Volff as Chairman. The discussion focused on the
problems, terms and framework of new projections induding preparatory
work attached to the projections. A timetable for this work was set up,
anticipating presentation of the new projections for the end of 7973. Some
points concerning the terms and detail of the framework will be taken up
agasn at the next meeting, scheduled for l?and 13 July 1972,
Working Party on Budget Comparisons
L2. The Working Parry on Budget Comparisons met in Brussels on
19 ilvf.ay 7972. It decided to make a fresh snrdy next autumn on
developments in public finance among the Member States. The study will
covgr the period 1966-7970. The group also discussed for the fust time the
book-keeping on Community own resources in national accounting.
The "Economic Budgets" Extrlert Group
13. The "Economic Budgets" Group met on 15 May to reyiew economic
prospects tor L973'aided by preliminary economic budgets. It sramined the
main questions of economic policy of the Member States and problems arising
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in the alignment of economic policies at Cormnuniry level. The Group also
had a fust discussion on work in progress on fixed price calculations as parr
of the European System of Integrated Economic Accounts (ESA).
REGIONAI POLICY
Snrdies
74. The study on the industrial and port deuelopment ol Le Verdon in
Aquitaine was sent in its finalized form to the Commission services.
The Commission has also received three Reports on t'he study concerning the
deuelopment of the Flemi.sh econorny from the international oudook. The
Reports cover respectively the needs for indusuial sites in Flanders, frontier
congestion areas and the programme {or coordination required with the
neighboring countries, and the labour market situation 1970-1980. The
Reports will be examined during lane 7972.
SOCIAL POUCY
Employment
15. On 24 May, the Commission sent rhe Council a Report on the status ol
the labour market 197L 11972. The Report indicates the main changes since
November 1977 n the short term economic situation and their overall impact
on employment. It also analyses these developments, by region, sector and
occupation, and oudines tihe prospects for the coming months.
The Report shows that during the last quarrer ot 7977 until February 1972,
the short term economic development in the Communiry emerged as an overall
growth in unemployment varying from State ro State. Ooly from
March 7972 can a trend towards reabsorption be seen, but with the level of
unemployment still distinctly higher than a yeat a}o. This short term fall-off
has also meant in some countries a drop in the need for foreign labour. In
conclusion, the Report reviews measures taken by Member States to boost
economic acr;iylty, especially those involving labour and employment policies.
Ball. EC 7-1972
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1,6. On 29 May, a meeting of government experts was concerned with the
methods of a new procedure for examining the labour market situation.
Three reviews per year would be made in line with work underway towards
the Economic and Monetary Union, which will mean three Council sessions
per year-(in February, June and October). Discussion centred mainly on-th9
13ttr annud report on labour problems in the Qsmrnrrnitf $972) for which
the draft will be ready by mid-October, according to the new procedure. The
reviews to be made in February and June will be for up-dating and will
emerge in summarized documents highlighting the main changes in the
situalon and in the short term development prosPects for la6our and
unemployment. Following these periodical reviews conclusions and
suggestions on policy will be sent to the Council.
17. Government expefts from the labour offices met in Brussels on
25 May 7972. They were mainly engaged in finalizing the 3rd Report on the
Actiui.ties of l-abour Serui.ces in the Member States (1971) and on the prospects
for developing collaboratio-n between these services. The su--ary relprt on
training courses and seminars appendixed to the Report (1971), and made at
the Council's tequest, includes proposals for enhancing the activities of the
labour services and on the priority work of collaboration which should be
stepped up in the goming years.
Vocational Training and Gui tance
18. On 26 May L972, the Commission called a meeting to prepare for a
seminar on uocational training for migrant uorkers in the Qsmmrrnity to be
held next September at the International Cenue of Vocational and Technical
Training in Turin.
79. Government experts in vocational training, meeting in Brussels on
24 May .L972, hnalized the draft of the 4th Report ont the Vocational
Guidance Aaiuities in the Community .(L971) and reviewed the ptospects for
developing Community. cooperation in academic and occupational guidance.
20. The'WorkingParty on the 'Future of Vocational Guidance" within the
Advisory Committee on Vocational Guidance met on 3 May and made an
initial review of the various projects for practical action to be included in the
netu dction progrdmmq which the Commission is putting together, following
,the "general guidelines" adopted by the Council during its meeting of
26 JuJy 197L. t
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The various activities to be includ.d in the programme should concern:
(i) The development of policies, structutes and organization of vocational
training.
(i0 Research in vocational uaining.
(iii) Alignment of training standards.
(iv) Adaption of training methodology.
(v) The question of priority training for certain grouPs of people, economic
sectgrs and regions.
27. On 2 May, the Commission called a meeting of individuals responsible
for training handicapped workers to'prepare the Seminar in Heidelberg (from
5.9 June), on vocational training for handicapped adults which will re-educate
and re-integate them occupationally and socially.
The Free Movement of Workers- and Social Security
for Migrant Workers
22. On 18 May 19721the Council decided to extend the application of its
Directive adopted on N Febtuary L964 bn the coordination of special
measrues for the movement and residence of foreiguers, justified on the
grounds of public law and order, safety and health. From now on, the 79@
Directive will apply to nationals of the Six and their families who enjoy the
right to stay in the territory of a Member State after haui,ng had a iob there,
under the Commission Regulation of 29 lune !970.2 Member States must put
in hand the measures required to conform with the new Directive within six
months of its promulgation and must inrmediately inform the Commission of
these measures
Social Security and Social Action
23. An -augmented group of independenq exPerts delegated by the
Commission with various tasks concerning occupational diseases held a
meeting in Ludwigshafen-am-Rhein. Various medical information bulletins
were compiled on d.iseases still not olficially recggnircd as occapdtional in
t OI L127 of 26 May D7L
' OJ L !42 of 30 June 1970.
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origin in the national lists of occupational diseases. The nuisances which have
been the subiect of a study (isocyanates, sulphurous and sulphuric acid esters,
non-ionizing electro-magnetic radiation from ultra-violet, infra-red,
micro-waves, radar, etc.) have in fact pathological effegts on people exposed to
them at work.
24. The International Expert Council attached to the experimental ECSC
programmg "Housing Modernization' went to the building sites in Germany
to inspect the work going on as part of this programme. The experts thus
had the chance to evaluate on the spot the different industrial techniques in use
and the solutions adopted in modernizing housing for steel workers and miners
in Dortmund, Hamm-Heessen andllerten-Langenbochum.
Uviog and Working Conditions, Industrial Relations
25. On 16 May, the Commission sent the Council a Report on the Prouisions
for laid-Off Workers. In the Report's conclusions, the Commission points
out that comparison of lay-off provisions obtaining in the Community
countries throws up marked disparities. This applies as much to the lay-off
procedure and conditions as to the measures adopted to make the consequences
of lay-offs bearable for the workers. Over recent years, the disparities have
sharpened due to expansion of protection provisions brought in by law and
collective agreements.
Therefore, the Commission observes that due to economic integration, with the
progressive interdependence of the European labour markets and changes
resulting direcdy or indirecdy from the working of the Common Market in
company structures (rationalization, mechanization, coope.ration and
concentration), there is less and less justification for applying to-similar
situations different provisions with different results. This applies to lay-offs
which require harmonization of applicable setdements, just as much on
juridical as on practical grounds.
The Commission, therefore, suggests that discussions be started to harmonize
progress on the following: reasons forlay-off.r length of notice, allowances and
aid, the role of workers representation agencies, tfie role of the authorities,
strengthening protection for certain categories of workers and the 
.special
settlements for collective lay-offs. For each of these points, the Commission
offers guidance as a basis for the proposed discussion.
In more'general terms, the Co-mission stresses the need for a policy of
"continuity of employment" with the primary goal of creating the conditions
needed so thag when a work connection must inevitably be seVbred, ar least a
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rapid transfer to a new connection at,equivalent level may be guaranteed.
Efforts in this direction do not, however, in any way exclude improvements in
protection against lay-off, considered stricdy at the level of the right to work,
nor do they rule out harmonizing the progtess of protection within the
Community.
Safety, Hygiene, Industrial Medecine and Health Protection
26. The Research Committee uon the technical campaign against air
pollution in the steel indwstrry", meeting in Luxembourg on 15 and 16 May,
finalized three research projects likely to benefit from ECSC financial and
under Article 55 of dhe Paris Treaty. The first proiect, put forward by the
'VDEh-Institut fiir angewandte Forschung GmbH , Diisseldorf" is concerned
with dust elimination by scarfing or grinding. The other two, on measuring
techniques for pollutant discharges by opacimetry and fluorescent
spectrometry, are submitted by the Laboratoire d'Ctude et de contr6le de
l'environnement siddrurgique in MaizilreslEs-Mez. The Research Committee
also studied a Community progf,amme on disposal of waste from steel plants.
27. The Executive Committee of the International Symposium concerned
with "health problems due to the presence of lead in the enui.ronment" (a
Symposium organized by the Commission of the EEC and the United States
Environmental Protection Agency) met in Luxembourg hom23-26 May. The
Committee noted the interest aroused in scientific circles by its aaivity. The
number of proposals, reports and communications, one hundred and twenty
received from eighteen countries, surpassed expectations. The Committee
finalized the Symposium's programme for comparing available data and
evaluating the character and importance of the health risks from exposure to
lead in the environment. The Symposium is to be held in Amsterdam from
2-6 October 1972.
28.' During its session of 8-10 June,l the European Parliament adopted a
Resolution on Community social developments n 1971. It also passed a
Resolution on suspension of aid to laid-off workers in the Italiatr sulphur
mlnes.
r See Secs. 90 arrd 97.
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Measures Taken Following Monetary Decisipns
29. Following the Agreement on the realignment of currencies on
18 Decembet L971 in 'lTashington, the new parity of the U.S. dollar was
officially declared to the Internafiona[ Monetary Fund on 8 llr/;ay 1972. Since
the parity of the dollar has not been adiusted by more than 10% since 1945,
this one declaration automatically implied official recognition by the IMF of
the new parity (0.818555 gr. of fine gold per dollar, or a lall of.7.89o/o).
The Commission also deemed it necessary to amend the leuies, restitutions and
other items fixed in ua. Scope for these adiustments was provided under
Article 2 of the Council's Regulation of 30 July 1968 hxing the application
rules of the Regulation of 30 May 1968 on conditions for adjusting the value
of the unit of account used in the Common Agricultural Policy.l In the light
of these provisions, measures were taken by the Commission concerning levies
and restitutions subiect to advance fixing.2 In line with this, the Commission
decided, on 72 May 19728 to adjust the compensatory amounts which are no
longer to be computed with allowance for wider flucnration margins of the
dollar. But since the computation and publication of the many Regulation
texts fixing the new levies, restitutions and compensatory amounts are tied td
very strict technical considerations, it was not possible to work them out
immedia3ely
To allow trade to be carried on with ceftain price guarantees, the Commission
decided on 72 May 1972 to publish immediately a noticea to inform all those
concerned. This application dates of the new compensatory amounts were: -
(0 9 Mat' for cereals,
(ii) 9 Maylimports) and 15 May (exports) for the .rr", ."oor,;
(iii) 15 Maf for wipe, beef and veal, products processed from fruit and
vegetables, fi shery products,
-
' OJ L 723 ol 375.7968, L 188 of 1.8.7968 and Bulletin 8-1968, Ch. m, Sec. 49.n Sugar (restitutions): OJ L 115 of 175.7972; Milk and dairy produce (restitutions): OJ L176
of 185,1972; Cereals (levies and compensatory amonnts) OJ Lt20 of ?55,1972.
' OJ L t73 of. 155.1972, L774 of 165.L972 and Lll6 of. t85.1972.
' OJ C 47 oi 125.797Lu OJ L 173 of 755.7972.
' OJ L 775 o177.5.197L
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(iv) L6 Mayl for milk and dairy procedure,(v) 17 MayL for pigmeag eggs and poultry.
To make the rapid computation of compensatory amounts, a prad'cal
possibility, the commission also adopted on 72 May 19722 a Regulation
*tri.t wili consid"r only the quotations of Member States' currencies from
49 May 1972. Thenormalreferenceperiodextends toL0 M:ay L972'
The new dollar parity, from 8 May 1972, has also resulted in a depre-ciation of
the Italian Lir; in-relation to the dollar. Since the Regulation of
72 May 7971 brings in the system of compensaorty amoun-ts solely in case of
appreciation of Mimber States currencies against the dollar, the system in
question is no longer applicable in Italy.
On 16 May 1972, the Commission sent the Cbuncils a regulation proposal on
some measures to be taken in the agricultural sector following developments in
the monetary situation. The Regulation would apply only in the Member
States (Germany and'Benelux) who have considered revaluing their cwrency
and oiy when the anticipated parity adjustment would occur in one of these
States. The intervention and purchase prices payable by that State would then
be increased pto tata with the rate of appreciation. Adaption to new parities
of the prices for agricultural produce fixed in units of account; and paid in
nationi appreciateJ turt"ncy, wOuld result in lower income for farmers which
would nof b" in Iine with thi commitments made by the Council on 25 Mdrch
last. Naturally, such a system cannot work without compensatory amounts at
the frontiers
It is anticipated, howev er, thatbefore long these amounts will be standardized
for the four Member States concerned and the amounts would be first
computed as a ratio of the percentage revaluation of the relevant currencies.
The anticipated reduction of these amounts would be compensated by special
measures. 
- The compensatory amounts would be accounted for within the
financial system of the Common Agricultural Policy. This system would
replace t'he one installed inMay 1977.
The Joint Organization of Markets
Cereals and Rie
30. According to price trends throughout the Community, supplies of softi
wheat ,r" apparently foreseen shordy, the rye market is heavy and the
' . OJ L 775 of 175.7972
= 
'oj 
a rn ii rss.bti.
" OJ C 59 of 8.6.7972.
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intervention agencies have already had to form sizeable stocks. For maize, the
ryanding arringements allow for a compensatory allowance each year. TheCouncil decided on 18 May 1972t to granr compensatory and for'cereals srill
in stock at the end of the crop year, namely: s.94 u.a. per ton for soft wheat,
3.25 u.a. for bread quality rye and L.63 u.a. per ton {or muze. This aid is
not granted for cereals of the 1972 hawest. On 23 May 1972, the
Commissi6ll adoptedz the conditions for granting the above allowances.
on 5 May. 7972, the Commission laid downs new boundaries for destination
zones considered in determining restitutions against exports of cereal and rice
sector products. Experience gained from the working of the world market has
shown that it is no longer necessary to use a zonal system according to
product (cereals, wheat and rye flour, groats and meal, rice) and that a singlelist of destination zones is sufficient for all the products involved. Thi.
Regulation applying from 1 lune 7972 covers only the requests, for prefixed
restitutions, which are filed from that day.
In February 7972, the commission had decideda ro.raise from 30 to 60 days
the time limit of validity for certificates on imports of rice from some
countries and territories in Asia and oceania. The period being still
considered too shorg the commission decided on 3 May lgzzd to.*t rri it t,
90 days.
on 2! May 7972s the commission adopted a Regulation on the relay berween
Member States and the Commission of details of import and export quairtities
of barlen malt, maize and rice. These provisions .om" it to ior." oo
1 August 1972 andapply to rice only from 1 Septembet 1972.
Milk
37- on the basis of experience, the council decided on 18 May 19727 to
specify more closely the general rules on granting of aid for skim milk and
r$f 
-il-k powder for .animal feeds. Thus, if the situation requires it,
additional conditions may be adopted for the disbursement of aid, the Membei
states having allowed themselves scope for controlling any company utilizing
or marketing skim milk powder.
' OJ L tt7 of J9.5.7972.
'9 OI L719 of 245.7972.
' OJ L 707 of 65.197Ln See Bulletin 4-7972, Part Two, Sec.42.
' OJ L 705 ol 45.7972.
' OJ L 722 of /75.7972.o OJ L 718 ot 205.1972.
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For its part, the Commission, mindful of the need to mddify the present
setdement (which has been subiect to successive amendments), included on
15 May 79721 in a new Regulation all the terms for granting aid for skim
milk processed into compound pioducts and skim milk powder for animal
feeds.
Due to the stabilzation of prices on the world market, the Commission, on
18 May 19722 was able to cut the amount of tax on exports which had been
aimed at curbing exports of skim milk powder.
Beel and Yeal
32. On 30 May 79728 the Council set up the general rules to be applied if
prices rise appreciably in the beef and veal sector. To ensure supplies of beef
and veal at prices acceptable to the consumer, it is intended that the possibility
of total or partial waiving of the autonomous charges of the common customs
tariff and the levies (760/o for livestock, 20o/o for meat) for one or more
products of the beef and veal sector.
Oils and Fats
33. To ensure that the levy system on olive oil exports works efficiently, the
Commission, on 15 May 79721 adopted certain methods for collecting these
levies. To ensure a proper application of the levies, the Commission adoptedl
on the same date new coefficients of equivalence for the different varieties and
qualities of olive oil. It is now clear that variances between the supply prices
of different qualities of oil have appreciably changed in relation to the prices
considered when the last coefficients were fixed. These changes are due to a
heavy increase in the supply price of lamp-oils because of low production and
to a poorer quality in virgin edible oils which have been produced in much
Iarger quantities.
Sugar
34. The Council laid down in Marcha the rules of application in the sugar
sector for export levies if world market prices rise appreciably. On
25 May 79726 the Commission adopted certain terms for implementing these
provisions.
1 OJ L115 ol175.7972.
' OJ L 177 ot 195.1972.8 Ol Ll26 ot 7.6.1972.n See Bulletin 5-1972, Part Two, sec. 41.u OJ L 121 ol 26.5.7972.
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Fruit and Vegetables,
35. On 18 May t9721 the Council adopted a new Regulation on the ioint
organization of the market in the fruit and vegetables sector. No new
measrues are involved. The basic. provisions are now codified, having been
scattered over several Regulations which were formulated on different dates
and in some cases amended several times.
On 2 May 19722 the Council fixed the base and purchase prices of
cauliflowers for the period 1 lllay 7972 to 30 Apil 7973. On the same day,
the Commission8 fixed the adaption coefficients to be applied to their purchase
price to compute the purchase price for qualities other than the standard
product.
The Council also tfuought it timely to fixa a base and purchase price for apples
fot lune 7972. Considerable stocks of apples at 7 May 7972 theaten the
withdrawal of sizeable quantities from the market before end May 7972. The
gtowers are unwilling to risk selling this produce in June with no fixed
purchase price. The Regulation will avoid this situation. The fixed prices
are the same as for May, namely: end of season prices for a normal year.
The Commission also fixed, on L June L9726 the adaption coefficients to be
applied to the purchase price of apples lor lune !972. These coefficients are
those applied fot M;ay 7972.
To allow for consumer needs, the Commission on 5 May 79728 completed thejoint quality norms for certain fruit by including additional quality grades.
This Decision concerns lemoni (1 June 7972 - 31 May 1972), dessert grapes(1 May 1972 - 30 Apnl 7973) cherries and strawberries (1 May L972 -
30 September 7972).
'Wine
36. For administrative reasons, the scope for disilling table wines w:rs not
sufficiently orploited in the Member States and because of this the objectives
were not attained. On 30 ll,l:ay L972a the Council decided to extend to
31 July 7972 the period during which distillation operations may be carried
oll.
" OJ L 118 ot 205.D72.n OJ L 706 of 55.1972.u OJ L 107 of 65.1972.n OJ L 7Li of 375.W2.u OJ L t/7 of 2.6.7972.
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Consequendy, the Commission amended on 30 May L9721 its Regulation of
77 Apf.l 1972 on the terms of application for table wine distilling regarding
the dates for notifying Member States and the Commission on the progress of
table wine distilling operations.
Flax and HemP
37. The Council Regulation on the joint organization of the market in the
flax and hemp sector provides, as do the other Regulations on agricultural
market organization, a dause allowing adoption of protection measures when
the Community market for one or more products suffers from or is threatened
with serious disturbance from trade with non-Member countries.
On.18 May 19722 the Council fixed the conditions for applying such measures
in the flax and hemp sector. The possibility of taking Community measures
fof suspending imports or exports and taxation on expofts was retained.
Experience gained in this sector did not seem adequate to allow a system of
definite aid to be set up. The Commission also decided on 18 May 19728 to
let the current provisions stand for another crop year at the same time adding
to the list of flax varieties w.hich could be eligible for aid per hectare.
Hops'
38. Vith its Regulation of 18 Maya the Council laid down the general rules
on granting and financing Community aid for hop growers. Each Member
State will grant aid solely on the surface area in its territory. Member States
will set up a system of declaring and regisqering the cultivated areas and
checking the accuracy of the declarations and the harvested,areas. (The
groups of growers cannot be assigned to make the checks),
Silk Worms
39. For the crop year 197211973 beginning 1 April, the Council laid down
on 2 May 19726 the general rules on granting aido for silk worms bred in the
Community. The rules stipulate in particular that aid will not be disbursed
' OJ L 725 ot 375.1972.
' OJ L 120 of 255.1972.u OJ L 117 of 195.972.n OJ L ll8 of 205.1%2o OJ L t06 of 55.7972.u See Bulletin 6-1972" Part Two, sec. 45.
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unles a minimum output of cocoons is reached. On 18 May 1972, the
Commissionr adopted the application terms of these general rules. On
30 May 7972,2 the Council fixed the amounr of this aid at 30 u.a. per box of
productive silkworm eggs.
Competition Conditions in Agriculrure
State Aids
40. A, prn of the provisions under-Article gg(3), of the EEC Treaty, the
Commission took a position on an aid proiect initiating additional ?nedsures
for the benefit ol German agricwlture. - Ii decided to end Procedure 93(2)
opened against some of the anticipated measures, namely: aid for im.proving
the liquidity of agricultural farm holdings.
The Commission had no objections to make against a draft law No. 2N ot
the Frioul-Yenetia-Julia region on measures in favour of agriculture and rural
housing.
The Commission deciied not to apply the procedure under futicle 93(2) of the
Treaty against social aid granted in Germany for the fruit and uegaables
sedoL
The Commission decided under Article gi(Z), subsection 1 of the Treary, to
ask the Netherlands Government to discontinue from 1 August 1972 the two
following aid measures:
(i) Measures to encourage the rationalization of fodder plant cultivation and
processing.
(ii) Subsi.dies in the form of insurance against damage by hail in the fruit
sector.
47. During its session of 8-10 May 79728 the European Parliammt gave an
Opinion on the Resolution proposal for the :rmount of aid to be ganted for
silk worms over the crop year 197217973. The Econoruic and Social
Comrni.aee,a meeting in full session on 24 and 25 May, adopted two opinions
on proposed Amendments to two Council Directives on the marketing of seeds
and official inspection of animal feeds.
OJ L118 of 2-05.1972.
OJ L 12t of 315.7972.
See sec. 100.
See sec. 1Zl.
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IND[.rsrRrAL, TECHNoLocICAL AND ScIEI\TIFIb portcy
General Research and Technology
DEVELOPMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATION NETVORKS
42. Replying to a verbal question (1971) in the European Parliament,
Mr Spinelli, Member of the Commission, spoke on 9 May of the need to lay
'down the basis of a European teleco--unications policy in conjunction with
the administrations concerned.
"These observations have convinced the Commission of the need to lay down
the basis of a European telecommunications policy in conjunction with the
ad 
-inistrations concerned.
The goal of the policy should be to ensure that fuller use be made of research
and development capacity and that the ill effects of disparate techniques
applied in the national systems be progressively eliminated. Achieving this
goal would have happy results for the users and act as a tonic for the
Community's telecommunications industry. As your Energy Committee has
observed, the activation of a Community policy would avoid rising prices for
the consumers and the declining efficiency of the systems.
Regarding cooperation between the competent national administrations, we are
glad to see that there is an agency.for communication and cooperation, namely,
the European Conference. But we think that in future the Community PTT
administrations should work more closely together so as to link their
programmes, complete them and avoid new disparities arising like those which
we can now see in the first stages of achievihg the teledata processing systems.
Taking its cue from the Resolution p4ssed n 1970 regarding the railway
companies, the Council at the Commission's suggestion could urge the services
of the PTT to activate coordination and cooperation in the most advanced
sectors of technological research. The Commission is also prepared to
encourage and promote the coordination of projects by the means anticipated
in its Memorandum on industrial policy. As soon as the Council has decided
to extend the concgpt of joint enterprise, which Parliament was debating a few
weeks ago, beyond the nuclear sector, industrial adaptation to the new market
situation can be boosted by creating international joint enterprises in the
tele-data processing sector.
The Commis-sion is also aware that with a few exceptions the public supply
markets are not open, meaning that the relevant national agencies obtain most
of their equipment on the national market, through national enterprises or
multi-national subsidiaries instdled in their countries. This practice is
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contrary to the obiectives of achieving a common policy in telecommunication
systems and moreover does not fulfill other economic requirements. In fact,
the current practice sends up research and development charges, provokes
technical fisparities, robs us of the benefits of new production volume and
cramps the competitive capacity of European industry. Lasdy, occlusion of
the public supply markets is incompatible with both the goals of the EEC
Trcaty and the very existence of a common market.
Thereforg &g Qernmission is convinced that it is vital to open up the markets
effectively. It is uue that certain technical, administrative and functional
factors underlie the current market situation. But even if one allows that
some facrors do favour the national enterprises, such as disparities in level or
the dose cooperation between industrial organizations and enterpdses during
tfie development of new plang these factors are not immovable obstacles
blocking the opening up of the markets. Moreover, technical disparities
betureen the various international systems do not now prevent opening the
markets for all plant.
ff,g Qemmission is therefore stressing the need for the relevant national
agencies to work together within the Community and progressively open up
the public supply market in,telecommunications. The Commission is giving a
lsmindgl that it has already submitted to the Council on L5 March 1971. a
directive proposal on the 6seldinaden of procedures for awarding public
supply contracrc.
Regarding the working out of practical measures, I can say that the
Commission's seryices are currently closely scrutinizing the 
_.questions
mentioned earlier so as to offer suggestions to the Council within the next few
months. On the conclusions of this research, it will be a question of
promoting at Community level, the coordination of.future projeas and seeing
that the public supply markets are steadily opened up. To discuss these
matters, the Commission will call in thos.e direcdy concerned, namely,
represenadves from the PTT adminisuations and from industry. It will also
be in touch with the international agencies involved or assigned to study these
problems. Thus the Commission will do dl it can to make the PTT
organizations realize that by working closely together they have the scope,
based on studies now nrnning on tle future markets, to hammer otit a fointplan for developing a European telecommunications system with positive
results for research, developmenq and the opening of the markets."
TOVN PLANNING AND LAND DEVELOPMENT
4g. Seen from the angle of to.wn planning and land developmeng most
industrialized countries have become "underdeveloped" so to speak.
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Everywhere there is a striking discord between progress mbde in most of the
sectors involving town planning (civil engineering, transport, building,
telecommunications, public health, . . .) and the optimum integration of the new
techniques into the partnership of town and country. 4
Town planning gone wild results in very serious economic, health, social,
cultural, ecological and political problems. If it is tfarnessed it can yield an
individual and collective flowering with harmony between natural and
manmade amenities.
Seming the priorities and taking the big decisions in town planning and land
development is a political matter. Preparing for decisions and working out
alternative solutions drei however, technical and can be dealt with. only by
multidiscipline teams, devoted to looking for overall solutions with a
long-term application.
The Community can make a solid contribution to solving the problems of
European town planning and land development and complete the work
aheady underway at local, regional, national and international level. In fact,
many of the prolleins have a similar setting in all the European countries.
Coordination of studies and research in town planning and land development,
setting up an adequate system of documentation and in-formation, a training
drive for both the specialjst and the layman, and experiments made on the
Europea! scale can all be fruitfully developed.in the Community.
Moves at Community level are iustified all the more in that town planning
research embraces all fields of social and economic activity. The results of
this research should therefore count when the periodic adjustments are made in
joint sector pslicies (agricultural, industrial, energy, social, regional, transport,
environment policies). It is also likely that this research will point out the
need for firectives, recommendations and regulations te be adopted, preferably
at Community level.
From t'his angle experts of the PREST Group (Scientific Research and
Technical Policy) have formulated with the Commission a 'proposed
Community prograrnme of scientific research in town planning and land
development. Six basic ideas have been selected.
Priori.ty Study
A comparative analysis of policies and natignal legislation in town planning
and land developmeng including an evaluation of the problems encountered,
results obtained and pending modifications, is a priority objective. It could
lead direcdy to improvenient proposals at local, regional, national and
t
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Community level. This study could also involve the policies of the differenr
countries regarding public installations, industrializatroi, the environment and
regionalization as well as socid policy itself.
Macroscopic Research
I Daneloprnent of the conurbation and the Megalopolis. ln several
community 
,regions (the Dutch Randstad, the Ruhr, the parisian region,
northern Italy) conurbarions are developing from urban nuclei of valini
importance. These conurbations, whether or not they spill over frontiers o-f
some countriesr. pose new_problems hitherto unknown even to the biggestbylo"p arezrsi. The problems concern meinly infrastrucnrres, social"ind
cultural conditions,.internal economy, public heahl and the ecologiial balance.
- 
The Mouernent of 
.People, Freight, Ftuids and lnforruation. Today,s
urbanization is not .only a process of population concenffation but also L
overspill of "town life; inio the counai areas, mainly brought ,boot by
developments in transporr and telecommunications. The eEect of thes!
developments both positively and negatively is so dominant and similar within
the-community countries that no programme of community,research could do
without a study on it.
7 The lnterdepmdence and Funaional Relationship between Town andCountry in the sarne 
-Land. Subjects for study "r. the mutual relationshipsbetween towns and the countryside, the optimum size for centres and green
belts and the best layout of amenities of locil and regional interest at all p-ublic
levels: the municipality, the region or province, the nation and today the
Community.
Microscopic Research
- 
The Ouerspill of Towns. The phenomenon of surburbanization often
poses such serious problems that riew towns are built which still depend for
some specific iunctions on the nearest big city. Moreover, some
"spontaneous" developments tend to Iink together many "urban cellsi. But
even though considerable experience has been gained over recenr years, many
questions are still unanswered. Many more arise each year *d *ori
observations have not been followed up with adequate *"^*", for prevention
and correction.
- 
Tooun-centre Proble-ms. In many towns, tfie centre is losing its character
as a social and cultural institution where a multiplicity of functions and life
styles displayed a lively and colourful variety, ana ij now huning into an
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amorphous mass with the disappearance of traditional aAivities, where tfie
housing function is being displaced by the labour funaion (especially in the
tertiary. sector) and where a desert by night succeeds congestion by day. The
decline of town centres' and the overspill of towns into the oudying areas
breeds social stratas. Those in the higher income brackets setde in the
outlying areas leaving the ramshackle dwellings in thb central ,ueas to the least
well off. A Community research progtamme must therefore take notice of
this crisis affecting today's European town centfes, which {rom the beginning
have been the expression of European culture.
The Relay of Knowledge
M. On 24 Jane \971 the Council and the Member States' Government
Representatives within the Council passed a Resolution on coordinating
Member States' activity regarding inlormation and technical data (DST).
The Commiuee for lnformation and Scientific and Techni.cal Data (CDST)
was set up. The Council had anticipated organizing this Committee to assist
the Comiission and the PREST Group in pieparing'projects dr other moves
stemming from its Resolution.
The Committee met on 23 and 24 May 1972. These initial meetings have
already yielded an exchange of- information and discussions on projected
national or international activitieJ within the IDST, thus preparing the basis of
a deeper study of the European IDST "nerwork" whose creation is the prime
objective of the Resolution of 24 June 1971.
The CIDST meeting of 23 and 24 May 1972 enabled the Commission to
review the action of the SDIM (Metallurgic Data and lnfotmation System) the
subiect of a Second Council Resolution also passed on 24 lne 1971. The
multi-lingual key index for the documents in the system is now completed and
indexing work has already started in some Member States.
ENERGY POLICY
Hydrocarbons and Electricity
45. During its meeting of t8 Mray L972, the Counail, alter discussion' with
the acceding States, adopted two Regulations on Enerry Policy.l One
concerns notification of imports of hydrocarbons and the other deals with
' OJ L 720 of. ?55.7972.
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r:{orming the Commission of investment projects of Community interest in the
oil, natural gas and electricity sectors.
one of the aims of the community energ,, policy is to get an overall view of
the co-munity',s supplies of hydrocarbons. This will allow the community
to gauge its supply situation from the security angle.
The Regulation stipulates that Member States inform the Commission of crude
oil and naturd gas irnportsz
(i) by company, at the latest by 30 September and 31 March of each year,
for imports made during the previous six calendar montfis;
(ii) qlobally, by country of origin, at the latest by 31 December of each year,
for imports scheduled over the following year by all companies in the
Member State concerned.
To fr_rlfill this ob'ligation, any individual or company which has imported, or
intends to import into the community a quantity equal to or over
-190 
0-00 tons per year of crude oil or narural gas is required to notify the
Member State receiving the imForts made or scheduled:
(i) before 15 september and t5 March of each yeat lor imporrs made
= during the previous six calendar montfis;
(ii) before L5 December of each year for imports scheduled for the following
yeaf.
The commission will send the council a summary of the information received
under this Regulation.
The second Resolution will provide an overall view of inuestrnent
developments in these secrors so that the community may be able to draw
comparisons.
To this end, Member states must inform the commission before 15 February
e-aih 
- 
year of invesment projects for production, transport, storage, mi
distribution of hydrocarbons as well aJ the generation and -condu&Ln of
elearicity Ior_ which the practical reahzation (itart of work) is normally to
begin within three years from L January of the current yezu.
To enable Member States to get the necessary information, the individuals and
companies concerned are required to transmit the technical data on their
investment 
-projects to the Member state 9n whose territory they will be
catried out before 15 January of each year.
The Commission will send-the Council a. summary of the information received
under this Regulation.
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Nuclear Energ;y
46. During this meeting of 18 May L972, the Council approved the results
obtained up to now in the Commission's negotiations with the American
authorities. . The negotiations follow on the mandate given to fhe Commission
on 29 Jlg61e 1971 to iruproue the su.pply conditions of enriched uranium lrom
the TJnited States. The Council considered that the results afford the
oppornrnity to follow up as soon as possible the negotiations with the
American authorities. The Commission was briefed to resume the
negotiations and report on their outcome.
Coal
47. Under Article 55(2c) of the ECSC Treaty, the Council decided to
allocate an overall total of 3.28 million u.a. out of the proceeds ftom levies
for the benefit of, tecbnical research on coal. The proiects to be financed
involve preparatory work, control of fuedamp, ground pressures and
underground services with the prospect of developing high output workings,
and the pricing of coal, especially that for cokeries.
Frcm 29 to 31 May L972 in Luxembourg, the'Commission organized an
information exchange on autornation tn colleries. Three hundred and fifty
ekperts, technicians and specialists took part. Those who attended were able
to learn of the latest developments, especially in underground
telecommunication and automation both at the coal face and above ground.
TRANSPORT POUCY
Outcome of the Council meeting of. 17-18 May 1972
48. During the meeting ot t7 and 18 Mai. 1972 in Brussels, the Council
reviewed problems involved in the Common Transport Policy.
Veight and Size of Utility Vehic.les
49. The Council had sramined the comparative study on tequirements to be
met in harmonizing the weights and sizes of utility road vehicles based on a
Report by the Committee of Permanent Representatives under the mandate
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given during trhe Council meeting of 3 December 1977. The Council
approved the following guidelines reserving its final decision until after
discussion with the incoming countries:
(i) Maximum weight per single axle: 11 tons.
(ii) Total loaded weight of complete vehicle: 40 tons.
Regarding vehicle size and engine power, some approximate dat-a emerged
with representatives of some countries making some reservations.
(iii) Date of application for regulations: 1 January 1980.
For national traffic, Member states could authorize until 1 January 7980 a
higher maximum weight and a lower engine power than the community
nonns. Regarding weight per axle, the system for national traffic from
1 January 1985 is still to be defined.
The Council considered that harmonization of weight and size of utility road
vehicles will allow mutual recognition of agreements to be swiftly reached in
this class of vehicle within the Community.
To this end, the council has agreed to adopt within 18 months all the
directives anticipated in the "general programme for removing technical
obstacles to trade" insofar as utility road vehiiles are concerned. - To .do so,
the council undertook to review twice yearly the list of projects and take the
required decisions. The Council also adopted the idea of a suitable formula
still to be defined for setding the cases still undecided over the 18 month
period.
Lastly, tLe- council and the commission took note of a starement by the
French Delegation, acknowledging the Delegation's concern regarding. the
structure of the industrial sectors in question.
Temporary l-ay-Up of Riuer Boats
50. The council reviewed some quesrions, mainly of an institutional kind,
posed in setting up a sysrem of temporary lay-up of boats assigned to
transport of freight by waterwan with a view to an.international agreement
with non-Member srares involved. The committee of - pJrmanent
Representatives was delegated to caffy on this preparatory work on the
strength of information from the Council debates so that the latter might
swiftly reaih a decision.
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Deuelopment of Transport Policy
51. After acknowledging a statement from the ltalian Government about
direct or indirect aid granted in the sphere of transport, the Council agreed to
debate the whole development of common policy in this area during its next
session on transport matters.
Railway Cooperation
52. Regarding the Report from the Six Group of the International Union of
Railways" MCi on developments in cooper"tion, the Council aiproved the
note to be sent to the Group. Injt the Council makes some suggestions and
remarks which the railway companies will answer in their next report.
For its next session on transport, the Council agreed to examine thoroughly
some vital questions which the Committee of Permanent Representatives
brought up in the Report by the relevant group during the preliminary
investigation which the Council had assigned to it last December.
Access to the market
Control of Road, Haulage Capacities for Freight
53. On 19 I!.,{lay 1972, the Commission sent the Council a regulation
proposall on the control of road haulage capacities between Member States.
The proposal, formulated under Article 7 ot the Council's Regulation of
19 July 1968 on establishing a Communiry quota, concertrs all the road
haulage of freight between Member States excepting that ruled by the first
'Council Directive ot23 luly 1962. Haulage for own account is also covered.
The proposal aims 21 fuming up the objectives for a qualitative and
quantitative adaption of road haulage to the Member States' trade needs, and
for their more and more active integration at Community level and for
creating a cfimate of healthy competition. The proposal would remove all the
resftictions not iustified by the general interest and on economic grounds, or
which stem solely from the existence of political frontiers. The objectives
would be attained gradually on two 'levels: a progressive increase of the
Community quota, consolidation and then reduction in stages of bilateral and
rransit quotas until expiry. This transition has been scheduled so as to avoid
' OJ C72 of,5.7.197L
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possible disruption which could occur due to a too sudden change from
bilateralism to a system of Communiry authorization. The proposal includes
the necessary flexibility factors to cope with occasional upsets or exceptional
or temporary uaffic requirements.
Jhs yslnme of the Qemmrrnigy quota would be fixed anngally as a ratio of
traffic needs noted from predicied developments of transport requirements
between Member States, mainly road haulage, from the,use of their capaciries,
from trends in transport prices and if need be from the impact of transport
made underu system othir than the Community quota. The overall quot,
would be disuibuted between Member States following almost similar criteria.
Traasport for own account and combined transport would be exempt from
any quantitative restriction and subject respectively to the systems of
attestation and authorization.
Regular and Sbutile Seruices for Trauellers
54. On 26 May 7972 the Commission adopted a Resolutionl on drawing up
forms used under Council Regulationss setting ioint rules for shuttle sewices,
'regular" services and 'regular specialized" seryices run by coaches and buses
between Member States.
The Commission's Regulation lays out the model for the following forms:
Authorization for a Shutde Service, Authorization Request for Shuttle Service,
Authorization for a Regular Service, or Regular Special Servicq Request Form
for establishing such a service, an Authorization Renewal Request Form and an
Annual Account Form for Regular or Specialized Regular Services. All these
forms replace those currendy in use in the Member States.
55. During its meeting of 8-10 May 7972s the European Parliarnent
unanimously adopted a Resolution on the Council's decision proposal for
opening the negotiation of an agreement between the EEC and Switzerland for
a setdement otr rhe temporary lay-u? of boats assigned to freight transport and
applicable to certain waterways.
Harmonization of competition conditions.
56. On 24 March 1972 the French Government sent a draft decree to rhe
Commission. It concerned the application of thb Council's Regulation of
28 February 1972 amending its Regulation of ?5 March 1969 on
' OJ L 734 ot 12.6.972.n OJ L 67 of 203.197LI See sec. 99.
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harmonization of certain social prouisions n the road haulage sector. The
purpose of the &aft decree is to make use of the possibilities open tb Member
States under Article 5 of the'Council's Regulation'of 28 February 7972 fot
waiving some provisions concerning the controls foreseen by Article 14 of the
Council Regulation ol 25 March 1969.' On 79 Mray the Commission
organiz?d a meeting with the French government experts in anticipation bf the
Opinion which the Commission will give to the French Government.
Tariffs,on the use of ffiastructure
57. As part oI the studies requfued by the Council during it 'session of
3 December 7977, about the effece on the situation 'of rail, road and
waterway transPort, of progessive measures to be taken concerning tariffs on
the use of infrastrucnrre, the itailways Vqrking Group'within the Government
Experts Committee assisting the Commission to coordinate these studies held
its first meeting ot79 May 7972.
The purpose of the meeting was an initial discussion on the methods to be
used in determining the marginal user cost'of railway infrastrucnrre. The
work is based on the methods joindy prepared in the Paris-k Havre pilot
study and on studies made since in different Community countries. The task
involved examining the vAriation laws of the constituent elements of
infrastmcture costs with traffic. Bas6d on the guidelines emerging from the
discussion, the group will examine at its next meeting the question of finalizing
the principles and terms for computing the marginal users cost.
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III. ENLARGEMENT AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS
OF THE COMMUNITY
ENLARGEMEN'T OF THE COMMT'NITY
Relations with the Member States and Associate
of EFTA not applying for Membership
58. The negotiations with the Member Stares and Associate of EFTA not
applyrng for Membership continued in Brussels during May. During these
meetings with each of the States concerned, a preliminary draft text on the
issues where agreement had been reached during March and April was
reviewed.
Points still giving rise to difficulty were examined by thb Council during its
session of 5 and 6 lane 7972. After this session, the negotiarions are to be
resumed during the month to finalize the texts of the Agreements between the
community and the Member states and Associate of EFTA not applying for
Membership.
REUTTIONS WITI{ THE MEDITERRANEAN COI'NTRIES
. 
Greece
59. .After certain measrues taken by the Greek Government during May, the
Commission on72 May L972published the following sratement:
"The Commission of the European communities is. angry to note new arrests
in Greece involving several Greek personalities who had always fought for the
European idea and shared in reaching the Association Agreement berween the
Community and Greece. The Commission observes that the Greek
Government, despite its promises, is srill a long way from fulfilling one of the
fundamental conditions of the Association, namely: the reestablishment of
democracy in Greece. The Commission therefore considers that the present
situation confirms the validity of the comhunity's posirion relative to the
Association Agreement with Greece, which is still stricdy limited to its current
administration."
Turkey
60. The EEC-Turkey Association Council adopted, on 8 May l97Z by the
written procedure, its 7th Annual Activity Report which was sent to the
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European Parliament and the Turkish National Assembly. This Report,
finalized by the Association Committee, had been approved by the EEC
Council during its session ol24 and25 April 7972.
The Lebanon
61. Mr Khalil Abou Hamad, the Lebanese Ministqr ol Foreign Affai.rs, was
received on 79 May by Mr Carlo Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the
Commission. During the talks, Mr Abou Hamad stressed the importance of
the Agreement on trade and technical cooperation between the EEC and the
Lebanon signed n 1965. He said that his Government would gl"dly welcome,
as part of this Agreement, an EEC study mission to the Lebanon which could
recommend terms and conditions for technical cooperation, especially for
setting up new industrial and agricultural enterprises and improving working
conditions to increase the volume and enhance the quality of national
production including expor$. The Minister was also keenly interested on
behalf of his country in concluding a preferential agreement now being
negotiated. During a meeting with Commission services, the two Delegations
thoroughly discussed issues of ioint interest with special reference to the
preferential agreement. These talks helped to clarify the position of both
Delegations.
62. The Commission also sent the Council a draft recommendation wherein
it lauours a furtber ertension ol the L965 Agreernent tor one year from
L July 1972.
RELATIONS WTTH TI{E ASSOCIATED 
^AFRICAN STATESAND,-THE MALAGASY REPUBLIC
Mauritius
SIGNING OF ASSOCIATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN MATJRITIUS AND THE EEC
63. On 72 May 7972 in Port Looir, capital of Mauritius, the Association
Agreement was signed for this country's Accession to the Association
Convention betrveen the EEC and the eighteen African States and the
Malagasy Republic associate.d with this Community, signed in Yaoundd on
29 lroly T969andapplyingfromL January 7977.
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The signatories to the Agreement had designated as theii plenipotentiaries for:
Mauritius
- 
Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam,
Prime Minister
The Member States of European Economic Community:
The Kingdom of Belgium
The Federal Republic
of Germany
The Republic of France
The Republic of Italy
The Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg
The Kingdom of the
Netherlands
- 
Mr Ainold de Coeyer,
Belgian Ambassador in Nairobi.
- 
MrAxelHerbsg
Ambassador
- 
Mr Yvon Bourges,
Secretary of State at the Ministry for
Foreign Affairs
- 
Mr Mario Pedini,
Secretary of State ftir Foreign Affairs
- 
Mr Gaston Thorn,
Minister for Foreign Affairs
- 
Mr m. E. Westerterp,
Secretary of State for Foreign Affafus \
The European Economic Community: 
-
Mr Gaston Thorn, President in office of the Council of the European
Q6mmunigy
Mr Jean-Frangois Deniau, Member of the Commission of the European
Communities
The ceremonial signing took place in the Legislative Assembly of the Island,
attended by the Members of the Mauritian Governmeng Representatives of the
Member States' Governments and the Community's 'Institutions,
Mr Cheikh-Sidia, Minister of Planning and Researc.h in the Islamic Republic
of Mauritani4 and President in Office of the AASM Coordination Council,
accredited members of the Diplomatic'seniice in Mauritius and many other
personalities of the Island.
During the ceremonn three speeches were made. Prime Minister Ramgoolam
describing the importance bf the Agreement for his country in consolidating its
relations with the Aftican and European countries expressed his Government's
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satisfaction. Mr G. Thorn, President in office of the Community Council,
spoke of the content, the obiectives and the spirit of the Association of
Mauritius with the European Economic Community. Mr Jean-Frangois
Deniau, Member of the Commission, described the threefold solidarity arising
from the Association policy: solidarity between the Community and the
Associated States, between the Member States themselves and betn een the
Associated States. He also pointed to the timeliness of the Island's
Association, one year before the negotiations for the Convention which will
succeed the Yaoundd Convention now running, negotiations which will take
place together with those Commonwealth countries, who will have made t'heir
deciiion on the basis of the offer made to them as part of the Accession,Treaty
of the EEC.
The Agreement signed on 12 May had been negotiated in Brussels from
l-8 March 1972.r Its application is subject to ratification by the Member
States of the Community and Mauritius and will be from the first day of the
month following the date when the instruments of ratification of the Member
States and the Island and the act of notification of conclusion of the
Agreemgnt by the Community have been deposited.
But to avoid inconvenience resulting from delays in its application, temporary
measures have been adopted. They provide for Representatives of the Island
to take paft in the meetings of the Association's institutions and for the
Commission and the European Investment Bank to examine projects and
programmes which Mauritius will submit for.Community financing.
In parallel with the signature of the Association Agreement, the Member States
plenipotentiaries signed the Agreement amending the internal Agreement on
financing and administration of Community aid signed in Yaound6 on
29 liy 7969. Under the terms of this Agreement the -endownent of the
European Development Fund was raised from 900 to 905 million u.a.
Mauritius will benefit from the EDF under the same conditions as the AASM
over the lengh of the Association Agreement.
AASM and OCT
THE EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FTIND
New Financing Decisi.ons
64. After favourable Opinions from the EDF Committee on 25 April and
2 May L972, the Commission on 10 and 18 May 7972 took 9 new financing
1 See Bulletin 5-1972" Part Two, secs. 84 to 87.
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decisionsl out of the non-repayable grants of the 2nd and 3rd EDF for a total
amount of 45 507 000 u.a.
65. The decisions taken in the name of the 3rd Fund are:
Dahomey-Agro-lndustrial Deuelopment in the Oueme Dept: L170 million
Frs. CFA or about 4 2L3 000 u.a. - This proiect involves. laying a plantation of
4 000 hectares of selected palm trees in the form of indusuial blocks, split
between four cooperatives, over a three year period in the Oueme Dept.
(Sakete District).
Dahoitey-Deuelopment of the Plantation of 10 000 hectares of Cashews:
780 million Frs. CFA or about 2 809 000 u.a. are allocated. The projea
involves the laying of 6 500 hectares 'of industrial cashew plantations, the
rehabilitation of 1 787 hectares of old plantations, 3 500 hectares of village
plantations and installation of dehusking units with a capacity of 3 500 tons
per year of nuts.
luory Coast-Deuelopment of Ri.ce Cultiuati.oru: 2 870 million Frs. CFA equal
to about 10 335 000 u.a. This proiea consists of financing part of the overall
rice cultivation programme scheduled for L972 to 1976'and which aims at
raising the national rice output from 200 000 tons n 1970 to 295 000 tons in
1977 to cover the country's home needs. The total cost of this rice
programme, estimated at 74 679 595 u.a. also includes a contribution of
3 672905 u.a. from the Coast Government plus a sum of 6tZ 000 u.a. from
the balance of credits of the 2nd EDF.
Senegal-Expansion of Production of Edible Ground Nuts in the Sine-Saloum
District: 566 million Frs. CFA or about 2 038 000 u.a. This is an extension
to a programme for 10 000 hectares of edible ground nurs, nors underway in
Sine-Saloum in four years, it will raise the surface expanse under cultivation to
20 000 hectares in order to reach a marketed output of 24700 tons of edible
ground nuts (coccus) and 3 500 tons of seeds.
Congo (Brazzauille) and Cennal Africa-Purchase of 'Waterway Mai.ntenance
Equipmmt: 1 300 million Frs. CFA or about 4 687 000 u.a. each, thus in total
2600 million Frs. CFA or about 9 362000 u.a. The purpose of the
Community aid requested ioindy by the rwo States is to equip the Peoples
Republic of the Congo and the Central African Republic with the necessary
equipment for maintenance and development work on the inter-state river
network about 5 000 km long linking Brazzaville-Bangui and
Br azzavilTe-O uess o-Mola.
1 OJ C54 of 295.7972 and C55 of.315.1972.
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Tchad-Addi.tional Financing to, Expanding the Abeche Hospital:
464384 811 Frs.CFA or about L 672000 u.a. to meet the marked rise in
building costs over recent years in this country.
Central Africa-Ad.d.itional Financing ior Building the Agricultural, Technical
College in Barnbafi: 205097469 Frs. CFA or about 739000 :u-a. The need
for this further credit arises from the choice of a different material than that
originally intended for the building and from the necessary adjustments due to
the rise in building costs since the original commitment.
Tchad-Fiue Year Deueloprnent Programme fo, the Cotton Belt:
3156790000 Frs.CFA or about 11 367000 u.a. The project's key target is
to boost production by increasing yiel.d per hectare of the areas sown (790 000
hectares) and so gain an additional output of.325 000 tons of cotton seeds,
52 000 tons of sorghum, 16 000 tons of ground nuts and 55 000 tons of rice,
over a five year period (1972-73 to 1976-77). This integrated rural
development project covers the cotton belt lying in southern Tchad.
66. One other projea is financed out of the 2nd EDF:
Senegal-lnstallation of a Seed Seruice: 825 248 000 Frs. CFA or about
2972000 u.a. Financed from the credit balances of production and from the
2nd EDF, the proiect covers the setting up of a seed service, which will yield
110 000 tons per year of top quality seeds and meet the total needs in ground
nut seeds for Senegal's agriculture
Following the financing decisions just taken, the total commitments for the
3rd EDF amount to about 318 091000 u.a. for 1?2 decisions.
Usi.ng the Balances of the lst EDF
67. Within the AASM and OCT relationship the Council, during its session
of. 29 and 30 May, adopted a Decision on the transfer and use of EDF
balances for the Overseas Counuies and Territories instituted by the
Application Agreement attached to the Treaty inaugurating the EEC.
Meetings and Visits
68. Visits to inspect and finalize projects were made in May to Gaboon, the
Carneroons, the luory Coast, Mauritania, Ruanda, Nigeria, Madagascar and
Guadeloupe. From 23 to 28 May, the Director General for Development Aid
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visited the People's Republic of the Congo to discuss with the Congolese
authorities the investment programme ro be carried out with the 3rd EDF.
To exchange information and coordinate aid, an EDF Delegation went to
'Washington tor 76 and,77 May to meet represenratives of the IBRD and then
on 18 May to New York to link up with the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP). On 24 May a Delegation from upper Volta,led by
Mr Yameogo, Planning Minisrer, was received by fid EDF to finalize the
investment programme to be financed with the 3rd F,trnd.
Training of ' Y oung Uniuersity Studmts
69. The Commission sent the Council a dralt training programme for
students to back up the executive' and technicd assistance management
seconiled by the Commission to ttre Associated Countries. The proiect would
involve annually 25 young European managerial students and 5 Africans and
Madagascans. The training prograrnme, which could begin n 1973, would
cover a tfueg year period (one year in Europe and two years overseas).
TRAINING, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES
70. As pbrt of overall training programmes, 6 senior civil servanrs,
nationals of AASM, are on development courses in the services branches of the
Commission and rwo students are on post-graduate courses.
A c6nlerence on the problems of European integration and the AASM was
organizedinBrussels hcm}to 5 May 7972.
RELATIONS WTTH NON-MEMBER STATES
Japan
Visit by Mr Dahrend.orf
77. Mr Ralph Dahrmdorf, Member of the Commission in charge of external
relations and ra.de, visited Tokyo from 10 to LZ May 1972. lvti oahrendorf
tdked with the Minisrers responsible for EEC-Japan rrade relations which are
currendy in abeyance pending signature of a Trade Agreement. During the
talks, quesrions came up on the "protection clause" for avoiding fisturban-ce of
the markets. But the discussions did not up to now result in any solution.
:
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PALATIONS VITH NON.MEMBER STATES
The ECSC-Japan Contact Group
72. The ECSC-Japan Contact Group held its fourteenth haU-yearly meeting
in Tokyo. Set up ii 1965 by conversations between the High Authority and
the Japanese Government, the groups' role is to ease the exchange of all
inlormation in the areas covered by the ECSC Trcaty. Acarally it deals
mosdy with questions in the steel industry and kin&ed topics. During the
meeting the Japanese and Commission Delegations discussed the general
economic situation, the steel market and especially the problems of
international trade in that area. The Contact Group also took a hard look at
- pollution problems and reviewed Japanese nornrs and European rules onpollution, The Commission Delegation spoke of the antipollution and
nuisance and environment protection programme laid before the Council
which aims at laying down the minimum rules for all the Member States,
bearing in mind the appreciable differences between them over the fight
against pollution.
Venezuela
73. On 16 May, Mr Aristides Calvani, the Minister for Foreign Affai.rs of.
Venezuela, was rebeived by Vice-President Haferkamp and Mr Dahrendorf,
Member of the Commission. The talks centred on strengthening Community
relations with Latin-America and on the scope for technical cooperation
between Venezuela and the Community. The Venezuelan Minister proposed
improvements in the oiisting collaboration between Latin-America and the
Community and he invited a group of Community experts to visit his country
to study practical possibilities for cooperation on the spor Mr Haferkamp
and Mr Dahrendorf confirmed the Community's interest io the proposals as
part of its development policy and stressed the need for a better division of
labour on the international scale.
Chile
74. Mr Clodomiro Almeida Medina, the Chilean Mi.nister for Foreign
Affai.rs, was received on 30 May 1972by M: Sicco Mansholg President of the
Commission. The talks focussed on the outcome of the 3rd session of
LINCTAD held in Santiago, Chilg from 13 April to 20 Mdry 1972. President
Mansholt emphasized the need to set up swifty a policy conceived an
action pfogramme in favour of the developing counfties. He also stressed the
Communiiry's responsibility in development cooperation and informed
Mr Almeida Medina of the Commtmity's intentions. Mr Almeida Mefina
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again orpressed his country's and the Andean Group's interest in working
r.nore closely with the Community. President Mansholt indicated that the
Commission would send Community orperts to I ima at the expressed wish of
the Andean Group junta, in order to help in the Group's regional integration
progrzrmme.
Mauritius
75. The Agreement on Mauritius' Accession to the Association Agreement
between the EEC and East African States and the Malagasy Republic (AASM)
was signed on72 trlay 7975 itPort Louis.l
COMMERCIAL POLICY
Preparation and Aaivation of the Com-on Commercial Policy
Trade Agreements: Renewals, Derogations or Authoil.zatiotts
76. On a Commission proposal, the Council authorized Benelux to open
negotiations with Bulgaria towards concluding a Trade Protocol tot 1972.
Action against Dump ing, P remiums or Sub sid.i.es
77. ln May, the Commission published three Opinions on bringing in
anti-dumping procedures. The firit, dated 13 May 1972, concerns welded
steel tnbes from Spainr2 the others, dated 25 May 1972, concern urea from
Poland, ond nttic-ammoniac fertilizers from Romania,s
THE COMMI.'NITY. AND TIIE DEVELOPING COI'NTRIES
Third Session of the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development
78. Officially opened in Santiago, Chilq on 1.3 April, the third session of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) closed on
27 lllay 1972. The Community took part as an observer.
' see seJ 63.s OJ C 48 ot 135.72.s OJ C51 of 235.1972.
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During this meeting, the manifold problems on trade and development and the'
international monetary situation, which ,r" f,sssssing the Thfud Vorld
countri'es, were all reviewed. After this task, the Conference passed about
fifty Resolutions. Both in the plenary sessions and the Committee and
Vorking Party meetings, the Community Deleghtion took an active part
intervening very often in the debates. President Mansholt, who contributed to
the early work of the sessiod also attended the closing debates of the
Conference.
Food aid
The 1971 | 1972 Cotnruunity Programme
79. Based on Communications sent to it by the Commission, the Council on
23 May 7972 adopted the 797711972 scheme (by Community'and national
action) for cereal food aid. This is the first schema of the 2nd Convention on
food aid. The total amount of the Community action, fixed contracnrally at
474 OOO tonr, is allotted as follows:
Community Aaion
FOB
FOB
FOP
25
25
2:t
I
I
I'
I
It-
I
I
It'
I
FOB
FOB
FOB
FOB
cry
CB
FOB
FOB
5
10
20
15
4
na
11tt
Beodtting Countties A-Eouqt(in 1r@ tons) Terns of Disposal
CJF
Free Frontier
Free Frontier
CIF
Magrab
AIgeda
Morocco
.Tunisia
Alnca
Dahomey
Upper Volta
Mali
Somalia
Midille East
Jordan
Lebanon
UAR
Syria
Yemen
Far East
Afghanistan
Baogla Desh
Ceylon
Indonesia
7
5
10
15
' See Bulletiu 6-797?. Part Two, sec. 82o See Part One Cb" L
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nnnef ittir g C,ountriea AmoEnt(io 1,000 to!8) Terms of Disposal
Latin Aneica
Peru
lntematiotul Agencies
\TFP
TINRVA
IRCC
Reser"se
Bengalese Rdugees r
13.5
15
t7
10
34.5
50
.FOB
FOB + @tidge
CIF
FOB + Carriage
CJF
Aid Aaion trough the IRCC (197011971 Programme)
80. On 4 May 7972,the Council decided for the financial yeat 1970171 of
the first Convention to send food aid of 28 000 tons of cereds for the Bangla
Desh population to be routed thro'rgh the International Red Qlsss Qsmmittss
(this aid is being added to the 60 000 lers dirsct aid scheduled for the
financial year 19771L972 of. the second Convention).
In application of the Agreement of 8 July 1971 betrneen the EEC and the
IRCC on supply of.7 000 tons of raw cereals for the financial year 797017977,
the Council approved the following action proposed by the IRCC.
(i) 2 000 tons of wheat flour (equivalent to 3 020 tons of raw cereals) for
about 30 000 people, of Arabic ori.gi.n, liring in tbe tenitories
administered fu lsrael after the events ot t967.(ii) 2 635 tons of wheat flow (equivalent to 3 890 tons of raw cereals) ior
. 
200 000 destituie peopl6 mosdy.in thE three southern Sudanprovinces.
EEC-WFP Agieerumt on Supplies 
"t EgProduas
81. An Agreement between the Community and the \fiorld Food Programme
fifFP) on supplying egg products for developing countries was signed in
Brussels on 26 May !972.r The principle of this supply concerning 500 tons
of dried egg products was adopted by the Council on 20 July 19712 and the
official decision to conclude the Agteement was made on26 NIay 7972.1
' ol r. ra+ u 7L6,tg7L
' OJ Lt67 of 26.7.1971, atd Bulletin 9170-1971, Part Two, w 147.
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RELATIONS VITH TIfi INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
The Council of Europe
82. Arc Consultati.ue Assembly of the Council of Europe held the fust part
of its 24th general meeting from 15 to 19 May 7972 under its new Presideng
Mr Giuseppe Vedovato. The debates coveted economic and political
questions and development aid problems.
On economy, the Assembly heard a review by Mr Pierre'!7erner, President of
the Luxembourg Government, on tlre outlook for the Economic and Monetary
Union. The Assembly also decided to lay down a "European Consumers'
Charter". On the .political plane, a lengthy discussion took place on
USA-Europe relations, while after a Iively debate the Assembly passed a
Resolution expressing its-concern on the status of democracy in Greece.
In a review of development and programmes, Mr M. Masmoudi, Tunisian
Minister for Foreign Affairs deplored Europe's overmodest role in the
Mediterranean opposite the USA and the USSR and especially the inadequate
trade relations between the EEC and the Mediterranean developing countries,
particularly Tunisia.
83. The 19th Joint Meeting of tbe Consultati.ue Assembly and the European
Parliament, held on 17 Mayrt took as its theme "The Political Raqifications
of the Community's Enlargement". Mr J.F. Deniau, speaking for the
Commission in the debates, said that we should seek a new economic balance
with the USA and, under certain conditions, develop trade and relations
between the enlarged Community and the eastern countries. The Council of
Europe could be a usefrrl focal point for futue discussions with them.
During this meeting, the fust stone was ceremonially weighed for the new
building which, three to four years from now, is to house the services of the
Council of Europe and the European Parliament's sessions in Strasbourg.
Th; Organizati,on for Economii Cooperation and Development
84. The OECD Council held its eleventh meeting at Ministerial level from
24 to 26 May 7972. The main items on the agenda were: the international
economic sifiration, international trade and monetarf questions and the
OECD's role, economic aspects of environment policies at international level
and the long-term energy policy. The-meeti'g also provided the oppornrnity
1 See sec. 101.
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to commemo?ate the 25th anniversary of the declaration by General George
C. Marshall. The meeting- was chaired by Mr George Collay, Finance
Minister of Eire. The commission was represented by Mr Ralf Dahrendorf
and several senior officials.
Reviewing the international economic situation, the Ministers re-affirmed their
governments' resolve to make 
. 
fresh progress towards price stability, thus
creating suitable conditions for adiusting the balance of payments, which
began with realigning the parities last December.
The Ministers discussed questions involved in the coming negotiations in the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) on monetary reform. They also debated
the multilateral negotiations scheduled for 7973 witlt:r- GATI, and which will
cgver agncultural and industrial trade. They delegated the oECD to srudy
the contribution it could make in the areas under its jurisdiaion so as to
smoothe the progress of freeing trade.
Acknowledging tha! some key trade and monetary system reform questions
stem from their 
.interrelation, the Ministers confirmed the key role that the
OECD had to play in the study and discussion of monetary, trade and
international investment problems as well as the pendant economic issues and
the connections between them. To enable the Organization ro deal effectively
with these tasks, the Ministers assigned the oECD secretary General to suggesr
any appropriate improvements and adjustments to the' OECD,s existing
structures and procedures.
The Chairman of the Top Level Group on Tradg Mr Jean Rey, gave the
Ministers a progress report on his Group which was set up after a decision
taken at rhe TgTl Ministerial Meeting. 'without being in a position to submit
the Report, which the Group is assigned to make, Mr Rey was able to put
some conclusions to the Council where unanimity had been reached, on
namely: the need to follow up efforrs in the liberation of trade; recognition of
the fact that it is.not the trade difficulties which are behind the monetary
problems but the lack of a valid world monerary system; the need for more
generous aid from the developed nations for the developing.countries, and
lastly, that rather than setting up a new international insiitution the current
procedures and devices should ts lgyilalizsd as much in GATT and the IMF
as in the OECD.
on-environment policy, the Ministers adopted a Recommendation defining the
body of the motive principles, whose application by Member states should
boost the efficiency of environment policies and help to avoid trade distortions.
In the main, it was a case of adopting the principle of "!re who pollutes,
I
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I
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paIS", which meant charging the costs of the anti-pollution campaign against
those responsible for pollution.
The Ministers approved a prbposal from dhe Secretary General for undertaking
an overall analysis of long-term energy questions as a contribution to shaping
Member States' energ,' policies from the national and international angle.
Coordination berween Community Member Srates, largely endorsed by the
incoming States, was evident, both in preparing the Ministerial meeting and
' during the meeting itself. As Mr Dahrendorf demonstrated during the
meeting, the Community certainly does not speak with a single voice.
- Nevertheless, both the Member States and the four incoming States showed in
their statements that they agreed on an analysis of the situation and the goals
to be reached.
The International Atomic Energy Agency
85. Under Article 103.of the Euratom Trcaty, the French Government had
sent the Commission a dratt "trilateral" agreement between France, Japan and
the International Atomic Energy Agency on the implementation of control
measures anticipated by the Franco-Japanese Nuclear Cooperation AgEeement
ol 26 Febraary 7972. The Commission, having scrutinized the draft
agreement, notified the French Government in writing on 17 May 1972 that
the draft.does not carry clauses blocking the Treaty's application.
The United Nations International Trade Law Committee
86. From 10 to 15 April 1972 in New York, the fifth meeting was held of
the United Nations Internationd Trade Law Committee (UNCITRAL). Two
Member States (Belgium and France) belong to UNCITRAL and as in
previous meetings, the Commission had delegated an observer.l For the fust
time, Member States had coordinated their oudook in advance on the work of
LINCITRAL during several meetings held due to decisions taken on the
occasion of the first Council attended by the Ministers of Justicez(Luxembourg 3 June 7971).
ITNCITRAI had not included any new matters on its agenda. The main
interest of the 5th meeting was in the decisions taken on three key issues.
Firsdy, the draft agreement on time limits and prescription in international
sales was passed. This draft will be subject to a diplomatic conference
1 Bulletin 7969, Ch. VIII, point 7t and 7-7970, Part Two, point 16.
Bulletin 7-7971, Part Onq Ch. I.
See
See
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scheduled for the first quarter ol.1974. Secondln it was arranged to devote
most of the activity of TINCITRAL members at its next meeting to questions
of maritime law. Among the urgent requests from some States in
ITNCITRAL are the amen.lments to shipping systems. Lasdy, UNCITRAL set
up a new 'Working Party on international remittances. This group largely
made up by France and the UK, is responsible for-drafting a blanket law on
international bills of exchange, a new remittance derrice of an optional nature.
The International Chamber of Trade
87. On 2 May 1972 an initial meeting was held in Bnrssels between the EEC
Commission and a Delegation &om the International Chamber of Co--erce
as part of'the periodic discu6sions between the two bodies.' The International
Chamber of Commerce Delegation was chaired by Baron Hottinguer,
Chairman of the ICT, and included the Secretary General, Mr Valter Hill,
plus many Committee Chairmen from the Chamber who are engaged in the
promotion of world trade. The delegation was welcomed by President
Mansholt and sbveral Commission Members.
Questions discussed included the problems of trade and the transport policy,
the movement of capitd, the creation of a T.imited European Companyl and
the environment.
THE COMMTJNITY'S DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
88: On 26 May 7972,2 the Presidents in Office of the Council and the
Commission received His Excellency, Ambassador Erik von Sydow (Sweden)
who presented his credentials as Head of his country's Mission to the
European Communities GEq ECSC, EAEC).
The new Swedish Ambassador succeeds His Excellency, Sven E, Blacklund,
transferred to another post.
.l
i
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t Soci€t6 anonyme europCenne.s See OJ C 60 ol-9.6.1972.
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ACTIVITIES OF THE INSTITUTIONS
TIIE EI'ROPEAN PARLIAMENT
(8-10 May) \
89. Parliameng meeting in Luxemboug from 8-10 May, approved the
Commission's activities daljlng 7977. Parliament discussed the Fifth General
Report on the Activities of the Community and the Report on the Social
Sinration in the Community. Replies were heard from the Couno'l and the
Commission to verbal questions with debate on the work of UNCTAD, the
Euratom Research Programme and telecommunications in the Community.
Parliament passed an additional Budget for its 1972 serices and expressed
several Opinions especially on the digdment of legislation.l The vote on the
Directive concerning the freedom of establishment for hairdressers was
postponed until the ne)c sssion.
Community Activities ia 7971
(8 May)
90. Parliament debated the Report presinted by Mt Schuiit (C-D,
Netherlands) on the Commission's Fifth Annual General Report on the
Activities of the Community in 1977. Mt Schuiit explained that he had not
offered a detailed analysis of Community activities in the different sectors but
that he wished tci submit an overall appraisal, especially political, of these
activities. He had studied the working of the Common Markeg Community
policies, the Qsmmunity serving mankind, external relations and the
Community's fuflrre. His conclusion and the gist oJ the Parliamentary
Commiffees' opinions were reiterated in the Resolution approved by the four
Political Groups and passed after the debate.
For the Socialist Group, Mr Gi.raud (France) stressed the importance of
regional polig, 
^n 
atea where the Community wes very much behind. The
same applied to research and energy. The'socialist Group thought that the
questions raised in Mr Mansholt's letter must be a prime concern of the
Community authorities. For the Christian Democrat Group, Mr Miiller
(Germany) spoke of Parliament's budgetary 
.powers and the election of
Members by ,nivsgssl suffrage and r.egretted that the Community had not
t Bor the full text of the Resolutioos voted by Parliament during its May session, see
OJ C56 ot 2.6.7972.
Ttese minutes were taken from the French edition of olnformations" published by tte Gene-
ral Secretariat of the European Parliament
The Political Group and nationality of Members speaking ilr the debates are shown in
brackets following -their names. ihe Parliamenary Polidcal Groups are shown 'by the
following abbreviitions: C-D (Christian De4ocrat), S (Socialist), L (Liberal and Allied),
DE @uropean Democtatic Uaion), NA (Non-"ffiliated).
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spoken with a single voice at UNCTAD. Mr Miiller mentioned the role of
the political parties in the construcrion of Europe and reaffirmed his Group's
confidence in the Commission, insisting that its President show restraint in fus
official viewpoints. Mt lahn (Germany) for the christian Democrars, stressed
the need for Community action in protecting the environment, which was not
feasible without the political resolve of the Council.
Mr Arrnengaud (France) for the Liberal and Allied Group, said that at
institutional level the commission must be allowed to wield its powers as
broadly as possible. He regretted the lack of political resolve in the- sphere of,
industrial policy, environmeng research and energT, and declared that for the
Community to serve mankind the growth of its civilization musr be combined
with its defence. Mt Triboula (France), Chairman of the UDE Group, said
that discussion of the General Report should be the chance to publicize the
work of the Ewopean institutions. Mr Triboulet stressed the importance of
this work n797L over three areas:
(i) The European answer to the monetary crisis.(ii) The sound cooperation of the three Institutions in achieving the
enlargement(iii) The implementation of generalized preferences.
From the external standpoint, Mr Triboulet thought that the economic and
social development of Europe would naturally mean a stronger Community
influence for world peace and cooperation.
Mr Leonardi (NA, Communisq Italy) thought that the Resolution did not
cover an overall potitical appraisal of Community action and stated that
Parliament ought to win political power for itself. Community activity was
not preparing for the ssalization of the Economic and Monetary Union and
development in all fields. Mr Radoux (S, Belgium) claimed that the
Community's reaction to the monetary crisis was inspired more by fear than
by Community spirit
Mr Mansboh, President of the Commission, declared that for public opinion to
become aware of the Qqmmunity's reality, we had to act on several matters,
namely: the abolition of personal checls at inter-Community frontiers, thi
chance to study freely in Euope, the granting of civic rilhts to migrant
workers. Moreover, the Communit,, must serve mankind. The Community's
success will depend on the scope for harmonizing the need for growth with the
qualitf of life. Alluding to Euope's role here, Mr Mansholiasked whether,
in view of populhtion expansion, a grcater economic $owrh per head was still
possible. The President of the Commission pointed our that the Commission
would make practical proposals at the Summit Conference in the regional
policy sector. He keenly regretted the conditions under which the Community
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prepared for and attended LTNCTAD and declared that the Commission was
fuffiling its obligations as far as strengthening Parliament's powers and the
institutional questions were concemed.
In a Resolution, Parliament approved the Commission's Fifth General Report
on the Aaivities of the Community in 797L and reaffirmed that only a genuine
political resolve could allow the enlarged Community, by strengthening its
structrres and capacity for action, to perform fully the tasks assigned to it by
the Treaties. Parliament then restated its requests to the Commission and
commented at length on the working of the Common Market, Community
policies, the Community's role in serving mankind, and the new external
responsibilities of the enlarged gsrnrnrrnity. For the future, Parliament
emphasized the strengthening of the Community's institutional structure,
especially the reinforcement of its powers. Parliament also stressed the need
ro equip the Community with all the political capacity it needed and asked for
a precise action schedule allowing the Community to move towards political
and economic unity.
The Social Situation in the Community
- 
(10 May)
97. Parliament debated the Report by Mt Pi.anta (L, France) for the Social
Affairs and Public Health Committee, on the Commission's Report on the
Development of the Social Situation in the Community in L971. Mr Pianta
noted'that the social drive begun in 7970 had not borne fruit in 197L. Of the
four social proiects announced, only one-the Standing Committee on
Employment-had materialized in 7977. Regarding the other three (the Social
Fund, Migrant'Workers Social Security and the Social Budget), the situation at
the beginning of 7972 was unsatisfactory. The speaker then reviewed the
chapters of the Report and summarized his remarks in a Resolution passed by
Parliament;
Parliament regretted that the Council of Ministers of Social Affairs had been
unable to take key decisions due to its few meetings d:uring 7977. Parliament
considered that the re-absorption of the unemployed and the under-employed
must be written into the priority objectives of the Community and solutions
must be found to avoid displacement of workers. Parliament wanted to see
more sffenuous action on vocational guidance and training, working
conditions and wages in the Community. It asked the Commission to follow
up its efforts towards financing construction of workers' dwellings, took a
hard look at Community scope in family policy, reiterated the value of
harrronization in the progress of social security and highlighted the questions of
work safety, social tourism' and the safeguarding of healthand the environment.
1 Social tourism 
- 
subsidized holidays.
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This Resolution was approved by Mr Yand.ewi.ple (C-D, Belgium),
Miss Lulling (S, Luxembourg), and Mr Olfroy (DE, France), who on behalf
of their Political Groups cJaimed that a true European Social policy must be
implemented, covering all the points in the Resolution. Mr Vandewiele asked
for a drive in the vocational training of young workers, controls on the
growth of multinational companies and improvements in the security of Iife
'and work. Miss Lulling criticized the delays in Council decisions which
hindered the working of the Social Fund. She was in favour of giving priority
to social investments and condemned the inequality of wages, terms of work
and family rights, which women were still zubject to. Mr Offtoy said that no
solid effort had yet been made in the social sphere since the constnrction of
Europe was solely directed towards economic union. He wondered whether
Europe was not putting the brakes on social progress. But the Economic and
Monetary Union was not feasible without a common social policy.
Mt Glinne (S, Belgium) drew the Commission's attention to setting up
migrant' advisory councils in the various municipalities and asked for some
firm moves.
Mr Coppd, Member of the Commission, said he was pleased with the work of
the Social Affairs Ministers at the European level and he found that the
employment situation was in general satisfactory. He saw no problem at the
moment i"r!h. running of the Social Fund and he reminded Members that the
Commission was taking action in several areas, namely: vocational training,
social security for migrant workers, the environmeng harmonization of
measures for collective lay-offs, and the young unemployed. The Commission
was also mindful of the economic situation of women in-society and of
housing problems and was closely watchiig the setting up of foreign workers
advisory councils. At the grrmmi6 Conference the Commission would stress
the "social progress" side in the Economic and Monetary Union.
Nd. for W'orherc in Sulphur MinW(9 May)
In a Resolution, after the Report from Mr Vredeling (S, Netherlands) for the
Social Affairs and Public Health Committee, Parliament took a position on the
fust Commission Report on the liquidation of aid for laid-off workers in the
Italian sulphur min6s. Parliament deplored the delays and inefficiency of
Community aid measures and considered it justified to suspend the aid
programme in its current form. The European Social Fund should now be
brought in for the benefit of workers who are still employed in the Italian
sulphur mines. In Parliament's view, the real answer was to start neyy
activities in the mining disfficts, since improvements to the sulphur mines were
shown to be impossible. The problem of economic under-development in the
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southwest cornef of Sicily can only be finally solved by the combined efforts of
the competent national and Community agencies and in particular as part of a
Community regional policy.
Ivk Yredeli.ng (Netherlands) for the Socialist Group approved the Resolution
and said that the answer to the problem was in the hands of the regional
authorities who were proving their inertia. Mr Coppd, Member of the
Commission, supported the terms of the Resolution and pointed out that the
Commission would ask for a d6cision from the I.talian Government on mine
closures and proposals for installing new industries. Rather than aiding the
min€sr other means must be applied.
The Community and LINCT.dD
(9 May)
92. The Community's action at the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD)I in Santiago was discussed in Parliament. In a
'ierbal question with debate, the Committee for External Economic Relations
asked tlie Council what decisions it took in preparing for the third session of
UNCTAD, especially about expressing a common outlook on behalf of the
Q6mmunity, 
-ah" 
co--odity -policy, exports from developing countries,
improvements to the Community system of generalized preferences and
technical assistance. What arrangements was the Council going to make or
had already made so that the Community might make a constnrctive
contribution to the success of the Conference?
In repln Mr Thorn, President in office of the Council, recalled that the
Co{rncil had reached agreement on improvements for the exports of
developing countries and on concluding, in suitable cases, international
product agreements. Mr Thorn reviewed the main points which he made at
t-fNCfeO and iustified the cautious position taken by the Community, which
was not to bear alone'the burden of industrializadon for the Third Vorld.
6snrmrrnity polic,, in favour of the developing countries had borne fruit. Ve
must carry on this open and constructive policy with'regard to the main
concerns of these countries.
IvIr Momtnersteeg (C-D, Netherlands), Mr Glinne (S,' Belgium),
Mr Armmgaud (L, France) and Mr Coustd (DE, France) for their Political
Groups, sharply criticized the lack of a Community viewpoint at UNCTAD.
lt was regrettable that the Council had not reached agfeement in defining a
dynamic policy so that the Community could avoid a passive attitude during
the Conference discussions. Mr Mommersteeg thought that it was a lost
' For the UNC'TAD session, see Part Onq Ch. L
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opportunity for the community. -The commission had been more positive
and precise. It was to be hoped that firm resuks will be gained ,t uNcrAo
and that the question of rallying the Member states of the EEC for such
con-ferences would be reviewed. Mr Glinne mentioned a telegram sent from
santiago by Mr Dewulf (c-D, Belgium) pointing our the utter lack of a
common viewpoint among the Member states of the EEC, with sometimes
even divergences. No driving force, nor brand image, was forthcoming from'
the com'irunity which failed to take the least initiative. Mr Glinne and
Mr Dewulf asked that the coming summit conference define the community's
role regarding the Third '\[orld and provide a dialogue mechanism based on
ryr overal] strategy for cooperation in development. Ivft Armengaud regrettedthat nothing was said at UNCTAD about the proposals made 6y the
Association Parliamentary conference concerning world or regional
agreements on ra\ry materials and commercial promotion mechanisms for the
products 
_of dre African countries. Mr coustd asked whether the community
would at least have a common viewpoint when the Resolutions were voted.
Mt Mansholtr, President of the Commission, also ,.gr"tt"d the Council,s
attitude and said that it had seeped necessary to the Eurbpean Commission to
put forward its viewpoint and explain the difficulties met by the council in
taking up a common position. The commission's role in such conferences
would have to be completely revised. The community mechanisms were not
working well at santiago. consultation was difficult and the procedures
between the Member States and the Commission were inflexible.
Replyrng to the speakers, Mr Thorn, President in office of the Council, pointed
out that the council had defined a ioint position on several points and that
there were still some differences. The community's general poli.y regarding
the Third 'world must be defined. Mr Thorn assured Parliamint that he
would strive to get a joint position from the other five governments when the
Resolutions were voted. It should be noted, however, that bilateral aid was
still a vital element, for some countries, of their aid poliry towards the
developing countries and that it would be very difficult io change the
instructions of the national delegates now in Santiago.
The Euratom Research Programme(9 May)
93, In a verbd question with debate, pur by Mr Glesener (C-D,
Luxembourg), the Committee for Energy, Research and Atomic problems
asked the council why adoption of the interim research progranrme and its
bgdget lor 7977 had beeri delayed. 'what'measures was the Council going to
take to avoid a recurrence of this situation at the year end when -the
multi-annual Euratom research programme was reviewed?
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Mr Thom, President in office of the Council, replied that the delay was
mainly due to technical and financial reasons mosdy involved in utilization of
the Essor reactor. The Council asked the Commission to put forward new
proposals for the multi-annual programme in close liaison with the incoming
States. Replying to Mr Radoux (Belgium) who, for the Socialists, had asked
why Parliament had not been informed before the Council's decision,
Mr Thorn said only a breakdown of credits was involved on which
Parliament had been consulted during the review of the overall budget.
Mr Nod (C-D, Itdy) highlighted the imFoftance of the multi-annual
programme which must be a community altair endorsed by 
,^ll the Member
States.
Telecommunications in the Community
(9 May)
94. coordination of proiects for developing community telecommunication
systems was the subject of a verbal question with debate put to rhe
Commission by Mr NoC (C-D, Italy) for the Comminee for Energy, Research
and Atomic Problems. Did the commission not think that it was time to
push the coordination of proiects for developing Member Stares,
telecommunication systems and open up the public markets for
telecommunication'and teledata equipment to bring down installation and
usage costs? Did the Commission intend to submit practical proposals for these
key industries?
IvIa Spinelli, Member of the Commission, noted the big medium term
developments in telecommunications and commented on Europe,s present
weakness in this field. The basis of a European telecommunications policy
must be laid down allowing for fuller use of research and developmeot
capacity and ironing out the technical disparities between the national systems.
Cooperation between the PTT, administrations must be strengthened, joint
enterprises should be set up and the public supply markets should be opened
up. The Commission is acting in this direcrion.2
For the socialist Group, Mt Glinne (Belgium) dealt with relations berween the
Community and the international organizations in the telecommunications
sector (CEPT, ELDO, ESRO). He stressed the value of European cooperarion
for t[e telecommunications satellites and criticized the lntelsat oiganization
where Community interests are inadequately defended. Mr Coustd (France)
speaking for the UDE Group, thought that the question ef sseldinztion in the
1 PTI - Post Telegraph Telephone.
' See also Part,Two, sec.42.
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telecommunications sector must be tackled at world level by the Community,
which should ensure that the Eastern European countries join in any moves in
this field.
- 
Freedom of Establishment for Hairdressers
(9 May)
95. Parliament debated a Report from Mr Romeo (L, Italy) for the Judicial
Qqmrni6ss, presented by Mr Armengaud (l France) on several Directives
covering self-employed activities in hairdressing. The fust concerns freedom
of estab]ishment and {reedom to supply services; the second covers mutual
recognition of diplomas, certificates and other qualifications, including certain
temporary measures in Italy; and the third involves gsssdination of legal and
administrative provisions for access to the profession.
Mr Tenenoire (Frunce), Mr Liogier (France) and Mr Coustd (France), for the
UDE Group, tabled Amendments for abolishing the provisions concerning Italy
in the second Directive. Mr Terrenoire said that privileges could not be
granted to Itdians settling in one of the other five countries without the
professional qualifications required in these countries. 'While waiting for the
obligation of the proficiency certificate, Italians could be given the chance to
move in allowing for the legislation of the receiving country in order to
safeguard equality of oppornrnity. Mr Coustd pointed out that the
Amendments reflected a viewpoint shared by and large by members of the
profession which should have been heard by the Judicial Committee.
Nk Vals (S, France) came out against the waivers which drew.all the teeth
from the Directives. He stressed the discrimination which hairdressers will
suffer and who, in order to set up shop, will be obliged to obtain a diploma
very difficult to get.
Mt Broeksz (S, Netherlands) also opposed the Amendments saying that Italian
hairdressers can be well qualified professionally without a diploma.
Mr Coppd, Member of the Qsmmission, acknowledged that there was a
problem here and suggested tightening the conditions of immgfia1s
etablishment for ltalian hairdressers in the other Community countries. A
vote by show of hands resulted in a tie on the first of the rwo Amendments
suspending the disputed articles. A second vote by standing es ssmaining
seated was declared doubtful. Under the Parliamentary Regulation, a vote by
roll-call will be taken during the June session.
Parliament's Budget
(8 and 10 May)
96. Parliament adopted an additional draft forecast of receipts and
e:rpendinue fot 7972 for an amouot ot7872 300 u.a.
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In a Resolution passed aker a debate on the Report from Mr Aigner (C-D,
Germany) for the Financial and Budgetary Committee, Parliament stressed the
need in view of the incoming States to create L41 new jobs, particularly in the
language services so that from- January 1973 assistance for the new
Parliamentarians would be ensured and that the principle of equal rights of
representation would be respected regarding all Members of Parliament. But
the new jobs are blocked and will be released by the parliament Bureau on the
opinion of the Financial and Budgetary Committee and according to
established needs and criteria.
For the Christian Democrat Group, Mr Notenbooz (Netherlands) approved
the Resolution and asked that a reasonable polic,'be followed concerning staff.
Mr Triboulef (France), Chairman of the UDE Group, would have liked to
wait for the arival of the new States before drawing up the new organigram.
Of the same mind, Mr Sourdille (France), for the UDE Group, defended trvo
Amendments asking for contact to be made with the Parliaments of the new
States before any decision on the release of jobs. Parliament rejected these
Amendments after Mr Notenboom, on behalf of Mt Aigner, and
Mr Vredeling (Netherlands) for the Socialist Group had said that the concern
of the UDE Group had been considered in the Resolution. Mt Sp*rule
(France), for the Socialist Group, approved the Resolution, highlighted the
language problems and stressed that the Budget must meet Parliament's needs
in the light of the enlargement.
Technical Obstacles
Discharge of Pollutants from Di.esel Engines (9 May)
97. Parliament approved a Directive on aligning Member States' law
concerning measures against pollutant discharges from the diesel engines of
motor vehicles. In the Resolution passed after the dqbate on the Report from
Mr Jahn (C-D, Germany), for the Social and Public Affairs Committee,
Parliament asked that application of the Directive be extended to vehicles with
a maximum speed between 25 and 50 km/h, that the limit values on pollutant
discharges be stricdy,observed, that regular engme checks be made and that
the Directive be applied within six months. Parliament considers it absolutely
recessary that the Com-ission put forward soon harmonization proposals on
limits for discharges of lead, discharges. of pollutants from tractors and
agricultural62chinsry and on reducing engine noise.
For the UDE Group, Mr Jarrot (France) approved the Resolution, remarking
that fixed diesel engines should also come under the Directive. Mr Coppd'
Member of the Commissions gave some additional explanations on the draft
directive.
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Pre-packtging and Bottling (10 May)
98. On the basis of a Report from Mr Brouuter (C-D, Netherlands),
chairman of the Judicial comminee, Parliament gaye L favourable opinion on
two Directives concerning alignment of Member States' law on 1f,s yslrrme
pre-conditioning of 
_ 
certain, pre-packed liquids and on bottles used as
measuring vessels.
Miscellaneous Opinions
Settlement onthe fr*por*y LayingUp of Boats(8 May)
99. On the basis of a Report by Mr Meister (C-D, Germany) for the
Transport Committee, Parliament gave a favourable Opinion on opening
negotiations for_ an agreement between the EEC and Switzerland to apply a
settlement on the temporary laying up of boats involved in goods transport
and applying to certain warervvays. Parliament considered that - the
negotiations must be lead by the Commission and that the Commission's
proposals are an acceptable basis for these negotiations. The setdement
should cover all the waterways linked to the Rhine and would allow users to
obtain a premium offsetting. a substantirl p"rt of the fixed charges.
Parliament asked that the lay-up fund be managdd joindy by the Community
and switzerland whereasfie commission anticipated rwo separate pafts.
Nd for Silk'Worms (10 May)
L00. On the basis of a Repom from Mr Martens (C-D, Belgium) presented by
Mr Hdger (C-D, Belgium) for the Agricultural Qsmrni6gq Parliament
approved a Resolution fixing at 25 va. per productive frame, the amount of
aid for silk worms during the breeding year 797211973.
JOINT MEETING
Consultory assembly of the Council of Europe
and the European Parliament
707. The 19th joint meeting of tlie consultory Assembly of the council of
Europe and the European Parliament was held in strasbourg on lr May 1972
and took as its theme: "The Political Ramifications of the EEC,s
Enlargemeot". Mr Reverdin (Lib. switzerland, A.A.) presented a report for
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the Committee on Political Questions of rhe Assembly and Mr Radoux (Soc.
Belgium, E.P.) presented a working paper for the Political Committee of the
European Parliiment. The meeting wai chaired suicessively by Mr vedovato(Chr. Dem. Italy), President of the Advisory Assembly of the Council of
Europe, and Mr Schuijt (C-D, Netherlands), Vice President of the European
Parliament.
Mr Riuerdin in his report said it was both urgent and vital thar the
Community of Ten be equipped with democratic political instinitions on the
scale of its strengh anrd size, decide its future direction and fix the obiectives of
its general palicy. As long as its immense economic weight was marched with
extreme political fragility, the Community would be unable to contribute
effectively to maintaining peace and.promoting international 
_order based onlaw. Reviewing future relations berween the Communirf and the Member
States of the Council of Europe remaining outside it, Mr Reverdin's reporr
highlighted the importance of defining a Mediterranean policy and the
positive rolb of the neutral countries in the relationship between Eastern. and
Western Europe. Regarding the future role of the Council of Europe, the
enlargement would involve fundamental changes. The council of Europe
could provide the institutional framework fot' relations between the
community and the non-Member states. Generally speaking, the council of
Europe and the community should mark out their respective functions to
complement and cooperate with each other. The enlargement and
strengthening of the communiry musr have a happy influence on-the future
relations between Eastern and Western Europe.
In his working paper, Mr Radoux reviewed the Community,s political
situation, including both Member states and incoming states, at the time of
the enlargement and'defined the objectives of the enlarged Community and the
means to attain them. He reviewed economic relations with all the other
European countries, multilateral conferences with the usA and the ussR,
agre,ements for economic cooperation with the other big world partners, a
Mediterranean round table, broadenihg the Association with the African
counffies, community moves at UNCTAD, wide range trade agreements with
the Latin American countries and a trade fieaty with the peopli's Republic of
china. The size of these proiects showed thb place which the enlarged Europe
was prgparing to take up in the world and the Community,s new
responsibilitiesin the world balance.
In general, the opinions expressed by the speakers were approved. Mr sandys(cA, conservative u.K.) stressed the imporrance of the coming summit
Conference which musr confirm that political union is one of the coirmunity,s
prime obiectives and recognize the need for democraric control of ihe
European Parliament. setring'up a political secretariar, made up of highly
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qualified individuals independent of governments and sited in Brussels, would
6e of value in preparing joint viewpoirrt. on foreign affairs. - The Council of
Europe would still be the balancing factor berween Members of the
Community and those outside it. Mr Berkhouwer (EP, Netherlands),
Chairman of the Liberal and Allied Group, thought that the shift of national
authority towards Europe required the strengthening of the European
Parliament's powers. . The enlargement increased the political responsibilities
of the Community, which must remove all the economic and financial barriers
between its members. Lord Gladwyn (CA, Liberal, U.K.) spoke of the need
for the European States to accept certain supra-national responsibilities in
defence and foreign aff.airs. Mt Bousqwet (EP, France) mentioned the
technical facilities to be offeied by the new European buildings in Strasbourg,
the Parliamentary capital of Europe. Mr Gratz (CA, Socialist, Austria)
underlined the importance of keeping up the Council of Europe, guarantor of
Europe's brilliance, and asked for a Committee of Multilateral Contact to be
set up to allow non-Member States to keep the necessary contacts with the
Community. Mr Habib-Deloncle (EP, UDE, France) expounded the idea that
we should create a Europe of consent and not constraint. Europe was a
means of ensuring balance in the world and must have peace, cooperation and
progress as its objectives.'
Mt Deniau, Member of the EEC Commission, demonstrated that the enlarged
Community would have to define itself at both internal and external level.
Mr Leonardi (EP, NA, Communist, Italy) favouted amending the institutional
system in the enlarged Community and asked for fair representation for
Communists in the European Parliament. Many other Parliamentarians also
spoke: Mr uan der Stoel (EP, S, Netherlands), Mr Digby (CA, Conservative,
U.K.), Mr Czernetz (CA, Socialist, Austria), Mr Gordon-Walker (CA, Labour,
U.K.), Mr Ryan (CA, Fine Gael, Ireland), Mr Peel (CA, Conservative, U.K.),
Mr Goess (CA, Popular Party, Austria), Mr Delforge (CA, Uberal, Belgium),
Mr Anderson (CA, Liberal, Denmark), Mr 'Weber (CA, Radical Democrar,
Swirzerland), Mt Jones (CA, Labour, U.K.), Mr Karasek (CA, Popular Party,
Austria), Mr 'Walder (CA, Conservative, U.K.), Mt Gislason (CA, Progressive,
Iceland),'Mr Treu (CA, Chr. Dem., Italy), Mt Stewart (CA, Labour, U.K.),
Mr Molloy (CA, Labour, U.K.). Besides the problems of special inrerest to
certain countries, mainly the neutrals, the main questions brought up focussed
on the need to define the future role of the enlarged Community in the world
and its relations with eastern Europe, the institutional system of the Ten and
the powers of the European Parliament, better information for the public on
European affairs, future relationships between the European Parliament and
the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe, and organizing the
defence of Europe.
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During May the Council held two sessions on ffansporr and agriculture.l
195th Session on Transport
(Brussels, 17 and 1,8 May 7972)
702. Chairman: Mr Mart, Minister of Transport, Luxembourg.
Fromthe Commission: Mr Coppd, Member.
Member States' Governments were represented by: Mr Delmotte, Minister of
Communications (Belgium); Mr 'Wittrock, Secretary of State for Transport(Germany); Mt Charnant, Minister of Trdnsport (France); Mr Macchia,
Assistant Permanent Representative (Italy); Mt Mart, Minister of Transport(Luxembourg); Mr Kruisi.nga, Secretary of State for Transport (Netherlands).
The council tackled the problem of developing rhe common transport policy
and the question of the temporary laying-up of river boats.
After discussing the directive proposal on the weight and size of utiliry road
vehicles and some additional technical considerations, the Council established
some guidelines on the weight per axle, the loaded weight, the length, width
and height of vehicles, the engine power in relation to the vehicle's weight and
the application dates of the provisions regarding national ttaffic and traffic
between Member states. These guidelines will be submitted to the incoming
states for consultation. The council also favoured a crash proceduri
regarding removal of the other technical obstacles and even, failing the
adoption of ioint rules, the mutual recognition of national agreements.
In the arca of, cooperation between Member states' railways, the council
approved a note to be sen,t to the Six Group of the International Union of
Railways.
The Council also officially adopted the list of receipts and expendirure on the
Euratom research and education activities for the financial year 1972. It also
adopted a number of Regulations in agricultural policy and the Regulation on
notifying the commission of hydrocarbon imports and investment projects of
community interest in the oil, natural gas and electri-city sectors. Also
approved was a Directive on workers claiming the right to live in a Member
State after being employed there.
G, ,fJ"rious matter.s r.evieypd during the Council sessions, see. Chapters of this Bulletin
on the varioue questions dealt with.
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The Council adopted a second batch of the Directives on negotiations with the
Members and Associates of EFTA not applying for Accession. It also agreed
certain moves in food aid.
196th Session on Agriculture
(Brussels, 29 and 30 ll.flay 19721
103. Chairm.cn: Mr Buchlet Minister of Agriculture, Luxembourg.
Frorn the Commission: Mt Scarascia Mugnozzn, Vice'President.
Member States Governments were represented by: Mr Tind.ettazs, Minister of
Agriculture (Belgium); Mr Ertl, Minister of Agriculture (Germany);
Mr Cointat, Minister of Agriculture and Mr Pons, Secretary of State for
Agriculture (France); Mt Natali, Minister of Agriculture (Italy); Mr Buchler,
Minister of Agriculture (Luximbourg); Mr lardinois, Minister of Agriculture
(Netherlands).
The Council recorded a statement from the French Delegation on the market
situation in various dairy products in some regions of France and also noted a
Commission Communication on recent developments in the butter market.
The Council noted the Commission's plan to gffer as soon as possible a
proposal on butter oil supplies and to take urgent measures to improve the
butter and skim milk powder markets.
In the beef and veal sector, the Council adopted the Regulation fixing the
general rules on measures to be taken if prices ,rose appreciably. Until
15 Septembet 1972, the Regulation provides, if the production prices exceed a
ceftain threshhold, for the common customs tariffs and import levies to be
partially or totally waived.
Regarding the wine market, the Council recorded the Commission's repoft on
the application in dhe Member States of the instmments needed in the
administration of this market. There followed a discussion on this sector in
view of developments in the market situation. Concerning imports of ltalian
wine into Francg the French Delegation told the Council that arrangements
had been made to make recent administrative practice acceptable ftom the
viewpoint of the free movement of goods.
The Council also heard a statement from. Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice
President of the Commission, concerning cooperation at Community level in
the sphere of agronomic research. The Council also dealt with questions
involved in the system applicable, from 1 luly 7972, to products processed
from fruit and vegetables originating from non-Member States. Other items
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tackled were prefixation, levies and restitutions, the working organization of
the. market in the seed oil sector, the certification of hops, mobilization of
cereals for food aid and measures for the agricultural sector following
developmegrts in the monetary situation.
The Council officially adopted several agricultural Regulations, the Directive
on setting up coordinated short-term statistical surveys in industry and the
crafts, and adopted the Decision on the transfer and use of the balances from
the first EDF.
THE COMMISSION
Staff Movements
104. Dudng May lgT2,rheCommission made the following appoinqments:
(i) Mr Louis Yillecu,trt becomes Division Head for the Coordination of
Research Programmes in the Directorate General of Industrial,
Technological and Scientific Affairs. Mr Villecourt, who joined the
Commission in May 7967, was previously Chief Administrator in the
General Directorate of Economic and Financial Alfairs.
(ii) Mr Jacques Van Lierde becomes Division Head for Fishery Products in
the Directorate General of Agriculture. He. joined the Commission in
November 1958. He is a Bachelcir of Political and Social Economy, an
M.Sc. in Agricultural Economy ('IVisconsin) and a Ph.D in Economy(Pretoria). Mr Van Lierde was previously Chief Administrator in the
General Directorate of Agriculture.
(iii) Mr Jacques Gourdon becomes Division Head for Tobacco, Hops,
Potatoes and other Products of Specialized Cultivation in the Directorate
General of Agriculture. An agronotnist, he joined the Commission in
August 1961. He was previously Chief Administrator in the Directorate
General of Agriculture.
(iv) Mr Rudolpb Leiienaar becomes Division Head for Finance and
Inspection in the Directorate General of Agriculture. A Bachelor of
Economic Science, he ioined the Commission in March 1959 and was till
now Chief Administrator with this General Directorate.
(v) Mr Frederich Yisser becomes Division Head for Geographic Sector I in
the Directorate of Programmes and Projects of the EDF, in the
Directorate General of Aid and Development. He ioined the
Commission in December 1958. A Doctor of Economic Science, he was
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previously Chief Adminisuator in the Directorate General of
Agriculture.
(vi) Mr Hans Ficker becomes Dept. Head for Harmonizatron Policy, Analysis
and Coordination in the Directorate General of the Internal Market and
Alignment of Legislation.' A Doctor of Law, he joined the Commission
in December 1964 and until now has been Chief Administrator in this.
General Directorate.
After reorganization of the Directorate of Banks, InSurance and Company Law
in' the Directorate General of the Internal Market and Alignment of
Legislation, the Commission decided to:
(i) Appoint Mr Paolo Claroni as Division Head for Banks and orher
Finance Houses. Mr Clarotti was previously an Adviser in this
Directorate.
(ii) Second Mr Gerard Imbert, Division Head, to the Insurance Division of
this Directorate.
Tr{E COURT OF JUSTTCE
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza takes the Oath
105. Mr Carlo Scarascia Mugnozza, appointed Vice-President of the
Commission,, was sworn in before the Courr of Justice on 76 May, taking the
oath as under Article 10 of the Treaty instituting a single Council and a single
Commission of ihe European Community.
New Cases
- 
Case 14172: Mr Helmut Heinze, K<iln-Ehrenfeld, v. the. Landesversiche-
rungsanstalt Rheinprovinz, Di.isseldorf
- 
Case 15/72: Land Niedersachsen, represented by the Niedersdchsische
Landessozialamt, Hannover, v- the Landesversicherungsanstalt Hannover,
Hannover
- 
Case 16172: Allgemeine Ortskrankenkasse Hamburg, Hamburg, 
_ 
v.
Landesversicherungsanstalt Schleswig-Holstein, Liibeck -
Correction: Footnotel to sec. L52 of Bulletin 72-7971 is deleted.
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couRT oF JUSTICE
106. The Bundessozialgericht submitted three requests to ghe- Court for
preliminary rulings on the application, by analogy of Articlep 26 and 27 of
Regulation 3 concerning migrant workers' social security (aggregate of
insurance periods), tb a legal proviSion, which according to current German
law does not concern social security benefits but an obligation which, as part
of prophylaxis, is imposed under certain conditions on pension insurance
organizations.
- 
Case 17172: Firma Gesellschaft fiir Getreidehandel AG, Diisseldod v.
Einfuhr- und Vorrarsstelle fiir Getreide und Futrermittel, Frankfurt/Main\
1,07. The Court received a requesr on 2 May L972 tor a preliminary ruling
from Hessisches Finanzgerichr concerning the validity of a Commission
Decision which fixed at FF 508.86 p.i ton the fiee-fronrier price on
28 
,January L966 tor imports of French maize into Germany.
- 
Case 18172: N.V. Granaria Graaninkoopmaatschappij, Rotterdam, v.
Produktschap voor Veevoeder, Den Haag
108. on 3 May 7972, thecollege van Beroep voor het Bedrijfsleven requested
the Court for a preliminary ruling concernin! the customs classification of a
prbduct called "hominy chop specified" and on the possibility of a grace
. 
period over the import levy covered by Article 14 of Regulation 720167 on thejoint organizaion of the market in rh.e cereal sector.
-'Case 19172: Commission Civil Servant v. the Commission
109" The appeal concerns paymenr of an addr.tional removal allowance.
- 
Case 20172: Belgische Staat v. N.V. Cobelex, Antwerp
110. The Anrwerp commercial Tribunal lodged a-requesr with the courr for
a preliminary ruling on interpretation of Anicle 19 S (2) of Regulation 19 on the
ioint organization of the market in 'thti cereal sector regarding the date of
application of the levies for the accouht of the importer.
- 
Case 21172: N.V. International Fruit Company, Rotterdam, ' v.
Produktschap voor Groenten en Fruit, The Hague
- 
Case 22172: Kooy Ronerdam N.V.,
Groenten en Fruit, The Hague
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- 
Case ?31722 Velleman 6c Tas N.V., Rotterdam, v. produktschap voor
Groenten en Fruig The Hague
- 
Case 241722 Jan van den Brink's Im- 6c Exporthandel N.V., Rotterdam, v.
Produktschap voor Groenten e_n Fruit, The Hague
7L1. On 8 May !972, fow requests for preliminary rulings were filed with the
Court from the College van Beroep voor het Bedrijfsleven concerning
interpretation of Article L77 EEC regarding an internationd law other than
6emmrrnity law and the validity of certain agricultural Regulations regarding
Article )C of GATT.
- 
Case 25!72:Commission Civil Servant v. the Commission
112. This appeal concerns annulment of the Commission's Decision of
10 March 7971 on "classification criteria in case of changb of category".
- 
Case'261722 N.V. Vereenigde Oliefabrieken v/h H. Spits & Zn. en H, de
Haan Ec Zn., Rotterdam, v. Produktschap voor Margarine, Vetten en Oli€n,
The Hague
773. On t0 May 1972, the College van Beroep voor het Bedrijfsleven filed a
request with the Court for a preliminary ruling on interpretation of Atti+ 2
of Regulation 24O3169 concerning conditions for granting restitutions against
exports for certain products in the pigmeat sector:
- 
Case 27172: pir-, Josef Aimer, Rotthalntinster, v. Einfuhr- und
Vorratsstelle fiir Getreide und Futtermittel, Frankfurt/Main
1L4. The Verwaltungsgericht of Frankfurt filed a request with the Court on
15 May 1972 tor a preliminary ruling on interpretation of Article 4 S (3),
paru. Zof Regulation L403169 on the denaturing of cereals.
- 
Case 28 172: Civil Servant of the Commission v. the Commission
115: This appeal concerns the regrading of the plaintiff with retroactive effect.
- 
Case 29172: S.p.A. Marinex v. Ministero delle Finanze italiano
L1,6. By order of the Tribunal de Trento, the Court of Justice was requested
on 26 May 1972 for a preliminary ruling 'on the compatibility with
Community law of a financial charge applied by Italy on health inspection
grounds when livestock and beef and veal crossed the frontier.
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COURT OF JUSTICE
Judgements
- 
Case 24171: Civil Servant of the Commission v. the Commission
117. This appeal concerning the sharing of survival.pension was considered
justified by the Court.
- 
Case 25'171: Civil Servant of the Commission v. the Commission
118. This case, concernipg the annulmenr of a ngte in the ,"r.oo., file of the
plaintiff, was struck from Court record at the latter's request.
- 
Case 33171:Civil Servant of the Commission v. the Commission
77g. This appeal for the reimbursement of removal expenses was rejected as
unjustified by the Court.
- 
Case 93171.: Mrs Qrsolina Leonesio, Monica, v. Ministero Agricoltura e
Foreste italiano
120. The Pretura de Lonato on 17 November 197L had requested the Court
for a preliminary ruling on the direct applicability of RegulationstgZi16g and
2195169 setting up a premium system on the slaughter of cows and premi"ms
on the non-marketing of milk and dairy produce. ;
By its Deciee of 77 May 7972, the Court ruled that the Community
Regulations are directly applicable in the Member States and that the right of
credit attributed by the Regulation in question to private persons towards the
Member States applies when all conditions laid down by the Regulation are
met withour the possibility of conditioning it to the national level. The.
private individual can then claim this right and ask for paj,rnent of his credit
without the Member State being able to invoke its own laws or administrative
practice against it.
THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE'
LZL. The Economic and Social Cornmittee held its 103rd session on 24 and
25 May in Brussels with Mr l.D, Kuipers as Chairman. The Committee
formulated three Opinions. It also acknowledged a paper on tlle
"harmonization of national legislation on agricultural and fbod products".
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
The Committ." 
"lro received a Report on the "Commission's Communicationto the Council on the EEC's membership of the International Agreement on,
Olive Oil !963" and the "Council's decisioir proposal on the Community's
membership of the International Agreement on Olive Oil". The Committee
decided to address these rwo documents to the Council and Commission,.
Opinion by the Commiftsg
Opinion on the "Council directiue proposal on the terms. and conditions lor
publishing notices of pwblic works contracts and concessions in the Official
Journal ol the EEC"
722, This Opinion formulated on the basis of a Report from Mr de Graue
(Belgium, 'Workers Group) was unanimously adopted. Whilst appreciating
the reasons why the Commission set a time limit on notices of public works
contracts, the Committee considered that it should be applied with some
flexibility.
Opinion on the "directiue proposals amending:
(i) The Directiue of L4 June 1956 on the marheting of beetroot seeds, fodder
plant seeds, cereal seeds and potato seedlings.
(ii) The Directiue of j0 June 1969 on marketing of oil and fibre plants.
(iii) Tbe Direaiues of 29 September L970 on marketing of uegetable seeds
and the cornrnon catalogue ol the species and uafieties of agricuhural
plants".
Opinion on the "Council directiue proposal arnending the Directiue of 20 July
1970 bn the inuoduaion dl methods lor taxing sar?tples and of Comrnunity
methods of arcalysis lor the official inspection ol animal foods".
t23. By the crash procedure the Committee unanimously adopted the rwo
Opinions formulated from Mr Schnieders' (Germany, Employers Group)
report.
Official Visits by the Chairman
124. Mr J.D. Kuipers, Chairman, and Mr Bouladoux, Vice-Chairman of thu
Committee, made an official visit to Paris on 8 and 9 May. They were
received by the President of the Senate, Mr Poher, by Mr Schumann,
Mr Giscard d'Estai,ng, Mt Fontinef and Mr Cointat, Ministers, and by the
Office of the Economic and Social Council.
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ECONOMIC AND SOCTAL COMMITTEE
On L9 May, the Chairman, Mr .1.D. Kriipers with Mr A. ,lschoff and
Mr Bouladoux, Yice-Chairman, officially visited the Netherlands. They were
received by Queen Juliana and. Ministers Mr Nellissen, Mr Schmelzer,Mt Langman, and Mr Boersma, and secretaries of state Mr Kruisinga and
'Mr Westerterp.
During their talks in Paris .and The Hague, the commiftee representatives
stressed the need to allow the Economic and Social Committee a certain
initiative, especially in view of the community's enlargemenr and the
Economic and Mcinetary Union.
TIIE EUROPEAN IIIVESTMENT BANK
Appointment ot. a New Vice-President
125. on a proposal by the Administrative council, the council of Governors
of the EIB has appointed Mr Horst-otto steffe vice-President of the Bank to
replace Professor Ulrich Meyer-Cording, who gave up his office to become
President of the vorstand of the westdeutsche Bodenkreditanstalt in cologne.
Mr Steffe *"r, .rrtil now, Director of Studies at the Bank. Previously he had
held various important posts in the German Ministry of Economy and the
Commission of the EEC.
Loans Granted
haly
726. The European Investment Bank has granted to the Cassa per il
Mezzogiorno two loans with an equivalenr value of 10 625 million Lits.
(L7 million u.a.). Th.y will contribute to firtancing granted by
"ISVEIMER-Istituto per lo sviluppo economico dell'Italia meridionale" for
the benefit of two industrial projects in southern Italy.
These interventions will allow the building of a cement works at Maddaloni
(Caserte) and the expansion of synthetic textile fibre plant in a factory at
Paliano (Frosinone).
Completion of these proiects will mean the crearion of about 440 jobs. The
loans are guaranteed by the Italian Republic. The contracts were signed on
4 May.
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FINANCING OF COMMUMTY ACTIVITIES
FINANCING OF COMMI.'NITY ACTTVTilES
127. During its session ot17-18 May, the Council adopted on the basis of its
Decisions of 20 and 21 December 19771 and 24 and 25 Aptrl197L2 the list of
receipts and expenditures dn Euratom's research and inuestment $ctivity for the
financial yeat 1972.
128. On 1.5 I[/Lay 1972, the Commission approved the dtrry-ouer ol credits ot
the financial year 7971to the financial year 1972, presented by its services and
the other Community institutions, and decided to submit tlhem for final
approval to the Council. These carry-overs are made under Article 6 b) of
the financial Regulation on provisions for setting up and implementing
budgets, and under Article 7 b) of the financial Regulation on provisions
applicable to reseatch and investment credits under Article 9(2)'of, the EAGGF
financid Regulation.
129. Once again an ad_hoc procedure had to be applied to Meurber States for
authorization to call in tbe npcessdry funds to linance treasury aduances to the
disbursing agencies and services for the month of June as well as the'other
cuffent Community expenditure. Discussions to define more adequate'rules
for disbursing financial contributions and own resources are alm,ost over and a
Council Decision could be made shortly which would avoid recourse to
exceptional procedures for callingin funds.
130. Bilateral contacts are being made with the incoming countries to set up
budgetary and mubi-annual forecasts coueri.ng the Comrnunity, of Ten fot the
period 7973-7975. During May severd meetings were held to collate
preliminary date for working out the forecasts.
See Bulletin 7Z-197t, Part Two, sec. 194.
See Bulletin 6-1972, Part Two, secs 117 and 11E.
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Information
I. ..FROM DAY TO DAY''
1 May 1972
o The Deutscher Gewerkschafr.buni of the sudpfalz and the General
confederation of Labour-the labour agency of the Bas-Rhin, organized a
glly. in Kandel (Palatinat) which was attinded by many German and French
Trade Unionists.
o 'The International unions, the ICFTU and 'wcl- are studying the
creation of a new Trade union organization on a European scale,,,'deilared
Mr M.J. Alders, the vice-President of the Dutch NKV union, in an interview
with-"Ruim zicht", the agency of his organization. During a conference at
The Hague, the ICFTU and the rTcL reaihed the conclusion- that a European
Trade union organization'was absolutely necessary to ensure effective
representarion of the Unions at the European level.
: Mr.Gaston Eyshens, Prime Minister, and Mr pierre Harmer, BergianMinister for Foreign Affairs, went to London for talks with the British priime
Minister, Mr Edward Heath, and sir Alec Douglas Home, Foreign secretary.
The talks centred on Europe, and, according to both sides, showed-that rhe two
Prime Ministers held similar views. During a press conference, Mr Eyskens
said that the Paris *Summit" musr be successful. Mr Eyskens did not hide the
Iacr. that Belgium thought it preferable for the Political Secrerariar, which
France wanted for Paris, to be sited in Brussels. According to the Belgian
Prime Minisrer, ir would be unrealistic and illogical to scaft;r the Eurofean
institutions all over Europe. He recalled that Mr Heath .and chancellor
Brandt had both r3id that thgr favoured Brusselp. Regarding the
strengthening of the European Parliament's powers, Mr Eyskensltr.rrld th.
need for a democratic conrrol of the community institutions .and their
running.
o on the 20th anniversary of the ECsc in Luxembourg, the post office of
the Grand Duchy, issued a sramp with the head of Robeii schumann, drawnfrom the bronze sculpture by Rodolfo zilli, on the facade of the Kirchberg
European Ceritre.
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3 May 1972 
• Mr Norbert Schmelzer, the Dutch Minister for Foreign Affairs, spoke in 
Paris in favour of strengthening the democratic control of Community 
institutions. His government, he said, would shortly submit a paper to the · 
Council on strengthening Co-mmunity ins-titutions and on political cooperation. 
Saying that he favoured the election of the European Parliament by universal 
suffrage, but admitting that it was a distant goal, Mr Schmelzer spoke of the 
need for interim solutions. He said that he was against scattering the 
European institutions. Concerning the Political Secretariat which France 
wished to see ~in Paris, Mr Schmelzer said, "It is logical to centralize 
somewhere the big institutions which are constructing Europe. The 
Secretariat must be near the Council of Ministers and the Commission". 
• In an article published by "Le Monde", Mr Fernand Dehousse, former 
Belgian Minister, former President of the Consultative Assembly of the Council 
of Europe and former Vice-President of the European Parliament, thought that 
the French referendum on the Community's enlargement brought out the 
urgent need at the European level for a real legislative agency controlling the 
Community and which the Community peoples would share in electing. Then 
only would a real change occur from the national scale to the Community 
one. 
• The United Kingdom Ambassadors to the Member States met in London 
with Sir Alec Douglas Home, Foreign Secretary, as Chairman, to review 
problems involved in the Community's enlargement. Mr Michael Palliser, 
British representative to the EEC, and the British Ambassadors in Dublin and 
Washington also attended. 
4 May 1972 
• The fiftieth anniversary of the Pan-European Union was c<:;lebrated in 
Vienna before the Austrian Chancellor, Mr Bruno Kreisky. Count Richard 
Coudenhove-Kalergi, founder and President of the movement, appealed for the 
·formation of one big European nation. 
5 May 1972 
• During his official visit to the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg on 4 and 
5 May, Mr George Pompidou, the French President, met the Grand Duke Jean 
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and the President of the Government, Mr Pierre Verner. The talks bore
largely on Esropean questions and the October Summit which Mr Pompidou
highlighted in his press conference. Pliority would be given to the Economic
and Monetary Union, seeing the urgency for Europe to enjoy real monetary
solidarity before the big world debate n 1973. Regarding the Political
Secretariag Mr Pompidou stated that it must be a lightrreighr devicq 'h kind
of telephone switchboard", at the disposal of the existing Community agencies
and primarily of the Council and the Ministers of the Ten. France's wish to
locate it in Paris was hot shared by Luxembourg.
o [n an interview published during his visit by the "Luxemburger'Woft',
President Pornpidou replied to the question "How do you see the necessary
relationship between economic and political integration"? He sai4 "I do not
think it is timely to speak of political integration. 'We are moving towards
economic unification and towards political cooperation. These two words
describe well enough the conditions in which we intend to construct Europe:
without impairing the personality and the sovereignty of the States which
make it up. . . I am coming to the essence of your question. Is there a link
between what the Community can achieve politically and what it is already
achieving progressively in the economic rplier. ? Certainly. In fact, all the
.progress we have made in the Six since the Rome Treaty was signed had a
highly political effect. Because tfiis resolve was already appafent, indirecdy
but still basically, in the economic sphere, the Six were able at the Hague
Conference to decide to move into a new phase by starting a process of
political cooperation, which would be the crowning of the enterprise. This
political cooperation must go forward prudently and realistically. The new
Members have already endorsed this and I am convinced that the effective
achievement of the enlargement and our discussions between the Ten at the
Summit this autumn will give it a new drive. But to reach this goal, it is vital
that while carrying out the practical job of economic rrnification, political
resolve is still active . . .".
o ln a lecnue to the Royal lnstitute of International Relations, Mr Andries
Vlerick, the Belgian Finance 'Minister, favoured the creation soon of. a
European Monetary Cooperation Fund and the introduction of a European
monetary unit (European'Currency Uniq ECU) which should be brought in as
soon as possible. To start with, this unit anticipating a future European
monelr should be used only by the central banlc and within the Community.
8 May 7972
o Mr Walter Behrendt, President of the European Parliament, gave an
address on the 543rd anniversary 6f the relief of Orleans by Joan of fuc on
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8 May 7429. Speaking of the political meaning of the fact that for the first
time a President of the European Parliament had been invited to celebrate the
liberation of Orleans, Mr Behrendt said that his presence in Orleans was. a
sign that a peaceful and united Europe was.succeeding a warlike and wartorn
.ontin"nt. Regarding Europe's institutions, Mr Behrendt said that unless they
were equipped with a democratic decision structure, Europe would not enjoy
the confidence of its citizens for, since the French Revolution, unirrersal
suffrage was the fountainhead of lawfulness.
o The results of. the ltalidn Parliamentary elections were as follows:
Christian Democrats 267 seats in qhe Chamber of Deputies, and 136 in the
Senate; Communists 179 and 74; Socialists 61 and 33; Neo-fascists and
Monarchists 55 and 26; Social Democrats 29 and 1,1; Liberals 20 and 8;
Republicans 15 and 5; and the South Tyrol Popular Party 3 and 2.
Mr Franco Maria Malfatti, former President of the Commission who fought
his election campaign on a European platform, gained a highly personal
success. The number of preferential votes he obtained, compared With the total
gained by his party's electoral list, was one of the highest.
9 May 7972
o "Paris is a candidate for the seat of the potential Political Secretariat
responsible for cooperation" declared Mr Maurice Schurnann, French Minister
foi Foreign Affairs, to the French Diplomatic Press Association.. Recalling
that from the time of the Fouchet Plan, it was generally allowed that Paris
would be the seat of this Secretariat. Mr Schumann added that "it was not a
maffer of defining Paris as the capital of the larger European institutions".
He felt that the- Political Secretariat would be a "technical and flexible"
organization.
7O May 7972
. By a majority of 83% of the votes cast, the Irish electorate supported the
lrish Republec;s Membership of the EEC. In the referendum i 041 890 voted
"yes" againstZt'1.891 "no". With a poll of 70o/o from the electoral register of
1.-.783 6}4,the turnout was spectacularly high. '
12 May 7972
o In an interview published by the "Times', London, Mt Georges
Pornpidow, President of ihe French Republic, opposed an Amendment to the
Rome Treaty regarding the balance of power between the Community
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institutions: "It is just a matter of finding, by common agreement between the
Ten, a number of practical improvements in the running of these various
institutions (...). Of course, when Europe develops from the Council of
Ministers towards a European Confederation and since we all belong to
traditionally democratic countries, it will be vitally necessary, in view of
"European government" to have a real European Parliament with powers of a
different order.' It seems to me now that the real problem is to accustom the
Parliamentary Assembly to a better use of the powers already vested in it
rather than to incite it to claim illusory ones". Replying to a question on the
seat and authority of a possible Political Secretariat, Mr Pompidou said, "You
refer to a Political Secretariat. It would be more precise to talk of a
secretariat of political cooperation. It would be a lighnreight body of an
essentially technical and administrative nature. If it is finally decided to
create it, the Secretariat would certainly not be . comparable with the
Commission of the EEC and even less replace it".
o Mr Sicco Mansholt, Ptexiident of the Commission, speaking at Bonn,
wished to see the Treaties with the East ratified. The vote on the Treaties is
regarded in Europe as a decision on the future of all Europeans, he added.
o Mr Arthur Burns, Chairman of the Steering Committee of the U.S.A.
Federal Reserve Board, spoke in favour of a speeded-up reorganization of the
international monetary system and presented a ten-point reform plan.
73 May 1972
o Under the Chairmanship of Mr Walter Hallstein, the European
Mouernent held its Congress on 72 and 13 May in Bonn, attended by
Mr Villy Brandt, Federal Germah Chancellor, and Mr Sicco Mansholt,
President of the 'Commission. The Congress adopted a general statement
setting forth its objective: "The creation of a government of the United States
of Europe directed by a Parliament elected by universal suffrage". The
statement emphasized the need to strengthen, amplify, and democratize the
European institutions. The European Movement advocated the definition and
implementation of a joint foreign and defence policy and considered that the
majority vote procedure should be applied immediately. Ir opposed the
creation outside the Community of new institutions of the "political secretariar
tlpe", which could only be an agency of the Council Secretariat of the
Community. Economically speaking, the general statement supporrs the
realization of the Economic and Monetary Union to establish a murually
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independent relationship with the United States. It wanted the stages set out
in the Verner Report to bb observed.
o Mr Roy Jenkirc, former Deputy Leader of the British Labour Party,
described the EEC aid for development policy as unfairly disributed to the
advantage of the former French African Colonies. According 1s him, tlre
coming negotiations within the Community would give Great Britain the
chance to loosen the EEC from the 'French colonial ties".
o During two meetings north and south of the Danish-German frontiei, at
Aabenraa and Flensbuig, the heads of the'German and Oanish Governments,
Mt 'Willy Brandt and Mr lens Ono Krag, pleaded for Denmark's Membership
of the Community and for the Federal Government's Eastern policy.
- 74 May 7972
o Mr Walter Sche,el and Mr Pierre Harmel, the German and Belgian
Ministers for Foreign Affairs, attended the opening of the "Rhine and Moselle
Exhibition-Art and Culture from.AD 800-1900". The exhibition features more
than 400 works of art and other cultural exhibits common to the region
between thb trn o rivers.
15 May 1972
o During the ceremony of laying the fust stone of the new Palace of
Europe, the Mayor of Strasbourg, Mr Pi.erre Pfli.mli.n, expressed the hope that
Strasbourg would be recognized as Europe's political capital.
o Quem Elizabeth ll and Prince Philip arrived in Paris on their official
visit to France. In his welcome speech, President Pompidou highligbted the
timely nature of the visit which "takes place just when Great Britain is
preparing to ioin us in the Community to work with us and others towards
giving Europe the cohesion and personality which alone can give her a place in
the world". In her reply, the Queen said, "Ve are old friends embarking
together on a new venture'.
77 May 1972
o The Getman Bundestag ratified the Treaties with the East. The Treaty
with the USSR was approved by 248 votes against L0 with 238 abstentions,
and the Trea3r with Poland by 248 votes against.lT with230 abstentions.
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18 May 7972
o Mr Pierre 'Werner, President and Finance Minister of the Luxembourg
Government, addressing the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe,
reviewed the reform of the international monetary system and the Economic
and Monetary Union, which the Community is setting up. He stressed the
profound political repercussions. of this prospect in the Community, whose
institutions will have to be adapted to the new order. He also considered that
recent developments must induce governments to think about setting up the
European Monetary Cooperation Fund earliei than originally intended
19 May 1972
o The European O:rganirution of the World Confederation of Labour
(WCL) held its second Congress kom 16-19 May in Luxembourg. In one of
the Resolutions approved by the Congress, the European Organization
considered that the prime obiective of European trade unionism called for the
creation of a single union framework at the European level. The Congress
took tlhe view that a single European union structure could come initially into
being through ur agreement between the organirations affiliated to the WCL
and those affiliated to the ICFTU in Euiope. The Congress declared that the
European Organizadon of the VCL was ready to discuss with the ICFTU any
other potential approaches. The Congress thought that the Trade Union
Movement had to time to lose in starting thorough discussions on the body,
form and means of a single European trade union organization so as to reach
a decision before the end of the current year. Should this decision lead to
setting up a new union strucflrre, an Extraordinary Meeting of the EO/W'CL
be called. 
-
24 May 1972
o The most powerful British trade union, the Transport and Generul
Workers tJnion, will suggest.to the European uniohs initial movqs towards the
'oworkers Europe". At the meeting of the International Federation of
Metallurgy Unions, to be held in Geneva in June, the TGVN is to propose the
opening of global negotiations berween the management of the Ford motor
company and representatives of some 150 000 workers from all the company's
European subsidiaries. Mr Moss Evans, who will put forward the project at
the Geneva meeting, said thap it was vital for the European Unions to organize
themselves regardi;i the muliinational companies.
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o The Development Committee of the European tJni.uersity lnstitute held
its first meeting. The Committee is responsible for getting the Institute into
running order with the view of starting courses for the academic year
7973 I 1974.
o In Eindhoven, the European Metallurgists Federation (FEM) had a
. 
fuurth round of talks with the management of the Philips consortium. The
''frade union Delegation was made up of German, Belgiai, French, Italian and
Dutch representatives and the management of the company was represented by
its President
25 May 7972
o [n an article on *Economic and Monetary union in the light of
European Political Unity", which appeared in the paper "Europa-Archiv,,, the
President of the Luxdmbourg Government, Mr Pierre 'Wemer, said that
decisions taken about the Economic and Monetary Union and own resources
of the Community implied, unril 31 December 1973, the development of
concepts around the evolution of Community institutions. The procedures
anticipated for getting the Economic and Monetary Union underway would
mean a drive towards a political alignment of the Member states since
community economic and budgetary policy decisions and cooperation at the
political level are interdependent. Political union was not a pre-condition for
economic and monetary union which, on the other hand, was a .catalyst" for
political union.
29 May 7972
o After the talks between the President of the USA, Mr Richard Nixon,
and the Secretary G.eneral of the USSR Communist Parry, Mr Leonid Brejneu,
during the former's visit to the Soviet Union, the American and Soviet
Delegations issued' a communiqui which included the following text
concerning Europe: "In discussions on the international situation, the two
parties noted the favourable trend in the lowering of tension in Ertrope.
Realizing the value for world peace of the developments in Europe, where rwo
world wars had broken oug and aware of the responsibilities and
commitments shared with other powers through appropriate agreemenrs, the
United States and the Soviet Union intend to increase their efforts ro ensure the
future peacer 
-free of tension, crises and conflict, for Europe. They agree that
the territorial integrity of all the European States should be respected. The
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two parties consider that the Quadripartite Agreement of 3 September t97L on
Wesi Berlin is a sound example of fruitful cooperation between the States
involved, including the USA and the USSR. The two parties believe that the
application in the near future of this Agreement and other measures will
improue the situation in Europe even more and will promote the necessary
.onfid"n.". The rwo parties applauded the Treaty between the USSR and the
Federal German Republic, signid on L2 August 1970. They have noted the
importance of the treaty's ilautes and other recent Agreem-ents making for
.orrfid.rr." and cooperation among the European States. The United States
and the USSR are prepared to contribute in a suitable way to the positive
trends on the Euroiean continent towards a teal easing,of tension and the
development of peaceful booperative relations between the European States
founded on t'he principles of territorial integrity, non-violability o-f frontiers,
non-interfer"rc" in internal affairs, equality of sovereign nations, independence,
and relinquishing the use or threat of force. The United States and the USSR
agree thai multilateral talks with a view to a conference on security and
. c|operation in Europe could begin after the final Quadripartite Protocol of the
Agreement of 3 Seplbmber 7971, is signed. The two Governments agree that
th-e conference should be carefully prepared so that it can tackle practically the
specific problems of security and cooperation and help towards,a progressive
rlmoval- of the underlying sources of tension in Europe. The conference
should be called 'at a date suitable to the countries involved but without any
pointless delay. The two parties believe that attaining the obfective of
stability and security in Europe would be eased by reciprocal cuts in armed
forces and weapons, especially in Central Europe. An agreement here should
not impair the security of any parties. A suitable Agreement should be
concluded at a special conference as soon as possible, between the States
concernd, on the relevant negotiation procedures.
inou oev ro DAY
r The Committee of Benelux Ministers signed the Agreement
harmonization of levies which will do away with fiscal formalities at
internal Benelux frontiers.
30 May 1972
o The Church of Scotland. decided not to oppose any longer Great
Britain's ioining the Common-Market. The General Assembly of the Church
of Scotland me;dng in Edinburgh gave its agreement to Membership provided
the British Government was commimed to protecting this region's particular
interests.
on
the
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. There was norhing to prevent the European Parliament from lodging with
the court of Justice * 
"pp"d against tle Louncil concerning its elicdon byuniversal suffrage. This was the grst of ttre conclusion reached by.Profssor
Consantinesco (Saarbriicken) .and Professor Kovar (Nancy), delegated by
Parliament's President t9 examine all the iuddical possibilities of such an
appeal based on the fact that the council had pot ruled on the eleaiou of
Parliament (Art 138, paru. 3 of the EEC Treaty).
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31 May 7972
o During the' Third International Conference on Financial Prospects,
organize4 in Geheva by &e "Conference Boardz, ser up by Aniericau indusrry,
Mr PauJ Volcker, American Under-secretary to the freasury, called (or a
fairer disribution of the monetary, commercid and defence burden of the
Vestbrn world. "We are no Ionger the giant astride the world egonomy, witl
unri\ralld poductivity, a powerful coripetitive position, wealth and special
political and mili12ry powef', he dedared. During a press conference,
Mt volcker considered that ending th'e conflict in Vietnam would not solve
the problem of the American balance of payments. A lasting solution should
be sought elsewhere. Mr Volcker saw some kind of dollar convertability only
in tfie overall contqrt of a reform of the international mouetary sysrem.
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EUROPEAN PARIIAMENT
Sessions
Session 7972-D73 (1972-t973 Session)
Procbs;uerbal de la shance du lund.i 77 anit 1972 (Minutes of meeting
Monday 17 Aptil 1972 .
R&olution sur la politique porrruaire da.." le cadre de Ia Communautd
e-uropdenne (Resolution on ihe seaporr policy within the European
Community)
Avis sur Ia proposition d'une directive concernant le niveau mhimalde formation des conducteurs de 
_transports par route (Opinion ona dirga\e prfqosd. concerning the dlnimuh training siaiaarJ for
roao trauage (ltryels)
Procbs-uerbal de la sCance d.u mardi lB auit 1972 (Mirutas ot
meeting Tuz-sday 18 Agtil 1972)
c 45, 95,7972
c 46, 95.1972
9S.Lyn
Rdsolution sur la premitre communication de Ia Commission sur lapoliti_que de la CommunautC en matitre d'environnement (Resolution
on, Commission's first Communicatior on Commuaity eirvironmeni
policy)
R6sg.lutioa sur les possibilitds qu,offrent les trait& communautaires en
matilre de lutte contre Ia polluhon du milieu st les aqdificatious qu'ilfagt dyqgtueltement prop6ser d'y apporter Cnesolotion- on slope
ottered by tle Community Treaties for anti-pollution drives and tle
amqdmqlss which could be brought in)
Avis sur la proposition de rBglement relatif I la crCation d'entreDrises
communes dans le champ d'application du trait6 CEE (Opinio'n on
regulation pfo-pog! !o1 s-ening-ip joint enrerprises wittia't$;ppti;tion scope of the EEC Treaty)
Avis sur Ia propositioa de rlglemept concernant l,application du statut
d'entrePrise commrrne aux activit€s relevant de I'industrie des hv&o-
carbures (Opinign on regulation proposal concerning applicati6n of
the. statute of joint euterp{se to activities deriving fiom -the hy&o-
carDon mdustry)
Procds-uqbal d.e k sdance d.u nercredi 19 auil 7972 
. 
(Mhanes of
Wed.resd.ay 19 hpfil 1n4 C 46,
R&olutioq sur le traitd relatif I I'adh&ion au:K Commrrnaut6 euro-
Pfennes du loyaume {e Danemadg de I'Irlande, du royarr'me d" Nor-
vfue et du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne Lt d,Iriande du Nord(Resolution on Accession Treaty for DenmaIk, Irelan4 Norray, Greatgfitrin and Norrfiern lreland)
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Question orule 3172 avec ddbat de. MM. Langq Oele, Behrendg Krie-
demann et Vredeling I Ia Commission des Com-unautds europdennes
sur les arrdts de production A la socidt6 n ENKA-Glanzstoff-Gruppe o(Verbal question with debate 3172 fuom Mr Lange, Mr Oele,
Mr Behrendg Mr Kliedemann and Mr Vredeling to the Commission
of the EEC on production stoppages in the "ENKA-Glanzstoff-Gruppeo
Company)
Avis sur la proposition d'un rAglement concernant le financement par
le FEOGA" section orientation,.d'actions de conversion dans le secteur
de la pdche morutiEre (Opinion on regulation proposal concerning
financing by the MGGF, Guidance Section, on redevelopment moves
in the cod fishing sector)
Avis sur la proposition d'une d€cision d6terminant certaines mesures
transitoires pour l'uniformisation progtessive des rdgimes d'importa-
tion des Etats membres I l'6gard des pays tiers (Opinion on
decision proposal fixing certain temporary measures for progressi're
staadardization of Member States' import systems regarding noa-
Members)
Procbs-uerbal de la sdance du le.udi 20 auil 1972 (Minutu of tneeting,
Thursday 20 hpfl 1972)
R6solution relative au projet de rAglement des comptes du Parlement
europ6en pour I'exercice 1971 (l* ianvier-3l d6cembre 1971) [Resol,r-
tionbn diaft setdement of Parliament's accounts for financial year 7971
(1 January-31 December 1971)l
Avis sur Ia proposition d'une directive concernant le rapprochement
des ldgislations dles Etats membres relatives aux poids de 1 mg l 50 kg,
d'une prCcision sup6rieure I Ia prdcision moyenne (OPinjon on
directive proposal ioncerning aligrrment of Member States' law on
weights of f 
.mg to 50 kg of an accuracy above the average)
Avis sur la proposition d'une directive portant coordination des proc6-
dures de passation des marchds publics de fournitures (OPinion- on
directive proposal bearing on cooidination of procedures for awarding
public supply contracts)
Avis sur la proposition d'une cinquitme directive en mati&re d'harmo-
nisation des'ldislations des Etati membres relatives aux taxes sur le
chiffre d'affairEs 
- 
Introduction de la taxe'I la valeur aioutde dans
la Rdpublique italienne (Opinion on proposd for a fifth directive
on harmonization of Membei States' law on turnover tax-Introduc-
tion of VAT in Italy)
Written Questions with Replies
Question ecite 423177 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-
munaut€s europdeunes. Obiet: Exondration de la taxe sur les v6hiculesI moteur dani la r6publilue fdddrale d'Allemagae (rdponse gsmPld'
mentahe) lQ3ftl by Mr Vredeling to Commissio'!:, Tax 
-exemptionfor motor vehicles in the Federal German Republic (additional answer)l
Ouestion €cite 417 177 de M. Oele I la Commission des Commu-
niutCs europdennes.'Obiet: Reconversion dans la sid6rurgie lorraine
et ses consd[uences sur liemploi (477171 by Mr Oele to Commission:
Rederelopment in, the Loriaine steel industry and the impact on
c 46, 95.1972
c 49,785.7972
c 49,1851n2
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Question 6crite 437 l7t de M. Oele au Conseil des Communaurds euro-
p6ennes. Objet: Bilan des modalitds retenues pour la coopdration
europdenne dans le domaine de Ia recherche scie-ntifique et te'chnioue
(437 171 
.ty .Mt Oele. to Commission: Terms adoptei for Europdan
cooperation in scientific and technical research)
Quesrion 6cite 479171 de Mlle Lulting I la Commission des Com-
munautds europdennes. Objet: Perceprion de drois sur des paquets
. 
glpedi€s de la rCpublique fddirale d,Allemagne en Belgique i+ZStZtby Miss Luling to Commission: Collecioi of chariei on 'pariels
dispatched from the Federal German Republic ro Belfrum) . ' .
Questio!. 6cdte 485 177 de M. Vredeling ) la Commission des Com-
munautes europdennes. Objet : R0gles de l,organisation des marchds
d_ans 19 
.secterr_des produits laitiers (485/71-by Mr Vredeling toCommission. Rules on the organization of the markers in the iairy
produce sector)
Question d,crite 556177 de MM. Vals et Oele au Conseil des Com-
munaut6s europdennes. Obiet: D6mission prCmaturde de membres dela Commission (556177 by Mr Vals and Mr Oele to Council:
Premature resignation of Commission Members)
Question 4,cite 570171 de M. Dewulf I la Commission des Com-
munautCs europCennes. Objet: Rdpartition des marchds du FED selonla nationalitd des adjudicataires - (570171 by Mr DewulI to Com-
mission: Distribution of the EDF contracrs by nationality of builders)
Question 6cite 584177 de M. Vredeline t Ia Commission des Com-Eunaut& quropdennes. Objet: Aides bElges accorddes en faveur des
Entreprises- en difficultd (584171 by Mi Vredeling to Commission:
Belgian aid granted to companies in difficulry)
Question 6,cite 587177 de Mr. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-
munautds eluopdennes. Objet: Importarion de thermomttres m€dicaux
d.g !a .npA $87 171 
-by lr4r Vredeling to Commission: Imports ofclinical thermometers from the Democritic German Repubtcf
Question Acite 590171 de M. Glinne I la Commission dqs Com-
munautds et{opdennes. Obiet: Situation des immigr6s dans la Com-
munautd (590177 by Mr Glinne to Commissioni The siruation ofimmigrants in t.he Com-unity)
Question {cnte 593171 de M. Vredeline I la Commission des Com-
munautds europ€ennes. Obiet: Production de vin narurel non mous-
seux dans Ie Benelux (5g3l7t by Mr Vredeling to Cbmmission:
Production of natural non-sparkling'wine in Benehix) .
Question ecrtte 595 l7t de M. Vredeling I la Commissio4 des Com-
mnnautds europdennes. Objet: Droits de tirase spdciaux .595 l7l bvMr Vredeling to Commission: Special Drawing pjgt rc) :
- Question lcite 607171 de M. Vredeling ) Ia Commiision des Com-
munautCs europ6€nnes_. Obiet: Manipulition du syst&me de la TVA
eg jIg,.J 
_$0t177 by Mr Vredelirig to Commisiion: Manipulation
c 49, 78.5.7972
c 49, 785.7972
c 
_49,185.1972
I
c 49,185,1972
c 49,785.1972
c 49,785.1972
c 49,185.1972
c 49,185.1972
c 49,185.1972
c 49,185.7972
c 49,185.7972
c 49,185.1972
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of VAT in France)
Question &cnte 602171 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-
munautds eurcipdennes. Objet: Immigration dans Ia C-ommunautC en
provenance d9s pays tiers (602171 5y Mr Vredeling to Commission:
Immigration into the Community from third counries)
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qu.rtioi tcite 607 l7t de M. Esttve au Conseil des Co--unautds
europdennes. Obfet: Taux de change utflisd pour Ia rdmundration des
fonctionnaires europdens (607 l7l by Mr EstEve to Council: The
exchange rate used in remunerating European Civil Seruants)
Question Ecrite 608171 de M. Dewulf ) Ja Commission des Com-
munaut& europdennes. Objet: Bourses aux ressortissants des pays
associds pour I'nnnde 797117972. (60817t by Mr Dewulf to Com-
-ission: Scholarships for nationals of associated countries 197711972)
.Question Acrtte 609171 de M. Coustd I la Commission des Commu-
nautCs europ6enne. Objet: Repr6sentation de la rdpublique populaire
de Chine auprls de Ia CEE (609 171 by Mr Coustd to Commisgion:
Representation of the Peoplds Republic of China in the EEC)
Question 6cite 672171 de M. Oele I la Commission des Commu-
naut& europeenoes. Obiet : Restructuratiori de I'industrie europ€enne
des ordinateurs (61217l by Mr Oele to Commission: Restnrcnrring
of the Euopean computer industry)
Question $crite 673177 de M. Bos l la Commission des Co--u-
naut& europdennes. Objet: Industrie du v€tement dans la Commu-
nute' G73171 by Mr Bos to Commission: The Community slothing
industry)
Question {crite 62017t de M. Dewulf I la Commi.ssion des Commu.
nautds europdennes. Objet: Activit6 du groupe d'assistance technique.
pour les pays en voie de dCveloppement (620171 by Mr Dewulf to
Commission: Activities of the Techaical Assistance Group for the
developing countries)
Question Eiite 628171 de M. Springorum I la Commission des Com-
mu[autds europdennes. Objet: Prise de position de la Commission sur
l'article 
" 
Die Verschwender von Briissel > (ks dilapidateurs de
Bruxelles) paru dans le pdriodique allemand 
" 
Capital 
" 
(62817t by
Mr Springorum to Commission: Official position of the Commission
on the article "The Spendthrifts of Brussels" appearing in the German
periodical 'Capital")
Question Eeite 629171 de M. Coustd I la Commission de Com-
munautCs europ&nnes. Obiet: Harmonisation des conditions de ddli-
vrarce et de ritrait du pe'rmis de conduire (629 171 by Mr Coustd
to Commission: Alignment of conditions for issue and suspension bf
c 49,185.1972
c 49,185.7972
c 49, t85.L972
c 49,185.1972
c 49,185.1972
c 49,185.7972
c 49,185.1972
c 49, L85.7972
c 49,185.7972
c 49,185.1972
c 49,185.1972
Bull. EC 7-t972
dri"ing licenses)
Qustion 6cite 638171 de M. Vredeling ) la Commission des Com-
munautds euopdennes. Objet: Construdon d'une centrale nuddaire
en Alsace (638171 by Mt Vredeling to Commissioo' 3sflding a
nuclear power station in Alsace) .
Ouestion Acite 70172 de M. Ramaekas ) Ia Commission des Com-
dunaut& europdentres. Obiet: Harmonisation des techniques et Prqt-
criotions technoloeioues en matiEre de sdcuritd des installations
nrr'"l6"i"es (lol7?"dom Mr Ramaclers to Commission: Standardiza'
tion of technical methods and procedues io nuclear station safety)
Question fictite 34417t de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-
mnnautds euopCeanes. Objet: Affaire 78170 ing6a par la Cour de ius-
tice des Communautes europ&nnes (r6ponse compldmentaire) 1344171
ftom Mr- Vredeling to Co-mmission: Case 78170 adiudged by EEC
Court of Justice (additional reply)l
124
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Question {crite 135177 de M. \[esrerterp I la Commission des Com-
m,-unaut6s eur-opdenn-es. Otjet : Cartel -obligatoire frangais de vented'esse.nce (13.5 l7t fro_m Mr Westerterp to Commissioa:. Compulsory
. French cartel for petrol sales) ..
Question icite 458171 de M. Durieux I Ia Commission des Com-
m"qarlqes_ europCennes. Objet: Importarion dans la Communautd de
materiel destind I Ia construcrio! aCronautique (4i8l7l by Mr Durieuxg6 Qemmissisn: Community imports of - equipmint for aeronautic
c 49,185.7972
c 53,275.1972
c 53,275.1972
c 53,275.1972
c 53,275.1972
c $, ns.t972
c $, n5J972
c 53, ?:75.1972
c 53,275.1972
c 53, Z7S.L9V2
c 53,275.7972
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Question 6site 4S9l7l de M. Durieux A la Commission des Com-
l1llfs euroqdennes. Objet:.Application dl la direcrive 6glZ3lCEErelative au r-6gime.du-p"ifeaioqgi,rment acrif (+siilii M"'D,r!;1s Qsmmissisn: Application of Direcrive 69l7? ftEc bn the aairi
construction)
ITNCTAD)
development
a European education cente)
Questiot, {cite 575 177 de M. Vredeling ) Ia Commission des Com-
munautes europdennes. Objet: Co-mande passde par l,Allemaene I
I'entreprise nCerlandaise de construcrion Veienigde -Bedriiven Sr;dero(5l5 l7t by Mr Vred'eliag to Commission: Ord'er fron'Germanv-to
the Dutch cotrstruction company Verenigde Beddjvea Bredero) :
Questio! 6cite 52917t de M. Vredeling I Ia Commission des C.om-
munautds europdennes. Obfet: Crdation d,', centre europden de
I'enseignement- (529/77 by Mt Vredeling to Commission, Seitini up
Question 6cite 545177 de M. Vredeling l la eemmissisp des Com-
munautds europdennes. Objet: Subventions publiques octroy€es I desfins publicitaires au profit des produits agricoles-allemands f.45 l7tby Mr Vredding to Commission: Public sulsidies sranted for oirbliiiw
puqroses benefitring German agricultural products) 
. :
Question 6crite 550/71 de M. Vredel.ing I la Commission des Com-
rnunautes europ6ennes. Objet: R6union des ministres des finances desEtats membres ) Rome (55017L by Mt Vtedeling to Commission:
Meeting of Member States' Finance Ministers, Romi)
Questio! €cite 572177. de M. Vredeling I Ia Commission des Com-
munautds eur_op6enne-s. Objet: Polirique de I'emploi dans la Com-
munaut6 (514171. by Mi Vredelin! to Comnaissioo, Co--*ityEmFloyment Policy)
Question 6cite 579177 de M. Dewulf I la Co-mission des Com-
gunautCs europdennes. Obiet: Pr6paration de Ia troisitme Conf€rence
des Nations unies pour Ie commerce et le ddveloppement 679t7l bv
!vlr_ _Devrulf to Commission: preparatioa for i6e thfud iession o'f
Question 6cite 589171 de M. Oele I Ia Commission des CommunautCs
europ6ennes.. Obiet:. Enueprises de 
,vente par correspondance dans laCommunautC europdenne (589171 by MiOele to eommission: Mail
order companies in the Community)
Question Acite 597 l7l de M. Richans A la Commission des Commu-
nautCs europCennes. Objet: Importation dans la Communautd de vin
vind et de distillat brut en piovenance de pays tiers 697t7I bvMr Richarrs ro Commission: Community idp6rts of f<irified winldnd'raw distillations from rhird courtries
BruJl. EC 7-7972
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Question €cite 60017L de M Vredeling I la Commission des Commu'
nautCs europCennes. Objet: Conlirence internationale sur le march6
mondial du souire (600171 by Mr Vredeling to Commission: [nter-
national Conlerence on world sulphur market)
Question 6cite 60417t de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Co-mu-
naut6 euopdennes. Objet : Fusions et absorptions transnationales
dans I'industrie alimentaire (60417t by Mr Vred'eling to Commission:
Mergers and uans-national absorptions in the food industry)
Question 6cite 670171 de M. Coustd I la Commission des Commu-
niutds europ€ennes. Objet: Croissance des errportations amdricaines
vers la CEE 6tOl7L by M" Coust6 to Commission: Growth'of
American exlrorts to the EEC)
Question lcite 67517L de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Commu-
niutds europ€ennes. Oblet: Ddtachement de personnel de stations de
t6l6vision )-la direction' gc:ntrale de la presse et de I'information de
la Commission (675 17L-by Mr Vredeling to Commissieo; $sconding
of television station staff to the Directorate General of Press and
Question Ecite 617 l7L de M. Coustd A la Commission des Co--u-
niut6s europdennes.' Obiet: Harmonisation de la ddfinition ldgale de
I'entreprise 'artisaaale (677 177 by Mr Coust6 to Commissioo:
Standaiiliri"g the legal definition of the craft company) '.
Ouestion 6cite 618/71 de M. Coustd ) la Commission des Commu'
niut6s europdeones. Objet: Situation comparative des ventes de pro-
duits francais, allemands, italiens, 2m{dgains et canadiens I Ia Turquie
6t8l7t bi lvtr Coust6 io Commission: Comparison between sales of
itrenth, Girman, Italian, American and Canadian products to Turkey)
Ouestion €cljrte 619171 de M. Dewulf I la Commission des Commu-
niutds europdennes. Objet: Projet du FED--concernant l'animation
f6minine ari Niger (6L9l7L by Mt Dewulf to Commission: EDF
project for women's activities in Nigeria)
Ouestion €crite 62317L de M. Rossi ) la Commission des Commu-
niut& europdennes.'Obiet: Montants destin6s l compenser les fluc-
tuations des- cours de change dans le coElmeice des cdr6ales (5z3l7t
by Mr Rossi to Commission: Compensatory amounts again5l flucnra-
tibns in the exchange rates in cereal uading)
Question 6cite 625171, de M. Vredeling i la Commission des Commu-
naut& europdennes. Obiet: Ventes d'urates I des prix de dumping(6517l by Mr'Vredelin! to Commission: Sales of urates at dunping
c 53,275.1972
c 53,275.1972
' c 53, ns.972
c 53,275.D72
c $, n5,1972
c $, n5.7972
c 53,275.1972
c $, n5.D72
c 53,275.1972
c 53,2:75.1972
c $, n5.7972
Bdl. Ec 7-7972
'prices)
Ouestion Ecite 630171 de M. Coust6 ) la Commission des Co-munau-
tds europ6enner. Ciblet: Crdation d'un gtoupement d'int6rdt 6cono-
mique ei Europe (gnln by Mr Coustd to Commission: Creation
of i group by economic interest in Europe)
Ouestion 6,cite 63Ll7l de M. Cousd I la Commission des Commu-
niutds europdennes. Oblet: Abolition de I'o American Selling Price >
.(63Ll7t by- M" Coustd to Commission: Abolition of "American
Selling Price")
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Question icite 63417r de M. oele I la commission des communau-tes europeennes. Objet 3 piminujisn des prix des voitures automobiles
PPo.r* du Japon . (634171 .by tvlr Oele to Commissioo: Drop inpnces of motor cars imponed from Japan) . C 53,275.1972
Ques,uon lcnte 224171 de M. CoustC I la Commission des Commu-
naut6s, europ69nrys. 
_Objet: Industrie de I'optique et de Ia micaniqueoe pr_ec$ron de la Communautd (rdponse compldmentairel l2T4i7l
Py- Ivlr Couste to Comrlission_:_The optics and precision me-chanicsindustry in the Communiry (additio;d'"6.r)f-. C 54, 295.1972
Question 6cite 409171 de M. Vredeling ) Ia Commission des Commu_
l1:te.,.*99*939s.. OUiel : politique nderlaldaise d,exportarion de gaz
_tiiy:l-_ (!0:14 by Mr Vredeling ro Commission Outch exp"ortporcy on narual gas exports) C 54, Z1S.I972
Question 6cnte 546171- de M. Vredeling I Ia Commission des Commu-
trautes europeennes. objet: Mesures spdciales en faveur des paysans dela montagne, en France (5!6lT 
_by Mr Vredeling to C6mnnission:Special measures in favour of hil faiming workers -i" rr*".I1 - .' c s4,2gs.lgzz
Question Ecite 592171 de M. Dulin I la Com-ission des Communau_tes europeennes. Objet: E:gortations de beurre communautaire versla F5an:e (5921T by.Mr Dulin to Commission: Exports of Com_
munity buffer ro France) C 54, Z9S.lg7Z
Question ecite S99l7l de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-u-Eautes europ6ennes..objet: Harmonisation de la politique industrielle
3v_ec__la.gglitique de coopdrarion au ddveloppehent' (S99 l7t byMr Vredeling to Commission: Harmonizadon df industrial p.it"y-*it[
Question 6cite 62ll7L {e M. Seefeld I la Commission des.Commu-
nautes europeennes. otpt: Taif des transports rouders de marchan-
ffiiJr, ,lX,'lJ# ol Y' l*':'o .' :'T":"'1 T*{' :"' .;+
Question €cite 62417L de M. Glesener I la Commission des Commu-
nautes europee.nnes. obiet: Harmonisation des ldgislations nationalessrt la protection des anirn4gl (62417L by Mr-Glesener to Com-
mission: Harmonization of nationai laws on'animd protiaionl 
. 
--.
Question &ite 7172 de M. Coustd I la Commission des Communau_
tes europeennes. Objet: N6gociarions enrre Ie.Iapon et la CEE nl72by Mr Coust6 1q Cemmissiea: EEGJapan nejodations) : ' .
Question 6,cite 73172 de M. Vre{eling } la Commission des Commu-
nau_t€s europdennes. Objet: Monopole frangais de la potasse (t3l7L
by Mr Vredeling to Commission: France's monopoly iir potash) '. ' 
.
Question fictite 24172 de M. Vredeling ) la Commission des Commu-
nautes_europ6ennes. Objet : Droits dss ff2yaillsurs migrants orieinaires
oe la Uomm ,naute et se trouvant en Suisse (24172 bv Mr Vredelineto Commission: Rights of Community migrant wo'rkers in Switzerlandi
Preliminary Acts
Renvoi aux avis_ dmis, par le, parlement europden, durant ses sdancesde mars et avril 1972 (Rcference to'Opinibns issued by EuropeanPatlia-ent during sessions, March and A;tlt l97Z) .' . -l .
Bull. EC 7-1972
c 54,295.7972
c 54,295.7972
c 54,295.7972
c 54,295.7972
c 54,295.7972
c 54, ?95.1972
c 54,295.1972
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COIJNCIL AND COMMISSION
Regulations
RAglehent (CEEI 9OBl72 dg la Commission, du 2 mai 1972, lixant
les-prdlAvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruau:x
et semoules de &oment ou de seigle (Commission Regglation (EEC)
905172 ol 2 May 1972 fixiorg levies on ceteals, wheat and rye flour,
REglement (CFiJ,I 909172 de la Commission, du 2 ma1 1972"- fixatt
les-primes s'aioutant aux prdlAvements Pour les cdrdales et le malt(Commission Regulation (FIC) 909172 ot 2 May 1972 hfiag ptemi"ms
to be added to levies" on cereals and malt)
Rlglement (Cf,.iEl 910172 de la Commission, du 2 mai 7972" modifiant
le iorrectif applicable I la restitution Pour les cdrCales 
_(Commission
Regulatioa FECI 9L0172 ot 2 May 1972 amerding the corrective
factor applied to refunds cin ceteals)
Rfulement (CEE\ 9L1172 de la -CoEmission, dlr 2 mai 
-l)72, l;\att
les-prdllvements'l l'iirportation por.ri le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Coirmission Regulation (EECI 911172 of 2 May 7972 frxiag impot
levies on white and'raw sugar)
REglement (Cf,.J-l 912172 de la Commission, du 2 mai 7972, fixant le
prix moyens I la production dans le secteur du vin (Commission
Regulatidn (FIC) 172172 of. 2 May 1972 bxrog average production
prices in the wine sector) .
Rfulement (CT'EI 973172 ds 14 Qsmmission, d9 3 mai t972, fixatt
les-prdlBvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux
et simoules de frotent ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
913172 of 3 May 1972 frxtag levies on cereals, wheat and rye floru,
groits aud meal)
REglement (Cf;;E) 974172 de la Commission, du 3 mar 1972"- frxarrt
les-primes i'aioutant'aur prdlEvements PoIu les cdr6ales et le malt(Cofrmissioa [i.egulation (EEc) 974172 of 3 May 7972 ii*ing premiums
to be added to levies on cereals and malt)
RAglemend rcEEl 915172 dg ta' Qsmmissioa, du 3 mu !972, modifiant
le correctif applicable I la restitution Pour les c6rdales 
_(Commission
Regulation (ifrCl 9ts 172 of 3 May !972 a^eading the corrective
factor applied to refunds on cereals) .
Rlslement (Cf;El 916172 de la Commission, du 3 mi 7972, lixat
les-pr6lEvenients'I I'iriportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Coirmission Regulation (EEC) 916172 of 3 May 1972 $nag imFort
levies on white and raw sugar)
Rlglement (CBE) 917172 de la Commission, du 3 rLai 1972, fixatt
le pr€lAvement I l'importation pour la mdlasse (C-ommission 
-Regu-Iatibn (EEC) 977 172 of 3 May lr72 hxtag ftg imFoft levy on molasses)
Rlglement (CEE) 975172 de la Commission, du 2 ma 197?. fixatt
des valeurs moyennes forfaitaires pour l'dvaluation des agrumes illpor-t6s (Commisiion Regulation (EEC) 918172 of 2 May 1972 frxjng
the avbrage standard vdues for evaluation of imported citrus fruits)
ttg
LlM, 35.7972
L704, 35.1972
LlM, 35.1972
LtM, 35.7972
L104, 3s.7972
L105, 45.7972
L105, 45.1972
L105,45.1y72
L 105, 45.1972
L105, 45.1972
L105, 45.1972
B:ull, EC 7-1972
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REglement (Cf,E) 979172-de la Commission, du 2 au 1972, modifiant
le rAglement (CEE) 431172, en ce qui concerne la d6stioation de la
fourniture de lait 6cr6md en poudre I titre d'aide commuoautaire au
progremme alimentaire mondial (Commission Regulation (EEC)
919172 ot 2 May 1972 arLencling Regulation (EEC) 43t172 concerning
destination of skim milk powder supplies 4s Qqmmnnity aid in the
World Food Programme) L105, 45.1972
RAglement (ry.\ 920172 de la Commission, du 2 mai 7972" rclattt,I la fourniture de lait 6crdm6 en poudre destind ) ceftains pays tiersI tiue d'aide commutrautaire au progrrmms elimeniaif,s mondial(Commission Regulation (EECI 920172 ol 2 May 7972 oa the supply
of skim milk powder for certain third countries as Communiry aid
in the Vorld Food Programme)
R&glement (CEE) 92U72 de la Commission, du 3 mai 971 6edifianl
le rlglement (CEEI 2196171 de la Commission, du 13 octobre 1971,
portant ddrogation au rBglement (CEE) 2637170, en ce qui concerne la'au ) 
dur6e de vdiditd des certificats d'importation pour le riz originaire et
en provenance de certains pays dloign6s (Commission Regulation@ommission -egul ti(EECI 921172 of 3 May 7972 ametAing Regulation (EEC) 2796177 of,
the Commission of 13 October t972, dercgaing Regulation (EEC)
it l l 1cEu1
2f37 l7O. on thrc tije of.validity of im. pon ceftfica-tes fo-r rice orilinat-
ing ind soming from distant iountries)
L105, 45.1972
L105, 45,1972
Lt06, 55,1972
L706, 55.1972
L706, 55.1972
L106, 55.1972
L7M, 55.7972
L106, 55.7972
L7O6, 55.1972
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REglement (CED 9n172 du Conseil, du 2 mai 7972, fixanq polt
la campag.e d'dlevage 7y7211973, les rdgles d'octroi de l'aide pour
les vers I soie (Council Regulation (EEC) 922172 of 2 May 1972
fixing for the breeding season 1972/1973 the general rules on granting
aid for silkworms) .
REglement (CEEI'923172 du Conseil, du 2 mai 1972, lixaat le prix
de base et le prix d'achat des choux-fleurs (Council Regulation (EEC)
923172 of.2 May 7972 frxjng basic and purchase prices of cauliflowers)
RAglement (CEE) 924172 de la Commission, du 4 ani 7972, lixant
les prdlEvemgnts applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gnutux
et semor.des de &oment ou de seigle (Commissiea Regulation (EEC)
924172 ot 4 May 7972 fixjng levies on cereals, wheat and rye flour,
groats and med)
RBglement (CEE) 9?5 172 de la Commission, du 4 mai l)'/4 fioroit
les primes s'aioutant aux pr6lEvements pour les cdrdales et le malt
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 925 172 of. 4 May 7972 fixjtg premiume
to be added to cereals aad malt)
Rlglement (Cf,.El 926172 de la Commission, du 4 mu 1972" fixaat Ie
le correctif applicable I la restitution pour les cdr6ales (Commission
Regulation (FIC) 926172 of. 4 May 7972 fixng the corrective factor
applied to refunds on cereals) .
Rlglement (CEE) 927 172 ds la Qemmission, du 4 au 7972, fixant les
reatitutiotrs applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aur gruaux et
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEQ
927 172 of 4 May t)'/), $xlng refunds applied to cereals, wheat and
rye flour, groats and meal)
Rlglement (Cfr-E) 928172 de la Commission, du 4 mai D72" fixant
Ies prdlEvements applicables at tn et aux brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 928172 of 4 May 1972 ftutag levies applied to
rice and broken rice)
Bull. EC 7-7972
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Rlglement (Cf;E) 9?9172 de la Commission, du 4 mai 7972" hs<aat
les primes s'ajoutant aux prdlAvements pour le riz et les brisures
(Commission Regulation (EECI 9:29 172 of, 4 May !)l), $xinl premirrms
to be added to levies on rice and brokea rice) L106, 55.1972
REglement ((f-El 
.930172 dg la Qsmrrission, du 4 mu 1972, fixant
les restitutions I l"exportatiotr poru le riz et les brizure (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 930172 of 4 May 7972 frnng refirnds on exl,or6
of rice and broken rice)
Rfolement (ffB) 93U72 ds ta Qemmission, du 4 mai 7972, frxant
le correctif applicable A la restitution pour le riz et les brisures (Com-
Tission Regnlation (EEC) 931172 of 4 May 7972 fixjng the cortective
factor applied to refunds for rice and broken rice)
Rdglement (frEl 932172 de la Commission, du 4 mai 19iz2, fixant
les prdlAvements l I'ipportation porrr Ie sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 932172 of 4 May t)/), fi-tng import
levies for white and raw sugar)
Rfolement ((F-El 933172 ds la Qsmmission, du 4 mai 7972, fixaat
les prdllvements l l'importation de veaux et de gros bovins, ainsi
que de viandes bovines aures que les viandes congeldes (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 933172 of 4 May 1972 fir.ng import levies for veal,
Eaflue catde and beef and veal other than ftozen meats)
REglement (CEEI 934172 de la Commission, du 4 mar 1972, frxaunrt.
le montant de base du prdllvement I l'importation pour les sirops
et ceftains autres produits du secteur du sucre (Commission Regu-
lation @EC) 934172 of 4 May 1972 tinng the base amorrnt of import
levies for syrups and other zugar sector ptoducts)
REglement (CEiE) 935172 ds ta Commission, du 5 mu 7972" fixart
les prCllvements applicables aux c6r6ales, aux farines et aux gnuux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulatioa (EEC)
935172 of 5 May 7972 fixjng levies for cereals, wheat and rye flour,
groats aud meal)
Rfulement l(E:El 936172 de la Commission, du 5 mai 7972, fixarit
les primes s'aioutant aux prdllvements pouf, les cdrdales et le malt
(Commission Regulation (EEC') 936172 of 5 May 1972 fixrig premiums
to be added to levies for cereals and malt)
$glemeot (CFFI 937172 de la Commission, du 5 au 797?- nrodr-
fiant le correctif applicable A la restitution porr les cdrdales (Com-
missioa Regulation (EEC) 937 172 of 5 May 7972 amending the
corrective factor applied to refunds for cereals)
Rfulement (C.F,E) 938172 de la Commission, du 5 mai 1172, fixatt
les pr6l0vements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre bntt
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 938172 of 5 May 1972 livin1 imFort
levies for white and raw sugar)
Rfulement (CEE) 939172 de la Commission, du 5 mai D72, fixaat
les pr6lBvemen6 dens le secteur de l'huile d'olive (Commission Regu-
Iation (EEC) 939 172 of 5 May 1972 fixing levies in the olive oil sector)
REglement (@El 940172 de la Commission, du 5 mai 1972, fixaat
le montant de I'aide dans le secteur des grdines ol6agineuses (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 940172 of 5 May 1%'2 fixjng, the amount
of aid io t[e oil-seed sector) .
13o
L7O6, 55.1972
L106, 55.1972
L106, 55.1972
L106,_ 55.1972
L106, 55.7972
L107, 65.1972
\7W, 65.1972
L707,. 65.t972
L107, 65.1972
Lto7, 65.1972
Ltw,.6s.D72
Bull. EC 7-W2
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Rtglement (CEE) 94U72 de la Commission, du 5 mu 7972, portant
nouvelle ddlimitation des zones de destination pour les restitutions I
I'orportation dans les secterus des c6rdales et du iiz (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 947172 of 5 May 1972 on new destination zone
boundaries for e:qrort refunds in the cereals and rice sectors)
REglement (CEEI 942172 de la Commission, du 5 trai 7972, portant
application des cat6gories de qualitd suppldmentaires I certains fruits
de la campagpe 197217973 (Commission Regulation (EECI 942172
of 5 May 972 ot application of additional quality grades to certain
fruit fot the 197211973 crop year) .
Rklement GFJx-l 943172 de la Commission, du 5 au 7972, lixant
les-coefficients d'adaptation I appliquer au prix d'achat pr6vu pour
les choux-fleurs par le rEglement (CE,E) 923172 du Conseil (Com- '
mission Reeulation IEEC) 943172 of 5 May 7972 hxng, the adjustment
coefficients- to be applied to the purchase price of caulifloreers '
scheduled in Council Regulation (EEC) 923172)
Rlglement (Cf"El 944172 de la Commission, du 5 mu 1972, rclaali li fourniture de lait 6cr6m6 en poudre destind l certains pays tiersI titre d'aide communautaire au programme alimentaire mondial
(Commission Regulation (FEC) 944172 of 5 May 7972 or the supply
of skim milk pewdgl for some third countries as Community aid
in the World Food Progta-me)
Rlglement (CEE) 945172 de la Commission, du 5 
_mai 1972, modi-fiant les pr6lBvements applicable l I'importation de produits uans-
form& I base de c6rdales et de riz (Commission Regulation (EEC)
945 172 of 5 May 7972 ameading import levies for processed cereal
and rice products) .
Rtglement (CTIEI 946172 dg ta Qemmission, du A rrat iSl2, fixaat
les prdlEvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gflraux
et semoules de fromqnt ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
946172 of 8 May tl?Z frxng levies for cereals, wheat and rye flour,
groats and meal)
RAglement (CEE) 947 ln de la Commission, du I mu 1972" $xant
les primes s'ajoutant.aux prdltvements pour les c6r6ales et le malt
(Commission li.egulation (F]EC) 946172 of 8 May 1972 fixjng premi"ms
to be added to -levies for cereals and malt)
Rfulemmt (CEE') 948172 de la Commission, du I mai t)l), 6sdi'
fiant le correctil applicable l la restitution polu les cdr6ales (Cotr-
mission Reeulation -(EECI 948172 of 8 May D72 amendng the
corrective factor applied to tefunds for cereals) .
Rlglement (CEE) 949172 de la Commission, du I mrar 1972" ti\att
les prdlEvemen6 | I'importatiotr pour Ie iucre blanc et le sucre bnrt
(Commission Regulation (FEC) 949172 of 8 May D72 finng imFort
levies for white and raw sugar) : .
Rlglement (CEE) 950172 dg la Qemmission, du 8 mu 7972, aodi-
-ti"itles restitutions ) l'exportation dans Ie secteur de la viande de porc(Commissiou Regulation (EEC) 950172 of 8 May 1972 adjusting e':rport
refunds in the pigmeat sector) .
RBglement (C.EE) 95t172 de la Commission, du I 
-rrai 1972, modi-fiant les prdllvements applicables I I'importation de produits trans-
fonn6 ) base de c6r6ales et de riz (Commission Regulation (EEC)
957172 of 8 May 7972 adiwtng import levies ou products processed
ftom cereals an! rice) .
Bull. EC 7-7972
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Rtglement (CEEI 952172 dg t2 Q6mmission, du 10 mai 1972, trxarrt
les prdltv-emelts. applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation pfCl
9:2172 of 10 M.ay D72 fixulg tn--e tevi'es for cereals, ileat 
-i 
"ydflouf, groats and meal)
Rlglement (@E) 953172 de Ia Commission, du 10 mai 1972, lixant
lS pri-o s'ajoutant aux prdltvemenrs pour les cerddes et le malt(Commissiqa Regulation (EEC) 953172 of 10 May W2 frr;rne
premiums to be added to levies for cereals and mald) ;
RAglement- (CE,[l 954172 de la Commission, du 10 mai 1972, fixaat
!e correctif applicable I la restitution pour les cirdales (Commissios
Regulation @EC) 954172 of 10 May IIZZ t;Ang the corrective factor
applied to refunds for cereals) . .
Rtglemert (CEE) 955172 de Ia Com-ission, du 10 mai 1972, frxalrt
les restitutions applicables aux c6r6ales, aux farines et aux gnraux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commissi6s Regulation-(EEC)
255172 of 10 May 7972 fixjng iefunds for cereals, it eat aod ryiflour, groa8 and meal)
Rtglem.gnt (CEE) 956/72 de la Commission, du 10 mai 1972, hxant
les p-rdlAvements applicables au riz et aux brisures (Commis5isaRegqlati-on (EEC) 956172 of 10 May 1972 fixng levies for rice
and broken rice)
Rtglement (CEEI 957 172 de la Co--ission, du 10 mai 1972, fixatt
lg9 primes s'ajoutant aux prCl&vements pour le iz * les brisures(Commissiea Regulation (EEC) 957 172 of 10 May 7972 fi:jnepremi,ms to be added to levies for rice and broken rice) .
-RAglement (CFF) 958/72 de la Commission, du 10 mai 7972, fixattles restitutions l I'exporation pour Ie riz et les brisures (Commissisa
Regulation @ECl 958172 of IQ May 1972 $xiag premi,ms to be
added to levies for rice and broken rite)
REglement-(CEE) 952t72 ds la Qommission, du 10 mai 7972, lixa11-le correctif applicable A la restitution pour le iz et les brisures(Commission Regulation (EEC) 959 172 of 10 May 1972 fixirig the
corrective factor to be applied to refunds for rice-and broken-rice)
-RAgl.qgot (CEE) 960172 de la Commission, du 10 mai D72, lixaatle prdltvemens I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
{ComTission-Regulation (EEC) 960172 of 10 May 7972 hxng import
levies for white and raw sugar)
Rlglement (CEE) 961172 de la Commission, du 10 mai 1972, fixaat
les pr6ltvemens I I'importation de veaux et de gros bovini, ainsi
que de viandes bovines autres que les viandes congeldes (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 967172 of 10 May D72 fixiig imFort levies for
veal, mature catde and beef and veal other than frozen.meaB)
Rfulement (CEE) 962172 de la Commission, du 10 mai 1972, fixant
!o pp* rnoyem ) la production dans le secteur du vin (Commission
Regulation_ (EEC) 962/72 of 10 May 7972 fixng average production
prices in the wine sector) :
Rtglement (CF,E) 963172 de la Commission, du 10 mai 1972, portarrt
fixation des ajustements I apporter I certaines restitutions - dxges t
I'avance dans le secteur du lait et des produits laitiers (Commissisa
Regulation (EEC) 963172 of 10 May 7972 on fixinE adiusments to
be made to certain refunds fixed in advance in tht Eili< and dairy
produce sector)
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Rlglement (CEEI 964172 de la Commission, du t0 mai 1972, lixart
les restitutions I l'exportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut en
l'6tat (Commission Regulation (EEC) 964172 of 10 May 1972 frxjng
export rEfunds for white sugar and raw sugar in the natural state)
Rfulement (CEEI 965 172 de la Commission, du 10 mai 1972, fixatt
Ie prdlEvement I I'importation pour la m6lasse (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 965 172 of 10 May W2 ffxjng the import levy on molasses)
REglement (CEE) 966172 de la Commission, du 10 mai 1972, modi-
fiant les prCltvEments applicables I l'importation des produits trans-
formCs ) base de c6rdales et de riz (Commission Regulation (EEC)
966172 of 10 May 7972 adjvstng import levies on products processed
from cereals and rice) .
Rlglement (CEEI 967 172 de la Com-ission, du 72 mu 7972, fixallc
les pr6lAvements applicables aux c6rdales, aux farino et aux gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
967 172 ot 12 l:l,4:ay 7972 fiing levies for cereals, wheat and rye flour,
groats and meal)
R0glement ICEEI 968172 de la Commission, du 72 mai 7972, fixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux prdllvements pour les cdrdales et le malt
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 968172 dt 72 May 7972 frxng the
premiums to be added to levies for cereals and malt)
REglement (CEE) 969 172 de la Commission, du t2 mai 1972, modi-
fiant le correctif applicable I^ la restitution pour les cdrdales (Com-
mission Regulation (EECI 969 172 of 72 May 1972 amending the
corrective factor applied to refunds for cereals)
RAglement (CEE) 970172 de la Commission, du L2 mai 7972, hxatt
les pr6ltvements a l'inportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Commissiou Regulation (EEC) 970172 of 72 May 7972 h:oag import
levies for white and raw sugar)
RBglement (CEE) 977172 de la Commission, du 72 mai 1972, lxant
les prdllvements dans le secteur de l'huile d'olive (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 971172 of. 12 May 7972 fixing levies in the olive
oil sector)
Rlglement (CEE) 972172 de la Commission, du 12 mai L972, fixant
le montant de J'aide dans le secteur des .graines ol6agineuses (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 972172 ol 12 May 1972 fiing the amount
REglement (CEE) 973172 de la Commission, du 12 mu 1972, rclatit) li suspension de I'adjudication permanente en matilre d'exportatioo
de sucre blanc visde au rlglement (CEE) 685 172 (Commission Regu-
lation (EEC) 973172 of. 12 May 7972 on waiving the standing tender
for sugar exports under Regulation (EEC) 685 172)
RAglement (CEE) 974172 de la Commission, du 72 mai 1972, pottant
deuxilme compl6ment ) l'adiudication peflnanente pour la velte de-
zucre blanc destind I l'exportation et ddtenu par l'organisme d'inter-
vention frangais vis6e au rAglement (CEE) /79 172 (ComTission
Regulation (EECI 974172 of. 12 May 7972 coveing a secorr{ a{dition
to-the standing tender for white sugar for export and held by the
French intervention agency as under Regulation (EECI U9172')
BuJl. EC 7-1972
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$.tsglement (CEE) 975172 de la Commission, du 12 mai !9T2, modi-$g, lq prdlBvements I I'imporration de viandes bovines congeldes(Commi.ssion Regulation- (EEC) 975172 oi tZ May L9T2 adlusnng
import levies tor frozet beef and veal)
_RAgledent (CEE) 976172 de Ia Commission, du 12 mai !9T2, frxantle montant de base du prdltvemeot I l'importarion pour les sirops
et certains autres produits du secteur du sucre (Commission Resu-
lation @EC) 976172 of 72 May 1f,/72 finae, the.basic amount"ofimport levy for synrps aod other sugar sectoiproducts)
Rfolement (CT,EI, ynFZ de la Commission, du 72 mu !972, aodi-fiant la restitution A l'exponadon potrr les graines oldagineuses(Commissi6n 
- 
Rggulation (EEC) 9n 172 of 72 .NIay 1972 aiiiusting
export refunds for oil-seeds)
Rfule-Fent (ffi-E) 975172 de la Commission, du 12 mai l9ZZ, po*ant
qlratrilme modification du rfulement (CEE) t1l3l71 portant m6dfit&
d'application du rlglement (CEE) g74l7t relatil i ceriaines mesures de
p-oli-tique de conioncnrre I prendre dans le secteur agricole I la suite
de l'Clargisser-nent temporaire des marges de flucnratilon des monnaiesde certains Etats qembres (Commisiion Regulation (EEC) g7St7z
ol !2_ May 1972 on the fourth adiustmeni to negulation pfCl
70131.71 carrying applicarion terms of Regulation (EJ;C) 974lit o;
ceftrin short-term economic policy measlues to be taken following
temporary expansion of the fluctuating margins in the currencies oI
some Member States)
Rfulement (Cf,,,E) 979172 ds la Qsmmission, du t2 mai 1972. fixant
Ies mortants compensaroires pr6ws par Ie rtglement (CEEI 974171
relatif i certaines mesures de politique de conioncture l orendre dans
!e secteur agricole I la suite d-e I'dlargissemeni temporairi de marses
de fluctuation des monnaies de certaii's Etati mem6res (Commissi6n
Regulation @E,9) 9J917? of 72 May 1972 fixjry compensarory
emortnts as under Regulation (EEC) 974l7t on ceftain s[on-t"t-
ec-onomic policy measures to be taken in the agricultural sector
following te-mporary oqansion of the fluctuation -margins io the
cuirencies of some Member States)
R0glement (Cf,El 950172 de, la Commission, du t2 mai 1972, fixant,
daos les-secteurs du vin, de la viande bovinq des produis transform6j| ,b.ase {e fruits-et l-6gumes, ainsi que des pr6duits-de Ia pdchg Ia datede la prise d'effet des montars compensdtoires fix& par Ie r6glement(CEE) 979172 (Commissioa Reeuladbn GEC) g}Ot7}'of 72 Nfav 1972
fixing the applicatiou date of c-ompensaiory arnorints fixed by 'Reeu-
lation @EC) 97? ln for the wing beef and veal, fishery product irdfruit and vegetabie product sectorsl
Rtsgle+.ent (CEE) 981172 de la Commission, du 15 mai L972. frxant
les prdllvements applicables aux c6r6ales, aux farines er aux gruau. et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation @EC)9!7172 of 15 May 1972 ffxjnE levies for cereals, iheat and ry6
flour, groats and ireal)
Rlglement (CEE) 982172 dg la Qsmmission, du 15 mai 1972, hxant
!g pri-e s'ajoutant aux prdlAvements porr les cCr6ales et ie mdt(Commissi6a Regulation (EEC) 982172 of 15 May 1972 ftnis
premiums to be added to levies for cereals' and malt) :
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Reglement (CEE) 983/72 de la Commission, du 15 mai 1972, modifiant 
le correcti£ applicable a la restitution pour les cereales (Commission 
Regulation (EEC) 983/72 of 15 May 1972 adjusting the corrective 
factor applied to refunds for cereals) • . • • . . • . . 
Reglement (CEE) 984/72 de la Commission, du 15 mai 1972, fixant 
les prelevements a }'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut 
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 984/72 of 1i May 1972 fixing import 
levies for white and raw sugar) 
Reglement (CEE) 985/72 de la Commission, du 15 mai 1972, fixant 
les prelevements a }'importation dans le secteur du lait et des produits 
laitiers (Commission Regulation (EEC) 985/72 of 15 May 1972 
fixing import levies in the milk and d~ produce sectors) • 
Reglement (CEE) 986/72 de la Commission, dn 15 mai 1972, fixant 
les restitutions dans le secteur du lait et des produits laitiers pour les 
produits exportes en l'etat (Commission Regulation (EEC) 986/72 
of 15 May 1972 ·fixing refunds in the milk and dairy produce sectors 
·for products exported in the natural state} 
Reglement (CEE) 987/72 de la Commission, du 15 mai 1972, modifiant 
les restitutions a }'exportation, en l'etat, pour la melasse, les sirops et 
certains autres produits dans le secteur du sucre (Commission 
Regulation (EEC) 987/72 of 15 May 1972 adjusting refunds for 
exports in the natural state of molasses, syrups and other sugar 
sector products) . . 
Reglement (CEE) 988/72 de la Commission, du 15 mai 1972, modifiant 
les restitutions a }'exportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut en 
l'etat (Commission Regulation (EEC) 988/72 of 15 May 1972 
adjusting export refunds for .white and raw sugar in the natural state) 
Reglement (CEE) 989/72 de la Commission, du 15 mai 1972, corrigeant 
les montants compensatoires dans le secteur du lait et des produits 
laitiers (Commission Regulation (EEC) 989/72 of 15 May 1972 
correcting the compensatory amounts in the milk and dairy product 
sector_s) 
Reglement (CEE) 990/72 de la Commission, du 15 mai 1972, relatif 
aux modalites d'octroi des aides au lait ecreme transforme en aliments 
composes et au Wt ecreme en poudre destine a l'alimentation des 
animaux (Commission Regulation (EEC) 990/72 of 15 May 1972 
in terms for granting aid to skimmed milk processed into compound 
foodstuffs and to skim milk powder for animal feeds) • . . . 
Reglement (CEE) 991/72 de la Commission, du 15 mai 1972, relatif 
a certaines modalites d'application des prelevements a l'exportation 
d'huile d'olive (Commission Regulation (EEC) 991/72 of 15 May 1972 
on certain application terms for export -levies on olive oil) • • . 
Reglement (CEE) 992/72 de la Commission, du 15 mai 1972, modifiant 
le reglement 172/66/CEE portant fixation des coefficients d'equivalence 
pour l'huile d'olive (Commission Regulation (EEC) 992/72 of 
15 May 1972 amending Regulation (EEC) 172/66 on fixing coefficients 
of equivalence for olive oil) 
Reglement (CEE) 993/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, fixant 
les prelevements applicables aux cereales, aux farines et aux gruaux et 
semoules de froment ou de seigle · (Commission Regulation (EEC) 
993/72 Jr of 16 May 1972 fixing levies 'for cereals, wheat and rye 
flour, l oats and meal) . • . . • . • . . . • • 
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Reglement (CEE) 994/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, fixant 
les primes s'ajoutant aux pr6levements pour les c6reales et le malt 
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 994/72 of 16 May 1972 fixing 
premiums to be added to levies for cereals and malt) . 
Reglement (CEE) 995/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, modifiant 
le correcti£ applicable a la restitution pour les c6r6ales (Commission 
Regulation (EEC) 995/72 of 16 May 1972 adjusting the corrective 
factor applied to refunds for cereals) . . . . . . . . . 
Reglement (CEE) 996/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, · fixant 
les pr6levements a !'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut 
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 996/72 of 16 May 1972 fixing the 
import levies for white and raw sugar) 
Reglement (CEE) 997/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, fixant 
les prix moyens a la production dans le secteur du vin (Commission 
Regulation (EEC) 995/72 of 16 May 1972 fixing average prod1,1ction 
prices in the wine sector) . 
RCglement (CEE) 998/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, fixant 
. dans les secteurs de la viande de pore, des reufs et volailles, du lait 
et des produits laitiers, la date de la prise d'effet des montants compen-
satoires fix6s par le_reglement (CEE) 979/72 (Commission Regulation 
(EEC) 998/72 of 16 May 1972 fixing the application date for 
compensatory amounts as under Regulation (EEC) 979/72 for the 
pigmeat, eggs and poultry, milk and dairy produce sectors) . 
. Reglement (CEE) .999/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, modifiant 
les prix d'6cluse et les prelevements dans le secteur de la viande de pore 
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 999/72 of 16 May 1972 adjusting 
sluice gate prices and levies in the pigmeat sector) 
' Reglement (CEE) 1000/72 de -la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, modi-
fiant les restitutions a }'exportation dans le secteur de la viande de pore 
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 1000/72 of 16 May 1972 adjusting 
refunds for exports in the pigmeat sector) 
Reglement (CEE) 1001/72.de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, modifiant 
les prix d'6cluse et les pr6levements dans le secteur de la viande de 
volaille (Commission Regulation (EEC) 1001/72 of 16 May 1972 
adjusting sluice gate prices in the poultry meat sector) 
RCglement (CEE) 1002/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, modifiant 
les restitutions a l'expo.rtation dans le secteur de la viande de volaille 
pour la p6riode d6butant le 17 mai 1972 (Commission Regulation 
(EEC) 1002/72 of 16 May 1972 adjusting export refunds in the 
poultry meat sector for period beginning 17 May 1972) . 
RCglement (CEE) 1003/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, modifiant 
les prix d'6cluse et les pr6levements dans le secteur des reufs (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 1003/72 of 16 May 1972 adjusting sluice 
gate prices and levies in the egg sectot) . 
RCglement (CEE) 1004/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, modifiant 
les restitutions a !'exportation dans le secteur des reufs pour la p6riode 
d6butant le 17 mai 1972 (Commission Regulation (EEC) 1004/72 of 
16 May 1972 adjusting export refunds in the egg sector for period 
beginning 17 May 1972) 
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REglement (CEE) 1005/72 de la Co--ission, du 76 r;ai 1972, modifiant
Ies prix d'dcluse et les impositions I I'importation pour l'ovoalbumine
et la lactoalb,mine (Commission Regulation (EEC) 1@5 172 olt6 May 1972 adjasting sluice gate prices on imports of ovoalbumin
2qd la6eallrrmin)
RAglement (CEE\ t006172 de la Commission, du 16 mai 7972, lixant
les prix de rdfCrence pour les cerises (Commission Regulation (EEC)
1006172 of.76 May 1972 fi:nr,g reference prices for cherries)
Rtglement (CEE) 1007 172 de la Commission, du t6 mu 7972, portzrit
rdtablissement de la perception des droits du tarif douanier corlmun
applicables aux nitrates de cellulose, de la sous-position tarifaire
39.03 B II, originaires de Yougoslavie, bdnCficiaire des prdfdrences
tarifaires prdwes par le rEglement (CEE) U95 l7t du Conseil du20 d€cembre 797L (Commission Regulation (EEC) 1007 172 of76 May 7972 rc-establishing collection of common customs tariff
charges applicable to cellulose nitrates, under tariff sub-section
39.03 B tr, originating from Jugoslavia and benefiting from tariff
preferences as under Council Regulation (EEC) 2795 l7t ol 2O Decem-
bet t97t)
Rtglemeot (CEE) 1008/72 de la Commission, du 16 mai 1972, portant
modification des-restitutions I I'exportation fix6es I l'avance et concer-
nant la date d'application des montants compensatoires prdvus par. le
rBglement (ffiE) 979172 dans le secteur du sucre (Commission
Regulation (EECI 7008172 of 76 May 1972 adjusting export refunds
fixed in advance and conceraing the application date of compensatory
amonnts as under Regulation (EEC) 979 172 in the sugar sector)
RAglement (CEE) 1009 172 de la Commission, du 76 mai 7972, modifiant
les restitutions I I'exportation dans le secteur de la'viande bovine
(Commission Regulation @Eq 7(fl9 172 of 76 May 7972 adins{ng
export refunds in the beef and veal sector) I .
RAglement (CEE) 7OLO]72 de la Commission, du 77 ma 1972, hxart
les prdltvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
1070172 ol 17 May 1972 fixing levies for cereals, wheat and rye
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Rtglement (CEEI tllllTl- de la Commission, du 17 mai 1972, lixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux prdltvements pour les cdrdales et le Ealt
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 1077172 of 17 May 7972 fixing the
premiums to be added to levies on cereals and malt)
R&glement (CEE) l0l2l72 de Ia Commission, du 77'mrai t972, modifiant
le correctif applicable I la restitution pour les cdr6ales (Commission
Regulation (EEC) fitTl7z of 17 May 7972 adiusting the corrective
factor applied for cereal refunds)
R0glement (CEE) t}73l72 de la Com-ission, du L7 mai t972, fixant
Ies pr6lBvements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
' (Commission Regularion (EEC) 7073172 of 17 May 7972 lixillg'tmpon
levies for white and raw sugar)
R0glement (CEEI 1014172 de Ia Commission, du 17 rlai t972, ttxant
le prdlBvement I I'importation pour la mdlasse (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 1074172 of. 17 May 1972 hxjng the import levy for
molasses) Lll6, 185.1972
flour, groats and meal)
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REglement (CEEI l115l72de la Commission, du 16 mu %nZ, **t
des valeurs moyennes forfaitaires pour l'dvaluation des agrumes impor-t& (Commission Regulation (EEC) 1015/72 of 76 May 7972 fudag
the average staadard values for evaluation o[ imported citrus fruitsf
RAglement (CEE) 1016172 de la Commission, du 17 mai 7972, cori-
geant certiins montants compensatoires dans le secteur du lait et de
produits laitiers ainsi que des marchaadises relevant du rlglement(CEE) 7059169 (Commission Regulation (EEC) l0t6l72 of
17 May 1972 conecting certain compensatory amounrs in the milk
and dairy produce sector plus goods covered by Regulation (EEC)
L116,185.1972
L176,185.1972
L176,785.1972
L116,185.1972
L716, 185.1972
L117, t95.1972
Lt77,795.1972
L117,195.1972
L117,795.1972
L177,795.1972
Bull. EC 7-7972.
10se l6e)
sector)
RAglement (G;EI 7017 172 de la Commission, du 77 miai 1972, pottarrt
modification des restitutions I I'exportation'dans Ie seceur du- lait et
des produite laitiers (Commission Regulation @EC) 1077 172 ot
77 May 1972 adiasdng export refunds in the milk and dairy produce
Rfulement (CEE) 1018172 de la Commission, du 77 mai 7972, modi-
fiant les taux des restitutions applicables aux eufs et aux iaunes d'eufs
exportCs sous fome de marchandises ne relevant pas de l'annexe II
du traitd (Commission Regulation @EC) 1078172 of. t7 May 972
adiusting refund rates on eggs and egg yolks exported in the form
of goods aot covered by Appeodix tr of the T*ry) .
REglement (CEE) l1lg 172 de Ia Commission, du t7 
'mai 
1972, modifiant
les taux des restitutions applicables au sucre et aux sirops de.befferave
ou de canne export& sous forme de marchandises ne ielevant pas de
I'annsss tr du traitd (Commission Regulation '@ECI 10ry-172 of
17 May 1972 adiusang refund rates on sugar and beet or cane
sfrups exported io the form of goods not covered by Appendix II
of the Treaty) . : .
Rlglement ((F.El t0nl72 du Conseil, du 18 mai 1972, lixatt une
indemnitd compensatrice pour le froment tendre, Ie seigle de qualitd
panifiable et le mais en stock I la fin de la campape 197111972(Council Regulation (EEC) 7020172 of 18 May 7972 finag a com-
pensatory allowance for soft wheat, bread quality rye, and maize in
storage at tte end of the crop yeat 197117972)
Rlglement (CF,E) l02ll72 de'la Commission, du 18 mai 1972, fixant
les prdlEvements applicables aux cdr€ales, aux farines et aux gfuaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
t021172 of 18 May 1972 fifiag the levies on cereals, wheat and ryeflour, groats and meal)
Rlglement (@El 7022172 de la Commission, du 18 mai 1972, fixart
les primes s'aioutant aux prdltvements pour les cCrdales et le malt(Commissi6q Regulation (EECI 7022172 of 18 May 1972 fixing the
preminms to be added to levie.s for cereals and malt)
Rlglement (@E) l0L3p2 de la Commission, du 18 mai 1972, hxart
le cortectif applicable ) la restitution pour Ies cdr6ales (Commission
Regulation (F,EQ Wnl72 of 18 May 1972 frxiry the corrective
applicable to refunds for cereals)
Rtglement (e\ rc24172 de la Commission, du 18 mai 7972, frxant
les restitutions applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruarxx et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
1024172 of 18 May 972 fixjng refunds for cereals, wheat and rye
flour, groats and meal)
138
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RAglement (CEE) 102t/72 de la Commission, du 18 mai 1972, lixant
les prdl0vements applicable at nz et aux brisures (Commission
Regulation FnCl 70ZS ln of 18 May 7972 hxng levies for rice
and broken rice)
RAglement (CEE) 7026172 de la Commission, du 18 mai t972" fixa*
les primes s'aioutant aux prdlAvements pour le riz et les brisures
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 7026172 of 18 May 1972 frxjag the
premirrms to be added to the levies for rice and broken rice)
REglement (GEE) 10n 172 de Ia Commission, du 18 mai 1972, fixaat
les restirutions I I'exportation pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation (F.J,C} t0tll72 of 18 May 972 frxiry export refunds on
rice an! broken rice) .
RAglement (CF,E) t028172 de la Commission, du t8 mai 972, fixatt
le correctif applicable I la.restitution pour le'rlz et les brisure
(Commission Regulation @EC) t028172 of 18 May t972 fixjng the
corrective applied to refunds for rice and broken rice)
Rfulement (CEE) 1OZgl72 de la Commission, du 18 mai 7972, fixatt
Ias prdlAvements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut'
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 1029/72 of 18 May 7972 fiing import
levies for white and raw sugar)
Rfulement (CEEI 1030172 de Ia Commissiou, du 18 mai 1972, fixent
les prdlBvements ) I'importation de veaux et de gros bovins, ainsi que'
de viandes bovines a-utres que le viandes coagel6es (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 1030/72 of 18 Mzy 79f2 fixing import levies on
vealo mature catdq beef and veal other than frozen .meats)
Rfulement (CEE) 703t172 de la Comm,ission, du 18 mai 1972, modi-
-fiant les prdlBvements applicables I I'irhportation des produits trans-
formds I base de cdr6ales et de riz (Commission Regulation (EEC)
1031172 of 18 May 1972 adjustng import levies for products processed
from cereals and rice) . .
RAglement (CEE) 1032172 de la Commission, du 18 mai 1972, aodi-
fiant le. rfulement (CEE) 673172 relatif ) la perception d'une taxe
A l'exportation destinde I limiter l'exportation de lait Ccrdmd enpoudte (Commission Regulation (EEC) 7032172 of 18 May 1972
idjusting Regulation (EEC) 673172 on collection of ap export tax
aimed at limiting exports of skim milk powder)
Rfolement (CEEI 1033172 de la Commission, du 18 mai 7972, madi-
fiant le rAglement (CEEI 7195 l7t relatif aux modalit& concernant
I'aide pour le lin et le chauvre (Commission Regulatiol EEC)
7033172 of 18 May 7972 amending Regulation (EEC) 7795177 on
the aid terms for flax and hemp) .
REglement .(CEE) t034172 de la Commission, du 18 mai 1972, pottaat
rdtablissement de la perception des droits du tarif douanier commun
applicable aux vdtements de dessus, accessoires du v8tement et 4utres'-,
articles de bonneterie non dlastique ni caoutchoutde des sous-positions
tarifaires 60.05 A ex II et ex B, originaires des pays en voie de ddvelp-
pement bdn6ficiaires des prdfdrences- tarifaires pi6vues par le rfulement
(CEE) n97 171 du Conseil du 20 d6cembrc 1971 (Commission Regu-
lation (EEC) 7034/72 bf 18 May 1972 on. 1g-esg2flishing collection of
corunon customs charges otr outer 6lething, clothing accessories anC
other non-elasticized and non-rubberized hosiery articles under tariff
sub-section 60.05 A ex II and ex B, originating from developing
countries benefitting from tariff prefereoces as under Council Regu-
laion 2797171 ol 20 December 1971)
Bull. EC 7-7972
L717,195.7972
L777,79.5.1972
L117,795.7972
L117,19,5.7972
L117,195.7972
L717,79.5.7972
L117,195.7972
L117, 79.5.1972
L117,795.7972
L117,795.1y72
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RAglement (CEE) 1035172 du Conseil, du 18 mai !972, portant orga-
nisation commune des marchCs dans'le secteur des fruiis et l6sd;(Council 
-Regulation- (EEC) 1035172 of 18 May !972 on the"joint
organization of markets in the fruit and vegetabies sector) :
Rlgl.ement (CEE) 7036172 du Conseil, du 18 mai 1972, modiliatt, en
matiere de nomenclarure tairlzrrrc, 
_les rtglemenrs (CEE)' 522176 et
L1L8,205.L972
L118,205.1972
L778,20.5.1972
L778,205.t972
L718,205.1972
L1t8,205.1972
'L1t8,20s.1972
L718,20.5.1972
L178,20.5.1972
L118,20.5.7972
BulL EC 7-7972
653177 relatils aux rdgimes applicables aux produiis trirnsforhCs )
base de cdrCales et de riz origGaires.des Etati africains et malgache
associ4s ou des pays er terriioires d;ourre-mer et orighaires.ie la
d in t G
9 j g g in i
dl i es
rCpublique unie difnup. e  +  qe Tanzanie, de la r{publique de I'Ou[anda bt de la
+pqb-liqug__{u .Kenya (Council Regddtion (EEC| 1$6172 ot18 May .1972 adiustng the customs nofoenclarure under Regularions
r-e-nqb_lieuq du 
-
ul Ij_Y^y_15.? justi  t
@Eq 522170 and 653177 on sysrems applicable to products piocessed(EEC) 1-  . -rocess
ftom cereals and rice originatin! from AASM, OCT, Tanzania', Uganda
or Kenya)
RAglement. (qEEl 7037 172 du Conseil, du t8 mu 7972, fixant lesrfole gdndrales relatives I I'octroi et au finincement de I'aide aux
g-ro{gcteurs de- houblon (Council Regulation @EC) 1037 172 of
!8 May 7972 fixjng general rules for grinting ana finincing'aid tohop growers) 
.
Rtglement (CEEI t038172 du Conseil, du 18 mai 1972, mo,litiant le
lAglement (CEE) 986[68 dtablissant ies r8gles gdndrales relatives ]I'octroi des- aides pour le lait 6cr6md et ti hiI dcrCm6 en poudre
desdn6s l I'alimen?ation des animas;g (Council Regulation'@EC)
7938172 of 18 
_May 7972 amendng Regulition (EEC)"986/68 iiinstxe general rules on granring aid for skim milk and skim milk
Rlgle_ment (CEE) 7039172 ds la Q6mmission, du t9 mu 1972, ttxalrrt
les prdlEv.eme-nts appliiables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gnraux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation-(EEC)
1;039 172 of.9 May 1972 hfing-levies for cereals, dheat 
"rrd "y6flour, groats and dedl
$Aglement (CEE) 7040172 de Ia Commission, du 19 mai 1972, lixantlF pti-o s'ajoutant aux prdllvemerts pori les c6rdales et ie malt(Commission !.egul-aqon (EBCI tUNlZZ'of t9 May t972 fiing the
fiant Ie c_orregtit applicable I la restitution porr les cdrdales ' (Com- 
"mission Regulation (EEC) 7047172 ol t9'May 1972 adjustin! the
corrective factor applied to refunds .for cereals)'
$Eglement (Cf,,E) .L042172 de Ia Commission, du t9 mai t972, fixattIes prdlAvements ) I'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et le suire brut(Commission.Regulation (EEC) fi-Al7T of 19 May t972 fi:ljng imllort
Ievres on white and raw sugar)
$.Egteqggt (CEE) 1043172 de la Commission, du t9 mu 1972, hxa*Ies prClAvements dans le secteur de I'huile d,olive (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 1043172 of. 79 May 7972 tixing levies in the olive
oil sector)
Rlglement_(CEB) 7044172 de la Commission, du 19 mai 1972, fixant le
montant de l'aide dans le secteur des graines oldagineuses (Com-
oy*igq Regulation (EEC) 7044172 of 79-May t97Z ixtne the amount
740
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Rfolement (CEE) 1045172 de la Commission, du 18 mai 1972, telaaf,
aux modalitds concernant l'aide pour les vers I soie (Co-mission
Regulation (EECI t045172 of 18 May 1972 on aid terms for silkworms)
RAglement (CEE) t046172 de Ia Commission, du 79 mu 1972, rclatii
I la fourr_qture de lait fcrdm6 en poudre destind I certains pays tiersI titre d'aide communautaire'au programme alimentaird mondial(Commission Regulation (EECI t046172 of. L9 May !972 on the
supply of .ki.-ry$ p-owder ro some third countriei as Community
aid in the World Food Programme)
f.Eglement (AEE) tM7 172 de la Comrqission, du 23 mai t972, fu<art
les prdlEv-ements- applicables 
_aux c6r6ales, aux farines et aux gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Reeularion-(EEC)
7047 172 of 23 )rlay t9V2 fix:ur,g levies for cereals, wheat and ryiflour, groats and meal)
Rtglement (CEE) 7048172 de la Commission, du 23 mai 1972, fixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux prdlBvements pour les cdrCales et ie malt(Commission Regulation (EEC) 1048172 ot 23 May 1972 frxjne
premiums to be added to levies for cereals and malt) . :
\Eglement (CEE) 7049172 de la Co--ission, du 23 mu 1972, modi-fiant le gorregtit appficable ) Ia restitution pour les cdr6ales - (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 7049172 
.oi 23 May 1972 adjustin! the
corrective factor applied to reftmds for cereals)'
Rlglem.errt (CEE) 1050/72 de la Commission, du 2j mai 1972, ttxant
les prdlAvements ) I'imporrarion pour le sucie blanc et le sujre brut(Commission.Regulation (FIC) 7050.172 oL 23 May 1972 frxjag imPort
levies on white and raw sugar)
$.tglem:nt (CEE).105U72 de la Commission, du 23 mai 1972, lixant
!o pry moyens I la production dans le secteur du vin (CommissionRegulation (EECI 7051172 oi 23 May 7972 lixjng arrage producrion
prices in the wine sector) .
Rtglement (CEF) t052172 d6 12 Qemmission, du 23 mai 1972, rclatit
aux conditions d'octroi des indemnitds compensatoires pour le iroment
tendrq Ie seigle de qualitd panifiable et le-mais en st6ck t la fin dela campagne 797L17972 (Commissier Regulation (EEC) to52l72 of
23 
-May 1972, on condi4ons for granting cohpensatory allowandes forsoft wheaq break quality rye, and maize in storage at the end of
the crop year 197t11972)
-Rdglement (CEE) 1053172 de la Commission, du 23 mu 1972, lixantle montant de base du prdldvement ) I'importation poru les sirops et
gntqns autres produits du secteur du sucre (Commissioa Regulation(EEC)- 1053172 oi 23 May 7972 fixing the base amoutrr of thtimFort
levy for syrups and othei sugar sectol products)
Rtgleme-nt (CEJ| t;54F2 du Conseil, du 18 mai 1972, d[frnissaat
l-es conditions d'application des mesures de sauvegarde dairs le secteurdu lin et du chanvre (Cogncil Regularion-(EEc) L0S4|Z2 of
!8 Y^V_ 7972 lelini"g the application terms for protection measuresiu the flax and hemp secor) .
Rtglement (CEE) 7055 172 du Conseil, du 18 mai 1972, corlcemart Iag6mmrrnication ) la Commission des importations d'hydrocarbures(Council.Regulation (EEC) tO55l7Z of 18 May L972 on iotifyiag the
Commission of hydrocarbon im,Forts) . :
Bull. EC 7-7972
'L778,205.1972
L178,20.5.1972
L119,245.7972
LtL9,245.1972
L119,245.7972
L7L9,245.1972
L779,245.7972
L179,245.1972
L779,245.1972
L720, ?55,1972
L120,255.1972
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RAglement {CEEI 1056172 du Conseil, du 18 mai 7972, cotcemant la
communicafion I la Commission des projets d'investissement d'intdrdt
commnnautaire dans les secteurs du pdtrolq dt gaz naturel et de
l'6lectricitd (Council Regulation FEA fi56172 of t8 May 7972 on
notifying the Commission of investment projects 6f Qommrrnigy
interest in the crude oiJ, aatural gas and electricity sectors) :
Rlglement (CEEI 1057 172 de la Commission, du 24 mai 7972, ftxatt
les prdllvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation-(EEC)
7957172 of, 24 May 7972 fixing levies for cereals, wheat and rye
flour, groats and meal)
RAglement (Cfr',E) 7058172 de la Commission, du 24 rrai 1972, hxa*
les primes s'aioutant aux prdlAvements poru les c6rdales. et Ie Ealt(Commission Regulation (EECI 7058172 of. 24 May D72 fixjr;g rhe
premiums to be added to levies for cereals and malt)
Rfulemeot (C,f,'El 7059172 de la Commissioo, du 24 mai L97?- modt-
fiant le correctif applieable I Ia restitution pour les cCrdales (Com-
mlssion Regulation (EEC') 7059172 of 24 May 1972 adjusting the
cdrrective factor on refunds for cereals)
&Aglement (CEEI 7060172 ds la Qsmmission, du 24 ai 1972, fixaat
les pr6ftvemenls I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Commission Regulation (EEC') 70@172 of.24 May 1972 fixing impon
levies for white and taw sugar)
Rfulement (CEE) t06ll72 de la Commission, du 24 rrai 7972, fixadt
le prdltvement l.l'importation pour la mdlasse (Commission Regu-
lation @EC) t06U72 ol 24 May 7972 lixng dhe imForr levy lor
molasses) ;
R0glement (CEEI til62l72 ds la Q6mmission, du 24 mu 1972, fhant
Ies restitutions I I'exportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut enl'€tat (Commission Regulation (EEC) 1062172 of 24 May 1972 fiiris
export refunds (or white and raw sugar in the narural sate) .
RfoIement (@E) 7063172 de la Commission, du 24 au 1972, fixant
les prdllvements I l'importation de viandes bovines congelCes (Com-
prssioq Regulation (\FCI 7053172 of 24 May 1972 fixiig the impon
levies for frozen beef and veal)
Rlglement (CEEI 1064172 de la Commission, du 24 mu 7972, ponaat
modification des restitutions I I'e:rportation et des prdltvements l
l'importation fixds I I'avance dans le secteur des cdi6ales (Com-
missioa Regulation (EECI 1064172 of. 24 May !972 adiusring export
refunds and imgort levies fixed in advance in the cereal sectoi) .-
RAglement (CJ,E) 7065172 de la Commission, du 24 mai 7972, fixatt
le montaat de base du prCl0vemenl I I'importation pour les sirops et
certaiqs autres produits du secteur du sucre (Commission Regulation
(E,J;C)- 7065172 of 2! $ay D72 hriag the base aurount of the-import
levy for syrups and other sugar sector products)
RAglement (CE;E') 1066172 de la Commission, du ?5 rrat D72, lixant
les pr6lBvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux grunEx et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Com.mission negulation' (EEC)
7066172 of ?5 May L972 fix:mlg levies for cereals, wheat and ry6flour, groats and meal)
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L120, ?s5.7972
L720, ?55.7972,
L720, ?55.1972
Lt20, ?55.1972
L120, ?s5.1972
LUzt, ?.t;5.1972
BulL EC 7-1972
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Rfulement (CEE) 1067 172 de Ia Commission, du 25 mai 1972, lixant
Ies primes s'ajoutant aux prdllvements pour les cdiCales et le mdt(Commission Regulation (EEC) 7067 172 of L5 May 1972 fixjne thepremi"ms to be added to levies for cereals and malt) L127, ?55.1972
RAglemeot (CEEI 1068172 de la Commission, du 2l mai t9A fixaat
le correctif 
,applicable I la restitution pour le c€r€ales (Commission
Regulation (EEC\ t068172 of 25 May 1972 fix;rng the corecive
applied to refunds for cereals) L121,265,1972
L121" 265.7972
L127,2l,5.1n2
L127,2$5.1972
L727,265.7972
L727,265.7972
Lt21.,265.1972
Lt21, ?65.7972
L727,265.7972
L121,265.D72
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R&glement (CEE) 7069172 de la Commission, du 25 mai 7972, lixant
les restitutions a_pplicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et arxr gnraux
et semoules de fioment ou
1069172 of, ?5 May 1972
flour, groaB and meal)
de seigle (Commission Reeulation-(EEC)
fixing refunds for cereals, wheat and rye
Rfulement (CEE) 1070172 ds la Qsmmission, du 25 mai 7972" fixatt
les prdl0vements applicables av iz et aux brisures (Commiesiss
Regulatiou (EECI 70fl0172 of, 25 May 1972 hx,ng levies for rice
and broken rice)
Rfulement (CEEI tl71l72 de la Commission, du ?5 mi D72, fixatt
les primes s'aioutant aux prelAyements pour le riz et les brisure(Commission Regulation (F3C) 7WLl72 of, g May 1972 fixng the
premi"ms to be added to the levies for rice and brokm rice)
RAglement (CEE) 1072172 de la Commission, du 2l mai !972, fixantle restitutions I I'erportation pour le iz et les brisures (Cornmission
Regulation @EC) 7O72l7Z of, ?5 May D72 fixlolg export refunds for
rice and broken rice)
Rlglement (Cx,El 7073172 de la Commission, du 25 mai D72" fixatt
le correctif applicable ) la restitution pour le riz et les brisures(Commission Regulation @EC) tW3l72 ol 25 May 7972 fixjng the
cortective factor applied to refunds for rice and broken rice)
RBglement (CEEI to74l72 de la Commissiou, du 25 rrai 197?- hxant
les prdllvemens I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Commission Regulation (EEC) to74l72 ol 25 May 7972 fixing the
imFort levies for white and raw sugar)
RAglement (CEE) 1075172 ds l2 Qommission, du ZS mrai 1972, fixant
les prdlAvements I l'importation de veaux et de gros bovins, ainsi que
de viandes bovines autres que les viandes congeldes (Commission
Regulatioo (EEC) 7075 172 of. E May 7972 filnry imFort lwies for
veal, mature catde, beef and veal other ihao frozen meats)
Rtglement (CEE) 1076172 de la Commission, du 25 mu 7972, e:a:bh*-
sant des modalitds d'application concernant les prClBvements I I'expor-
tation dans le secteur du sucre et modifiant le r&glement (@E) 2637 170(Commission Regulation @EC) 1076172 of 25 May l!/! gstaUishing
the application teims on export levies in the sugar sector and
amending Regulation (EEC) 2637170) .
Rtglement (CEE) 1077 172 ds la Q6mmission, du ?J mu 7972, modifiant
les taux des restitutions applicables I certains produits laitiers expor-
tds sous forme de marchandises ne relevant pas de I'annexe tr du trait6
(Commission Regulation @ECl 7077 172 of ?5 May 972 adiusting
refund rates for some dairy produce e:rported in the form of goods
not covered in Appendix tr of the Treary)
Bull. EC 7-1972
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Rtglement (Cx.iE) lti78l72 de la Commission, du 25 mai 7972, frxarr
dans le secteur des marchandises relevant du rtglement (CEE) 1059169
la date de la prise d'effet des montants compensatoires fix6s par, le
rtglement (CEE) 979172 (Commission Regulation (EECI 7078172 of.
75 May 1W2 fixing the application date of compensatory amounts
fixed by Regulation (FIC) 979 172 for goods under Regulation (EEC)
t0s9 169)
Rfulement (CEEI 1W9172 de la Commission, du 25 mai 7972, hxaat
les restitutions A l'exportation dans le secteru de la viande bovine pour
la pdriode ddbutant le 1"' jnir 7972 (Commissi611 Regulation (EEC)
1079 172 of 25 May 1972, hxiry export refunds in the beef and veal
sector for period beginning 1 June 7972) .
R0glement (CEE') 7080172 de la Commission, du 26 mi 1972, fixant
les prCltvements applicables aux c6r6ales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commfusisn Regulation (EEC)
7080172 of. 26 May 1972 hxjne, levies for cereals, wheat and rye
L127,265.1972
L12t,265.7972
L122,27.5.1972
L74 275.7972
L722, ?:75.1972
L722,275.1972
L722,275.79',12
L7?Z 275.1972
L722,275.1972
L74 27s.1972
Bull. EC 7-7972
flour, groas and deal)
REglement (CEEI 1087172 d6 la Qsmmission, du 26 mai 1972, frxaat
les primes s'aioutant aux prdlAvements poru les cdrdales et le malt
(Commisslsn Regulation (EECI 1il8ll72 of 26 May 7972 liuing the
premiums to be added to the levies for cereals aud malt)
Rdglement ICEEI 1082172 de la Commission, du 26 mai 7972, modifiaat
le correctif applicable ) la restitution poru les c6rdales (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 1082172 of 26 May 7972 adittsdng the corrective
factor applied to refunds for cereals) .
REglement (CEE) 1083172 de la Commission, du 26 mu 7972, hxaat
Ies prdlBvements l l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Commission Regulation (EEC) t083172 of 26 May 7972 lixing impon
levies for white and raw sugar)
REglement (CEE) 1084172 de la Commission, du 26 mu 7972, fixant
les prdl&vemeots dans le secteru de l'huile d'olive (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 7084172 of. 26 May 1972 fixing levies in the olive
oil sector)
Rtglement (CEE) 1085/72 de Ia Commission, du 26 mai 7972, fixatt
le montant de l'aide dans le secteur des graines ol6agineuses (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 7085 172 ol 26 May 1972 fixing the amount
of aid in the oil-seed sector)
Rlglement (CEE) 1086172 de la Commission, du 26 mil 1972, Iixant
les restitutions dans le secterr du lait et des produits laitiers pour les
produits orportds en l'6tat (Commission Regulation (EECI 7086172
of. 26 May 7972 hxillg refunds in the milk and dairy produce sector
orported in the natural state)
Rfulement (CEEI 7087 172 de la Commission, du 26 mai 7972, potart
rdtablissement de Ia perception des drois du tarif douanier commun
applicables au verre 6tir6 ou souffld, de la position tarifaire 70.05,
originaire de Yougoslavig bdndficiaire des prdfdrences tarifaires prdvues
par le rdglemmt (CEE) U95 177 du Conseil du 20 d6cembre 1977(Commission Regulation (EEC) 1087/72 of 26 May 1972 on re-estab-
lishing collection of common customs-charges applicable to blown or
&awn glass under sub-section 70.05, originating from Jugoslavia,
benefitting from customs preferences as under Council Regulation
(EEC) 2795177 of, 2O December t97t) .
t4
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Rfulement (CEE) 7088172 de la Commissioo,, du 26 r,ai tr972, rcladl
A la commnnicatio! entre les Etats menbre et la Commissioa des
donndes quantitatives I l'importation et I l'eryortation d'orgg de malg
de sais d de riz 
, 
(Commicsion Regulartion (EEC) 1088/72 ofmaB -et  :mmi  i i ECI
26 Mav 19TL ot Mernber States notifuins each other i. y p72 r i  y g eqd $i Com- -
the Treaty)
missioo of quantitative data on impor& ind orports of badey, malt,
maize and rice)
Rfolement (G;E) 7089172 de la Commission, du ?S rrsr 197?n modifiant
Ie taux des restitutions applicables I certains produits des secteurs des
cdrdales et du riz exportdi sous forme de marChandises ne relevant pas
de I'annexe II du traitC (Commission Regulation (EEC) 1089 l7I ot
26 May 7972 adfusfug tle rate for refunds applied to srome productsin the cereal and rice secor, expo$ed in llie fom of goods uot
covered by Appendix tr of the Troty)
REglement (CEE) 7O9O/72 de la Qsmmissisa, du 29 mai t9A lixant
les prdlAvements applicables aux ctrdales, aux fadnes et aux gtuaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation CEEC)
7090172 of, 29 May !972 fixitg the levies for cerealg wheat aod
rye flour, groat and meal)
R&glement (C8E) l09tl72 de la Commission, du D rrat 19V2" firurr.
les primes s'aioutant aux pr6lEvemene pour les cdrdales et le mdt(Commission Regulation @,J;CI 1WU72 of. 29 May lTfl, frztagpremi'ms to be added to Ievies for cereals and malt) .
RAglement (CEE) 1092172 ds la Q6mmission, du 29 mu 7972" modifiant
le correctif applicable I Ia restinrtion pour les drdales (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 7092172 of 29 May 1972 adiusting the coneeive
factor applied to refunds for cereals) .
Rfolemeot lC,Enl fi93172 de la Commission, du 29 mai D72" fixant
les prdlAvemens l I'imporation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre bnn(Commission Regulation IEEC) t@3172 ol 29 iv[ay 1972 $vtng the
impon levies for white aad raw sugar)
'Rlglement (Cf,,E) 1094172 de la Commission, du 26 mu 1972" fixatt
les taux des restitutions applicables, I compter du lu" juin 1972, aa
sucre et I la mdlasse exportds sous forme de marchaadises ne relevant
pas de l'annexe tr du taitC (Commission Regulation (EEC) tg94l72
of ?-6 May l!/), Fiing the refund rates ftom 1 June 7972 fot sugar
and molasses e:rported in the form of goods not covered by Appen-
dix tr of the Treaty)
RAglement (CEEI 7095172 de la Commissioq du ?.ti mu 197?- lixott
les taux des restitutions applicables, I compter du 1"' inin 1972, L e*
tains produits des secteurs des'c6rdales et du riz eaportds sous forme
de marchandises ne relevant pas de I'anrexe tr du traitd (Commission
Regulatioo @EC) 1095172 of 26 May 1972 fixiry the refund rates
as from 1 June 1972 fot certain cereal and rice sector products
orported in 'the form of goods not covered by Appendii tr of
L14 275.tW2
Lfl\ ns797L
Lr24, ns.l972
Ly24, 30.5,l9n
Lt24,305.1972
L124,305.W2
L724,305.1972
L124, fis.Lg',r\
L1:24,305.1972
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REglement (CEEI 7096172 de la Commissioa, du ?li ma 1972, fixart
les taux des restitutions applicableg A compter du 1"' iuin 1972" I co-
tains p1ed1i6 laitiers expon& sous forme de marchandises ne relevant
pas de I'ann*e tr du traid (Commissies ReBulation pnCl rcNlZZ
of. 26 May 1972 hxng the refund rates as from 1 gtmie D72 lot
certain dairy produce exported in the form of goods Dot covued by
Appendix tr of the Treaty)
Bdl. EC 7-t972
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RA8lement (CEEI 7097 172 dg ta Qommission, du 29 mar 797?n mo,ti$arlt
les pr6llvements applicables l l'imporation des produits ttansformCsI base de c€rdales et de riz (Commissiou Regulitiou ,FJ;CI 1097 172
ol 29 May 7972" adivsdtg imfort levies for pioducts processed frdm
cereals and rice)
Rfolemmt (CEEI 1098172 du Conseil, du 30 mai 1972, protogeant
iusqu'au 31 iuillet 1972 le dClai pour les op€rations de distillation des
vins de table (Council Regulaiion (EECI 1098172 ol30 May 1972
postponing until 31 luly 7972 ttre time limig fs1 distilling operations
in table wines) .
Rtglement (CEE) 1099172 du Conseil, du 30 mai 1972, fixaat le prix
de base et Ie prix d'achat des po--es pour le mois de ivtn 1972(Council Regulation (I.I;CI 7099172 of 30 May D72 fixjry the base
and purchase price of apples for laae 19721
Rfulement (@E) tl00l72 du Conseil, du 30 mai 1972" ffxaat le mon-
tant de I'aide pour les ver l soie pour la campogre d'dlevage
797219n (Council Regulation pnQ lWl72 of. 30 May 1972
fixing amounts of aid for silkworms for the breeding yeat 797217W3)
REglement (G,Bl.170l,72 ds la Qqmmission, du 30 au 972" fixant
les prdlAvements applicables aux cdr6ales, aux farines et aux gnraux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
t10ll72 ol 30 May D72
flour, gtoats and meal)
Rfulement (C]f,,El 1702172 de la Commiesion, du 30 mai 972, fixatt
les primes s'aioutaot aux prdlEvements pour les c6rdales et le mdt
(Commissisll Regulation (EECI 7702172 of 30 May 1972 fixcry the
premiums to be added to Ievies for cereals and malt) LtlS, 375.1972
Rfulement (CEE,I 1703172 de la Commission, du 30 mai 1972,'aodi-
fiant le correctif applidable I la restitution pour les cdrdales (Com-
mission Regulation @Eq fl$172 of 30 May 972 adiusting the
corrective factor applied to refunds for cereals)
Rfolemeot (CF,EI 77M172 dg 14 Qsmmission, du 30 mai 1972, Iixarit
les prdltvements I l'imponation pour le sucre blanc et le suce brut(Commission Regulation (EECI 77M172 of 30 May 1972 fixjag the
import levies for white and raw eugar)
RAglement (G:EE) 1705172 dg la Q6mmission, du 30 mai 1972, fi-an1
les prix moyens I la production dans le secteur du vin (Commission
Regulation (EEq fl05172 bf eO Uay 1972 fixjrLg, the average pro-
duction prices in tfie wine sector)
Rtsglement (CEEI 7106172 ds ta Q6mmission, du 30 mai 972" fixaor-
les prdlAvements I I'importatioa dans ts secteur du lait et des produits
laitiers (Commissiell Regulation'(Sgc) t706172 of 30 y1ay 972
fixing imFort levies in the milk and dairy produce sector)-
REglement (fiP) 7107172 ds la Qsmmission, du 30 mai 1972" aodi-
fiant le rfolement l@El Tltl7z en ce qui concerne I'information des
Eta6 membres et de la Commission sur le ddroulement des opdrations
de distillation des vins de table (Commission Regulation @EC)
1707172 of 30 May 1972 ametdiag Regulation (EEC) Vll72 on
notifying Member States and the Commission of wine distiliog
operations for able wines)
t#
fixing levies for cereats, wheat and rye
L124,305.1972
L1j2s,315.1972
L725,375.D72
Lt?5,375.1972
L125,315.1972
L125,375.1972
L125,315.1972
Ltxi,315.1972
L72S,3tS.t9T2
L125,315.1972
Blutrl. Ec 7-7%2
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R0glement (CVEI 7708172 de Ia Commission, du 30 mai 7972,rloAi$artt
le rAglement (@El 625 172 en ce qui conceme la prorogation de la
dur6e de validitd de certains certificats d'imponation dans le secteur dela viande bovine (Commission Regulation (EEC) 7108172 of
30 May D72 aaetdtng Regulation (EECI 6U172 on extension of
time validity of certain impon cenificates in the beef and veal sector)
COI'NCIL
Directives and Decisions
72l166lGE:
Directive du Conseil du 24 avril !972 cotsemantle rapprochement ds
ldgislations des Etats membres relatives I lnassurance'de la responsa-
bilitd civile rCsultant de Ia circulation de vChicules automoteurs, et au
contrdle de I'obligation d'assurer cette responsabilit6 (Council
Directive of 24 Apr:l 7972 concemiag alipmeni of Member States'
Governments on insurance of civil responsibility deriving ftom &iving
an automotive vehiclg and surveillauce of the obligatiori to insure
this rsspqnsiSiliryl
72/178|CEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 22 mars 7972, pottant conclusion d'un accord
entre la Communautd dconomique europdenne et le royarrme d'Afgha-
nistan relatif I la fourniture de froment tendre I titri d'aide alimen-tafue (Council Decision of 22 ll',farch 7972 fot coucluding an
Agreement between the EEC and A.fghanisan to supply soft wheat
as food aid)
Information relative A Ia signature de I'accord de fou:aiture d'aide
alimentaire entre la CommunautC dconomique europCenne et le
rgyaumc d'Afghanistan flnformation on signature of the Agreement
to supply fooil aid between the EEC and Afghinistan)
72ltSTlBwatoml.
DCcision du Conseil, du 25 avril 79/2, an€tant un programms ds
recherches et d'enseigp.ement de la Com-unaut6 europ6enni de l'6ner-
gie atomique pour I'exercice 1972, compos| d'un programme commun
et de programmes compldmentaires (Council Decision of 25 Apnl 7972
Iaying down an EAEC research and education programme-for the
financial yeat 1972, consistiug of a joiat progra--e and additional
L725,315.1972
L103, 25.W2
L 108, 8.5.1972
L172" 145.7972
Ltt25 t45J972
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ones)
72/782/Eutatom:
DCcision du Conseif du 25 avril 7972, artktatt un programne quin-
quennal de recherches et d'enseip.ement de la Com-unautd europCenne
de l'dnergie atomique dans le domaine de I'informatique (Cbuncil
Decision of 5 April 7972 laying down a five-year programme fsl
the EAEC in the field of data processing)
Bull. EC 7-1972
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721183/CEEt
Ddcision du Conseil, du 25 avril 1972o autorisant la tacite reconduc-
tion de certains accords commerciaux conclus par Ies Etats membres
avec des pays tiers (Council Decision of 2i April 1972 authorizing
tacit renewal of certai, uade agreemens conduded by Member States
Directive du Conseil, du 18 mai !972, 6tetdant aux travailleure qui
exercert le droit de demeurer sur Ie territoire d'un Etat membre aprAs
y avoir occupd un emplor, le champ d'application de Ia directive du
?5 f5vier 1964 ponr la coordination des mesures sp6ciales arx
{6angers en mati},re de d6placement et de sdiour iustifides par des
raisons d'ordre public, de sdcurid publique et de santd publique
(Council Direaive of 18 May 7972 wbtch extends to workers daiming
the right to stay in a Member State's territory.aker working there,
the field of application of the Dfuective ol 25 February 7964 coordiaa-
ting special measrres on the movement and residence of foreipers
iustified by law and order, public safety and health) L121,265.19TL
Resolutions
RCsolution, du 25 awil 1972, dB repn6sentants des Etats membresds Com-unautds europdenaes, rdunis au sein du Conseil, relative I
I's<6crrtion d'adions non nucldaires en 7972 (Resolution of
25 April L972 by the Member States' Rqrresentatives meeting within
tlre Council on carrying out non-nuclear aaivity n 19721 C 4, 45.D72
Preliminary Acts
Avis conforme-s 3172, 4172 et 5172 donn& par le Conseil lore de
sa 794'session tenue le 25 avlil 7972 (Confirmatory Opinions 3/72,
4172 and, 5172 gvet by the Council during its 1946 session on5 April 19721 . C 4, 45.1972
Consultation and Opinions of the Economic and Social Committee
Consuladon du Comitd Cconomique et socid sur rrne proposition de
rAglement (CEE) du Coaseil concertr4nt certaines modalit& 4dminis-
tratives et financiAres de foncdonnement du Fonds social europ6en(Consrltation of the Economic aad Social Committee on a Couacil
@EC) regulation proposal conceming cgrtain 2dministrative and fiaan-
cial terms for nrnning ttre F,uropean Social Fund)
Avis du Comitd Cconomigue et social (Opinion of the Economic
and Social Committee)
Consulution du Comit6 6conomique et social sur uoe proposition de
r0glement (CEE) du Conseil portant modi:fication de I'artide 52 du
rfulement (Cx,El 542169 relatil au transit communautaire (Consula-
tion of tbe Economic and Social Committee on a Council (EEC)
regulation proposal to amend Article 52 of Regulation (EEC) 542169
with non-Members)
72l94lC:EEz
on Community transit)
Avis du Comitd dconomique et socid (Opinion of the Economic
and Social Committee)
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c 50, xr5.1972
c 50,195.7972
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Communications
Remplacement 
- 
d'un membre du Comit6 Cconomique et socid(Replacement of one Member of the Ecoaonic and sociil committee) c ssr 3ls.lg7z
Remplacement
(Rqllacement
Q6mmiftgs)
d'un membre du Comid scientifique et technique
of one Mdmber of tLe Scientifii and Technital
Information
Prorogation de la validitd de Ia liste d'aptitude Ctablie I Pissue du
concours gdndral 49/Conseil (E:<tension -in. time of validity of the
proficiency list compiled after open competition 49/Couacil) .
COMMISSION
Directives and Decisions
72lt67ltr\:
Ddcision de la Commission du t2 avill lg72 ffxaat le monrqnt
maximrrm de Ia restitution pour Ia gemitre adiudicatibu partielle de
sucre blanc effecnr6e en vemr du i.fulement (CEH 6BSli2 (Com-
mission Decision of 12 April 7972 tj*ine the maximum amount of
refuad 
-for $e first partiil award of teider for sugar made underRegulation (EEC) 68i172) .
721168lCFfi,z
Directive de la Commission du 74 avnt 1972 concemant Ia fixationde caracttres et des conditieas minimales pour l,examen des vad6t6
4S- .tpeqf de l6gumes (Commissi6a Directive of 74 fipdl 1972fixFq Eigrmun characteristics and confitions for examining the
varieties of species of vegeables)
nlT6eld-E:.
Directive de la Commission du !4 avril !972 c.oncertatt la fixation
drs caractlres et des conditions minimales pouf I'exrmen d; varidt&
de vigne- 
-(Commission__Ditective of 14 Abril l!f), $rir'l Einimun
characterisrics and conditions fe1 6saminiig the vadetid of vines)
721770/CF,8. -
Ddcision i6 fa Qommission du 74 avrj,l lg|2 .anstataut oue les
conditions pr6vues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre destind A
une action nationale d'aide alimentaire sont remplie (Commission
Decision of 14 April 7972 todng t[at conditions-foreseeo for mobi-Ilzing soft wheat for national food aid are fulfilled)
BulI. EC 7-1972
c 55,315.1972
c 54,295.1:t72
L7O3, N.1!t72
L103, 25.7972
L 103, 25.1972
L103, N.1972
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zzltitlcs.c:
Ddcision de la Commission du 18 avfit 7972 relative l la fixation des
;ilan; 
-oi.*t pour la fourniture de lait 6crdm6. -ep poudrp
-deid"6 i tf"a" et I'la Colombie I titre d'aide au PAM daos le
*ar" a" h procddure d'adjudication visde 
-aux r*lemrcnts (CEEJTzZtzz-* eitn (Commission Decision of 18 April 7972 ot frxing
marfimrr- anbunts ior supply of skim milk powder to India and
E"t 
-bi" 
"t "ia io the *?'under the 
tendering procedure covered
in Regulations tr,J:CI 6x;172 and' 6Ul72l
72lL72lGE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 24 avnl 7972, rclative I la crdation
a * io-itg consultatif patitaite pour le problAmes sociaux dans les
.U.-i* d" f.t (Comdissioa Decision of 24 April .D72 .on setting
"p a 
joint Adyisoif Committee for railway social problems)
173|CF-Ez
72l773lCEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 26 avrLl L972, concetnant les aides;.;;J6* 
^ 
tiue de la loi 6elge du 30 ddcembrc 1970 sur I'expansion6";;;;;";- idommission Deiision of 26 Lpnl 7972 on aid granted
*J". Ai Belgian Law of 30 December 1970 oa economic exP'nsion)
72lt74l@:E
Ddcision de la Commission, du ?2 m?rs 1972, dutorisant la Rdpubliquefr-c"il I qrclure du traiiement communautaire certains v6tements et
a*iioiro du v€temeot en tissus autres que le coton, des positions
o- et,Ot, u. 61.02" ex 61.03 et ex 61.06 du tarif douanier cgmmllr;d";ft"- dt ."ti"iot pavs tiers et mis en libre pratique d-aus les
"offi-gt t" membres 
- (Com-ission Decision ol ?2 March 972
aufioriri"e France to exempt from Community treament certain
stgthing ind accessories in doth other than cotton under c(.;['
L""ai"E 61.01. ex 61.02, ex 61.03, ex 61,06, oigsnating tom somq
third 
"?*uio'and in fiee circulation in 
the other Member States)
721175!CEEt
Ddcision ds ta Qemmission, du 10 avril 1972, attoi$ant la R€publiqueh*."ir" I exduri du traitement coErmunautaire certains vete'en* etffiA;6J..d;nncs en matilres textiles autres que le coto,n, dT-
oositions ex 60.05. ex 61.0L, ex 6t.02, ex 61.03 et ex 62.03 du tarifi."-iei commun'orieinauei de Cor€e du sud et mis eq litrg P!1ti-s99d-. le. 
"utto 
Etits dembres (Commission Decision of t0 Apnl 1972
authorizine France to o(empt ftom Community' treatment cerain
clothing frd made-up textile artides other than cotto-1,^under-CGT
headini 60.05. ex 6i.01, ex 61.02, ex 61.03 and ex 6L03, of South
Kored origin'and in fiee circulation in the other Member States)
72l776lGEz
D6cision de la Commission, du 10 avril 1972, attotisant la Rdpublique
ftancaise I exdure du traitement cottunautairq certains couteauq
de fa oosition ex 82.09 du urif douanier comnutr' originaires du
l"po" .it 
-is o libre pratique dans les autres Etats membres (Com'ffirio" Decision of ld April 1972 atthot'uing France to exemPt froE
Co-muoiw treatment ceiain knives, under CCT heading *. 82.09,
of japanese origin and in free circulation in the other Member States)
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104, 35.1972
L705, 45.7972
LLA7, 65.1972
L107, 65.1972
LL07, 65.1972
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72ltnl@E
D6cision dg la Qqmmission, du 13 avril 1972, autoisant Ia rdpublique
fdd&ale d'Allemagne I &clure du traitement commutraut'aire les
conserres de haricots verb, de la position 20.02 ex G du arif
douaaie.r commurY, originaires de la rdpublique populaire de Chine et
mises en libre pratique dans les autres Etats membres (Commissiou
Decision of 13 April D72 aluthorJlzrog Germany to exempt &oE
Community treatment haricot bean preserves, uoder CCT heading
20.02 ex G, originating from the People's Republic of China anil
in'free circulation is the other Member States)
T2ltTelcEE:
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 23 mars !972, autorisaat le royaume
de Belgiqug le grand-duchd de Luxembourg et Ie royanme des-Pays-
Bas I exclure du traitement communautaire les couteaux 'et les
couverts en acier inoxydablq des positions ex 82.09 et 82.14 A du
tarif douanier commun, originaires du Japon et mis eo libre pratiquednns les autres Etats 
-membres (Commission Decision -of23 Match 7972 authoizing Belginm, Luxembourg and the Netherlandsto exempt fss6 Q66rnrrnity treatment rustless steel knives and
cudery under CCT headings ex 82,A9 and 82.74 A, of Japanese origin,
artd in free circulation in the other Member Sates)
72l780ltrE.
Directive ds la Qsmmissiou, du 74 avritr 79Q, crncenaort la fixation
des caractEres et des conditions minimales pour I'examen des varidtCs
des cpAces de plants agricoles (eommission Directive of
14 April 7972 on fixing the tninimnm characteristics and conditions
f6s s(amining varieties of species of agricultural plants)
72lL84lCEEt
Ddcision d6 fa Qsmmission, du 18 avril 7972, antoisaat la Rdpublique
frangaise l exclure du traitemerit communautaire les appareils- d'enre-
gistrement et de reproduction du son, de la position gZ.n I m da
tarif douanier cgmmun, originaire du Japon.et mis en libre pratique
dans les.autres Erats membres (Commission Decision of. 18 Aprrl $n
authorizing France to exempt from Community treatment iecordiag
and sound reproducing equipment under CCT fusading 92.11 A W
of Japanese origin and in ftee circulation- in the ottrer Member States)
72l18slCfE
Ddcision de la Commission, du 79 avfl. 7972, compl$tat Ia dCcision,
du 14 anvjer 1972, attorisant le roya'me de Belgiquq la #publique
14A&a1e d'Allemafue, h Rdpubliqie frangaise ".t't" toyai-e iet
Pays-Bas ) admettre I la commercialisation des matdriels'de repro-
duction de Pinus nigra Arn. var. austriaca, solmis I de exigeices
rdduites (Commission Decision of 19 April 7972 completi"E the
Decision of. 14 laarudgy 7972 aathorizing Belgium, Germann France
and ttre Netherlaods to allow the marketing of reproductive material
for Pinus nigra Arn. yar. austriaca, now subject to reduced quality
requirements)
Ball. EC 7-L972
L707, 65.D72
L 108, 85.D72
L112,745.7972
L712,745.1972
L772q 745.1972
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72lt86tCEE
Ddcision de la Commission, du 19 avil 1972, autoisaat le royaume
de Belgiquq la Rdpublique frangaise et le royaume des Pays-Bas 
.)
admetde'l'la commercialisation des mat6rieli de reproduition de
Picea abies Katst, soumis I des exigences rdduites (Commission
Decision of D April D72 attboizlng Belgium, France and the
Netherlands to allofr the marketing of reproductive material for Picea
abies Karst, now subiect to reduced quality requirements)
7217871CE,Bt
Ddcision de la Commission, du !9 avil 7972, modifratt la ddcision,
du 5 iuillet 1971, autorisant le royaume de Belgique, la Rdpublique
francaise la Rdpublique italienne et le royaume des Pays-Bas I
adn"ettre I la commerhalisadon des matdriels forestiers de ieproduc-
tion de Larix leptolepis (Sieb. * Zncc.), Gord., soumis I des qigencgs
r6duites 1Co-*is-sion' Decision of 19 April 1972 aaetdng t)e
Decision of 
'5 July 1Jt71 a:uthoizttg Belgium, Francq Italy and the
Netherlands to- aliow the marketing of forest reproductive materia!
for Larix leptolepis (Sieb. and Zucc.), Gord., now subject to reduced
quality requirements)
72lt88lCF-E:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 79 avil 1972, aatoisant le royatme
de Beleique la rdpublique fdddrale d'Allemagng la Rdpublique fran-
caise tt ie iova,rme des pavs-Bas I admettre I la commercialisation
ies matdriels'de reproduction de Larix decidua Mill, soumis ) des
exigences tdduites fCommission- Decision of P ept{ 1972 avrtoizttg
Bel-eium. Germany. France and the Netherlands to allow the marketing
of "repr6duaive material for Larix decidua Milt now subject to
reduced quality requirements)
72lt89lCLEz
Ddcision de la Commission, du 79 avil 1972" fixatt le montant
p.a*imrm de la restitutiotr pour la deuxitme adjudication partielle
de sucre blanc effectude en vErtu du rEglement (CEE) 685 172 (Coml
mission Decision of 19 April 7972 frr.ng the maximum amount of
rdund for the second parfral award of tender for white sugar made
uider Regulation Wq 6851721
72lD0lGE t
Ddcision dg ta Qsmmi5sion, du 79 aviT 7972, atrtoisarrt la Rdpublique
italienne l exclure du traitement communautaire. les lampes, tubes et
vdves dlectroniqueg de la position 85.21 A du talf douanier comrnun,
originaires du jap6n et 6is en libre pratique 
.dans les autres Etats
meibres (Co-i'ission Decision of 19 Apil 1972 atthorizitg ltaly
to exemDt &om Community treament electronic lamps, tubes and
valves uider CCT heading i|5.21 A, of Japanese origin and in ftee
circulation in the other Member States)
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72l7e1lffE:
D6cision de la Commission, du 2l avr.il 7972, rcladve au Comitd
coosultatif des matilres grasses (Commission Decision of
21 April 7972 c;r the Oils and Fats Advisory Committee) L 112" 745.1972
72ll9zlCECAt
D6cision de la Commission, du 27 avril 1972, rclative ) la prorogation
de l'autorisation d'achat en commun de combustibles par les groisistes
en charbon op6rant en Allemagae du sud par I'intermd&aire de
l'Oberrheinische Kohlenunion Bettag, Puton 6c eo., Mannheim (Com-
mission Decision of 2l Apnl 1972 on exrension of joint purchasing
auihorization for fuel by ?he coal wholesalers op"r"tiog fui r;rrhd
Germany through Oberrheinische Kohlenunion Bettag, Puton & Co.,
Mannheim)
72l1e3lCEB,:
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 21 avl:il !972, reladve ) la fixation
des montanB maxima pour les livraisons fob de butteroil au pro-
Brrlrme "li-entaire fondial dans le cadre des procddures. d'adiirdi.
catiorr vEdes aux rfulements (CEE) 695 172,696172 et 697 IZZ (Com-
mission Decision of 21 April !972 on fixing the maximum amounts
for FOB butteroil deliveri& in the WFP un-der tendering procedures
covered in Regulations (EEC) 695172,696172 and 697lZZl- .
72llgst(IJEi ,
Ddcision de la Commission, du 27 avril !972, attorisant Ia Rdpublique
frangaise I exclure du ttaitement communautaire les jouets en biis
-et antres () I'exce.ption-des moteurs et Edcanismes d'animation p&rles fouets et modAles r€duits ainsi que leurs piEces ddtachdes), dL Ia
position 97.03 A 
_et ex B du tarif douanier io--un, originaires du
Japon et mis 9n libre pratiqtre dans les autres EtArs membres (Com-
mission Decision of 21 April 7972 authoizing France ro exempr fronr
C-oqmunity treaqrrent wooden and other toys (excepr for motors and
clockwork mechanisms for toys, scale models and their spares),
under-CCT heading 97.03 A and ex B, of Japanese origin ana iii
free circulation in the other Member States) . - .
721196ICEEt'
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 27 avril 7972, afioisant la Rdpublique
frangaise ) exclure du traitement communauriire les lampes dGcuiqies
portatives destindes I fonctionner au moyen de leur |ropre sorirped'dnergie (l piles, A accumulateurs, dlectiomrendtiques, 
"L1, de i"position 85.10 B du tarif douanier commun, oridnaires de Hone Kone
et.rnises en libre pratique dans les autres Etare membres (Coml
mission Decision of 21 April 
-7972 atthoizing France to exe-Ft fromCommudt ' trearment portable electric lampi running on their own
,poqer (by battery, accumulator, electro-mngnet, etc.) under CCTh.-"diog 85.10 B, of Hong-Kong orign and in free circulation in the
other Member States)
BruJl. EC 7-1972
L112" 14.5.1972
L112,745.7972
L123,295.1972
L723,29.5.t972
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nlpTlcEB:
D6cision de la Commission, du 24 avnl 7972, attorisatt la Rdpublique
italienne I exclure du traitement communautaire les propulseurs sp6-
ciaux du type hors-bord de Ia position 84.06 B du tarif douanier com-
mun, origilaires du Japon et 
-mis 
en Iibre pratique dans les autres
Eati membres (Commission Decision of 24 April 7972 atthonzimg
Itdy to er(empt from Coqmunity treatm€nt outboard engines, 
-underCCT heading 84.06 B, of Japanese origin and in ftee circulation in
the other Member States) .
72lte8lcF4.:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 26 avrj,l 797?- fixatt le mootant
maximum pour la troisiEme adiudication partielle de sucre blanc effec-
tude en reitu do rfulement (CEE) 685 172 (Commission Decision of
26 Aonl 1972 liljie the maximum ,mount for the third partial
award of tender for ihite .rgat made under Regulation (FEC) 685172l
74lnlCBE:
Troisitme ditective de la Commission, du 27 avil 7972, portaat fixa-
tion de mCthodes d'analyse co--unautaires pour le contrdle officiel
des alimenB des animau:< (Third Commissi6a Directive of
Z7 Apnl 1972 fixing Community' analysis methods for the official
control of animal feeds)
721200lcEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 28 avnl 7972, colst^t^it que les cordi-
tions or6vues oolrr la mobi[sation de ftoment tendre destind ] une
action' nationaie d'aide alimentaire . sont remplies (Commission
Decision of 28 April W2 aoang that conditionp laid down for
mobilizing soft wheat for national food aid are fulfilled)
72l2O7lcf1lz
Ddcision de la Commission, du 28 avll,l l%2, conlitatatrt que les confi-
tions or6vues oour Ia mobilisation de froment tendre destind ) une
action'nationaie d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commission
Decislon of 28 April 1972 noinr that conditions laid dowo for
mobilizing soft wheat for national food aid are fulfilled)
72l20zlcEE:
D€cision de la Commission, du 2 mai 1972, modifiant la ddcision;
du 21 ianviet 797L relative ) I'ouverture d'une adiudication poru
I'emortition de 50 000 tonnes de froment tendre d6tenues par I'orga-
nisie d'intervention allemand (Commission Decision of 2 May 1972
amenrlins the Decision oI 21 lanaary 7972 ot opening a tendet for
the expdrt of 50 000 tons of soft wheat held by the German inter-
ventioa agency)
721203lCEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 2 mai 1972" modifiant'la ddcision, du
10 ianvier 7972, rclative I l'ouverflrre d'une adiudication pour I'ex-
portation de 22000 tonnes d'orge ddtenues par l'organisme d'interven-
-tion allemand (Commission Decision of 2 May 1972 amending dre
Decision of 10 January 1972 on opening a teoder fog the export of
22000 tons of barley held by the German intervention agency)
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72l2MlGE: \
D6cision de la Commission, du 2 mai 7972, autorisant Ia Rdpublique
italienne I exclure du traitement communautaire les roulements de tous
genres (l billes, I aiguilles, I galets ou I rouleaux de toute forme), de.-
la position 84.62 du tarif douanier commun, originaires des pays de
l'Est et mis en libre pratique dans les autres Etas membres (Com-
mission Decision of 2 May 1972 aathotizing Italy to exempt ftom
Q6mmnnisy treatuent bearings of all kinds (ball, needle, roller of
all shapes), under CCI heading 84.62 originating from the eastern
counties and in ftee circulation in the other Member States) . '
72l20SlcFF 2
Ddcision de la Commission, du 2l f$vrier 1972, rcladve ) la fixation
des montaats maxima pour les livraisons fob de butteroil au pro-
$amme alimentaire mondial dans le cadre de procddures d'adjudica-
tion visCes aux rEglements (CEE) t77 lT2 et 778172 (Commission
Decision of 21 February 1972 od fixing maximum ,mounts of FOB
buneroil deliveries in the VEP under tendering procedues covered
ia Regulations ltEC) 1ZZl72 and 778172) .
721206lCEEz
Ddcision de la Commission, du 5 mai 1972, relative I Ia fixation des
montants maxima pour la fourniture de lait dcrdmd en poudre I
titre d'aide au prograrnme alimentaire mondial dans Ie cadre de la
procddure d'adiudication vis6e aux rAglements (CEE) 788172 et 789172(Commission Decision of 5 May 1972 on fixing maximum amounts
for the supply of skim milk powder as aid for the WFP under the
tendering procedure covered in Regulations (EECI 788172 and 789172l.
TzlzVlcEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 8 mai 7972, constatant que les condi-
tions prdvues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre destind I une
action nationale d'aide alimentaire sont rempli6s (Commission
Decision of 8 May 7972 aoting that conditions foreseen for mobilizing
soft wheat as a national food aid are fulfilled)
7212081cE;E
Ddcision de la Commissionr. du I mu 7972, constatant que les condi-
tions prdvues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre destind A une
action nationale d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commission
Decision of 8 May 1972 nodag that conditions foleseen for mobilizing
soft wheat as a national food aid are fulfilled)
72lz9slCEE:
D6cision de Ia Commission, du 10 mai !972, concemant Ia constata-
tion de Ia ndcessitE du transport d'une certaine quantitd de sucre d€tenu
rar I'organi$ne d'interven-tion frangais, confo'rm6ment au rtglement
Cx.E) 2334169 (Commission Decision of 10 May 1972 on.the need
to transpoft a certain quantity of sugar held
vention Agency in conformity with Regulation
L1L3, ns,tg7z
L724, 305.1972
Lt24,30.5.7972
L124,30.5.7972
L124,30.5.7972
L124,30.5.1972
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7212701Cts,E:
DCcision de la Commission, du 70 au 1972, relative I la non-applica-
tion de la taxe ) l'e:rportation prdvue par le rEglement (CEE) 2227 l7tI certaines livraisons de lait dcrdm6 en poudre effectuCes dans le cadre
alimentaire (Commission Decision of 10 May 1972 on the non-
application of export tax as under Regulation (EEC) 222717t on
eertain deliveries of skim milk powder made as food aid)
Commission Proposals to the Council
Proposition concernzrnt uie 6inqui0me directive du Conseil en matiAre
d'harmonisation des ldgislations des Etats membres relatives aux taxes
sur le chiffre d'affaires. Introduction de la taxe ) leur valeur aiout6e
en Italie (Proposal for a fifth Council directive to farmonize Member
States' laws on flrrtrover tax-tntroduction of VAT in Italy)
Proposition de r&gtement (CEE) du Conseil relatif aux dispositions
concemant les conflis de loi en matilre de relations de travail l
I'iotdrieur de la Communautd (Proposal for Council Regulation (EEC)
on provisions concerniag conflicting laws on labour relations within
the Co--unig)
Propositions de directive du Conseil (Council Directive Proposals)
I. concernant le rapprochement des ldgislations des Etats membres rela-
tives au prdconditionnement en volume de certains liquides en prCem-
ballages (I. On alignment of Member States' laws on the volume
pre-conditioning of certain pre-packed liquids)
L124,305.1972
c 44, 45.1972
c 49,785.7972
c 50,9.5.7972
c 50, 19.5.7972
c 50, 19.5.7972
c 50,795.1972
B\11. EC 7-t972
II. concernant ,
relativds aux b
alignment of i
coutainers)
le rapprochement des lfuislations des Etats membres
outeilles utilisdes corrme rdcipients-mesures (tr. On
Member States' laws on botdes used as measure-
Proposition de directive du Conseil relative au relevd des transports
internationaux de voyageurs par route effecnrds par autobus et par
autocars sous forme de services occasionnels (Council directive
proposal on suryey of international transport of travellers by road
made by buses and coaches as occasiotral services)
Proposition d'un rtglement (CEE) du Conseil modifiant le rtglement(@El 656177 du Conseil du 30 mars 7977 rclatif au rdgime applicable
au mais orieinaire de la r6publique unie de Tanzanie, de la rdpublique
de l'Ouganda et de Ia rdpublique du Kenya (Council Regulation
proposal @EC) amending Council Regulation (EEC) 656171 of
30 March 7971 on the system applicable to maize originating from
Taazaria, Ugaada and Kenya)
Proposition de rdsolution du Conseil portant compldment ) la r6solu-
tion du Conseil, du 28 mai D69,$tablissant un programme en vue de
l'6limination des entraves techniques aux dchanges de ptoduits indus-
triels, rdsultant de'disparitds entre les dispositions ldgislatives, rdgle-
mentaires 66 adminisff2gives des Etats membres (Council resolution
proposal to complete Council Resolution ol 28 May 1969 setting up
a progf,zurme for removing technical obstacles to trade in industrialproducts, stemming from disparities between the legal and admin-
istrative provisions of Member States)
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Proposition de rEglement (CEE) du Conseil fixant le Eontant de I'aidepoul lF vers ) soie pour Ia campagne d'dlwage 797211%3 (Corincil
regulation proposal (EEC) fixing the amount of aid-for silk.worms
for the breeding year t97217973)
The European Development Fund
Avis d'appel 
-d'offres 1015 de Ia rdpublique du Mali pour un projetfinancd par la CEE-FED (Notice of iall for tender 1015 oj the
MaIi Republic for a project financed by the EEC-EDF) .
B6tuleq d'une prdsdleaion (appel I Ia concurrence 987) lResult of
shortlisting (call for tender 98fl1
Information relative aux colus de change retenus pour les opdrations
du 
- 
Fonds europden de ddveloppement (FED) - (Information on
exchange rates used for EDF ope-ritions) . '
R6sultats d'appels d'offres (927, 947, 948, gSS, g7Z, 974, 9n
et 978) (Results of tenders 927,947,948,955,972, g74,977 ail,978)
Statistiques des marchds de travaux et de fournitures ainsi que des
contrats d'assistance technique financds par le Fonds europden de ddve-
loppement (HED), couvrant-les activit&- depuis Ie dCbut-en 1959 ius-qu'au 31 d{cembre L97l (Statistics on public works, public supply
and technical assistance conrracts finanied bv the -EbF. coveiiii
activities from beginning 1959 to 31 Decembei llZt1 :
Note de prdsentation (Preface)
Sommaire (Summary)
Avis d'appel ). Ia concurren ce 1076 de la republique de Haute-Volta
1ela,t!f ) la pr6sdleaion des entreprises admises I participer I I'appeld'olfres restrgrnt qui sera lancd ultdrieurement poui I'am8nagemeni-et
Ie. bitumage de la rorire Koupdla-frontiBre du Togo (1S0 ktr, [Notice
of call for tender 1016 by Upper Volta to shordisi companies allowed
to compete in the limited tender evenrually to be openeid for develop-
ing and asphalting the Koupela-Togo frohtier road-- 1150 km)l
Avis d'appel.d'offres 7017 larrsl, par Ia rdpublique de C6te-d'Ivoire
pour un projet financd par la CEE-FED (Noticb of call for tenderl0t7 by the Ivory Coast for a project financed by thE EEC-EDfl
Avis d'appel d'offres 1018 de la rdpublique du SdnCgal pour deux pro-
iets 6'gagc6s par la CEE_-FED (Noti& of call f6r tender 1018- by
Senegal for two projects financed by the EEC-EDF) ;
Avis d'appel d'offres n' 1019 de la rdpublique du Mali pour un projet
financd par la CEE-FED (Norice of call for tendei 1019 o1 the
Mali Republic for a proiect financed by the EEC-EDF)
Rectificatif ) I'appel d'offres 1006 (Correction to call for tender 1006)
{-pprobation 4e proiets financds par le FED (Approval of projectsfinanced by the EDF) .
Btill. EC 7-1972
c 53, 2:7.5.7972
C4,
C4,
45.1972
45.7972
c 44, 45.1972
c M, 45.1972
c 45, 85jW2
c 49,18.5.1972
c 49, 185.1972
c 49,18J.1972
c 53, 27.5.1972
c 53, 27s,t972
c 54,29.5.7972
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Avis d'appel d'offres 7020 lanc9 Par la rdpublique PoPulairg 4u
Congo, p-dur un projet financd par Ia CEE-FED (Notice of call for
tendEr'rbzo by ihe'People's [epublic of the Congo for a Proiect
fiuanced by the EEC-EDF) c 54,795.7972
c 55,375.1972
c 4, 45.1972
c 44, 45.1972
c 47,125.1972
c 48,.135.1972
c 48,135.7972
c 5t, ?3s.1972
c 51,235.1972
C :il, Lr5.7972
c .;1,23s.1972
Blrtli. EC 7-7972
Approbation de projets financds sur les ressources des deuxiEme et
trbisilme FED lAlproval of projeas financed out of the resouroes
of the 2nd and 3rd EDD
ComnirrnicationS
Modification de la liste des e:rpens vdt6rinaires qui peuvent 6ne char-
gds de l'dlaboration des avis en matilre d'dchanges intercom-unautaires
-d'animau:r des esplces bovine et porcine et de viaudes fralches
(Amendment to the list of veterinary experts who may be responsible
for prqraring opinions oa inter-community tade in catdg pigs and
fresh meat)
Communication de la Commission au titre de l'article 4 du r$glement
I(x;I) n94171 du Couseil, du 20 d€cembrc t97t (Commission
bo-i,roi""hon under erticie + of Council (EEC) Regulatiot 27!N177
of 20 Decembq 19711 .
Avis de ta Qsmmissien suite ) la d6daration de la nouvelle paritd du
dollar auprBs du Fonds mondtaire international (Commission Opinion
after decl"raration of new dollar padty in the Internatioaal Monetary
Fund)
Avis d'ouvertrre d'une procCdure d'examen quart I I'existence de p1a-
tiques de dumping, primes ou subventions concemant certains tubes
d'acier d'Espape - $,Iotice for opening 4n otamin4tiqn procedlre oo
dumping, pieilio-i or subsidiei coicerning certain Spaoish steel
Communication de la Qommissien, au titre de I'article 4 du rAglement(CEE) 2794171 du Conseil du 20 ddcembrc 197L (Commission
Co--unicaiion, under Artide 4 of Council Regulation (EEC) U94171
of 20 Decembet DTtl
Communication de Ia Commission au titre de I'article 4 du rfolement(CFJ) 2794171 du Conseil du 20 d5cembrc 1971 (Commlssion
Co--unicafron under Article 4 of Council Regulation (FJ,C) U94l7t
of 20 Decemba 977)
of 20 December 79711
Communication de la Commission au titre de I'article 4 du rtglementG\il 2796171 du Conseil du 20 ddcembrc 1977 (Commission
bomiruni""fion under Article 4 of Council Regulation (EEC\ 2796177
Avis d'ouvernue d'une proc6dure d'examen quant I I'existence de pra'
tiques de dumping, primes ou subventions, coacerntmt des engrais
ammoniaco-nidq.ues de Roumanie (Notice for opening examination
procedure on d"r"Fing, premirms or subsidies concerning Romanian
nitro-ammoniac fertilizers) .
Avis d'owerture d'une procddure d'q<ameo quant A l'existence de-pra'
tiques de dumping, primes ou subventions, concernatrt I'ur6e de Polqgne
Nbtice for opening oramination procedure on dumping' premiums
or subsidies concerning Polish urea)
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Co''!ms;626on de la Com-ission au Conseil qtr un programme des
Co--unautds europdennes en matiEre d'environnement (Commission
Communication to the Council on a Community Environment
Programms)
Proiet de r&olution du Conseil concemant un.progrr--e de rdduction
des pollutions et nuisences et de sauvegarde du milieu naturel (Draft
Council Resolution on a Pollution Reduction and Environment
c 52" 265.7972
c 52" 265.7972
c 52,26.5.1972
c- 52,26.5.1972
c 53,275.1972
c 53,275.1972
c 54, ?95.t972
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Protection Programme)
of 20 December 1V711
Projet d'accord des reprCsentants des gouvernements des Etats mem-
bres, r€unis au sein du Conseil, conceflrant I'information de la Commis-
sion en vue d'une harmonisation dientuelle ) I'ensemble de Ia Commu-
nautd des mesures d'urgence en mati0re d'environnement (Draft
agreement of the Mbmbei States' Government Representatives meeting
within the Council, on notifying the Commission about potential
harmonization tbroughout the Community of priority measues for
the environment)
Proiet de reco-mandation du Conseil aux Et-ats membres sipataires
de la convention de Berne instituant la commission internationale
pour la protection du Rhin contre la pollution (Draft Council
Recommendation to Member Statesi signatories to the Bern Conven-
tion setting up an International Board for protecting the Rhine
from pollution)
Aides d'Etat (articles gZ \ 94 du traitC instituant la CEE) 
- 
CoFmu-
nication, en vertu de I'article 93 paragaphe 2 premiEre phrase du
traitd instituant la CEE, aux intdressds autres que les Eats membres,
cotrcemant l'article 34 de Ia Ioi frangaise 65-566, du 12 juillet 1965,
modifiant I'imposition des entreprises et des revenus de capitaux mobi-
liers, ainsi que Ia circulairc du 24 mars 7967 pennettant aux, eouepri-
ses frangaises, moyennant un' agr6ment ddlivrd par le ministre dc
I'dconomie et des finaoces, de ddduirq I titre ddfinilif, de leurs bdn6-
fices imposables'en France des ddpenses et charges affdrentes I la
cr6ation d'dtablissements A l'6tranger, bien que ceux-ci ne soient pas
imposables en France mais I I'dtranger et que les .ddpenses puissenty 
€tre prises en considdratior-r du point de vue fiscal (State aid(Art.92 to 94 ol the EEC Treaty)-Commnnisati64 under Article 93(2),
fust sentence of the EEC Trcaty, to those involved'other than Member
States, concerns Article 34 of French Law 65-566, ol t2 July 1965
amssding .taxation on companies and floating capitd. Also conceras
Circular of 24 March 7967 allowing French companiss, suligct 1q
approval issued by the Ministry of Economy and Financq to deduct
officially from their taxable profits in France the ouday and charges
involved in setting up installations abroad, althougtr the latter are
not taxable in France but abroad, and aldrough the expenditure may
be allowed for from the fiscal standpoint)
Communication de la Commission au titre de l'article 4 du rlglemeot(CEE) /794171 du Conseil -du 20 ddcembre 7971 (Commission
Communication under Article 4 of Council Regulation (EEq n94l7t
Communication de la Commission au titre de I'anicle 4 du rAglement(CEE) 2796171 du Conseil du 20 d€cembre l97l (Commission
Communication under Article 4 of Council Regulatiou (EEC) /796171
oI 20 December 1977)
Bull EC 7-WZ
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Communication de la Commission au titre de I'article 4 du r0glement(CEE) 2794171 du Conseil du 20 ddcembrc 1977 (Commisslqn
Communication under Arricle 4 of Council Regularion (EEC) 2794l7l
of 20 Decembet 7971)
Information
Avis- d'adiudication commun aux organismes compdtens des Etats
ryeqblq pour la fourniture de 4 635 tonnes de lait iicrdmd en poudre
d-gtind l- certains-pays tiers I titre d'aide communautaire au prog|r--e
alimentaire mondial (PAM) (Notice of ioint tender to the ielevant
Member States' agencies for supplying 4 635 tons of skim milk powder
to certain third counries as Community aid in the I7FP) .
Avis- d'adiudication commun aux organismes compdtents des Etats
+eqblq pour la fourniture de 5 855 tonnes de lait Ecrdm6 en poudre
d_estin€ I certains pays tiers I titre d'aide communautaire au progiamme
alimentaire mondial (PAM) (Notice of ioint tender to the ielevant
Member States' agencies for the supplying of 5 855 tons of slrim 6it1
powder to certain third countries-is'Communiry aid in the VFP)
Modification de I'avis d'adiudication permanente pour l'exportation
de sucre blanc vers les 
,pays riers (Amendment of hotice of -standing
tender for exporting white sugar to third countries) ;
DeuxiBme modification de l'avis d'adiudication permanente (111972)
du Fonds d'intervention et de rdgularisation du maichd du zucre'(FIRS)
pour la,vente de sucre blanc destin6 ) I'exportation et provenant de
ses 
-stocks (Second amend-enr to.norice of standing tender (117972)
o-f the Sugar Market Intervention and Regularization-Fund (FIRS) for
the sale of white sugar for export and iupplied from stocks) .
Avis 
_d'adiudication commun aux organismes compdtents des Etats
FembIS pour la fourniture de 5 614 ponnes de lait Zcr6md en poudre
destind ) &rtains pays tiers A titre d'aide communautaire au progiamme
alimentaire mondial (PAM) (Notice of ioint tender to the relevant
Member States' agencies for zupplnne 5 614 tons of skim milk
powder to certain third countrieC as Community aid in the WFP)
couRT oF IJSTTCE
New Cases
Affaire 11-72: Recours de M. Luigi Giordano contre I'administrationde la Commission des Communautds europdennes, introduit le
22 nrars w72 (Case 1l-72: Appeal by Mr Luigi Giordano v. the
adminis62siqn of the EEC Commission, lodged 22 March 7972)
Affaire 12-72 : Recours de l'entreprise 
" 
Zuccherificio del Molise
S.p.A. >. contre la Commission des CommunautCs europdennes, intro-
duit le 4 avril 7972 (Case 12-722 Appeal by "Ziccheihcio del
Molise S.p.A." v. the EEC Qemmissiqn, lbdged 4 Apil 7972)
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Affaire 13-72: Recours introduit le 19 avril lgTZ par le royaume despfs-Bqs_ 
-gonge I a Commission des Co--uiautds 
"i"opg*"o(Cue.t1:72: 4ppg4 by the Nettrerlands 
". 
Ai EEC C;;ifu.r,
lodged 19 Apnl 1972) .
Affaire 15-72 r Derratde de ddcisioa prdjudicielle pr&entCe oar ordon-
ngnce du-uBundessozialgericht" du 1u; mars !972,'daw I'atr;G ;-tand
Niede$achsen 1, repr€sent6 par le u Lasd6s5elalamt > de Basse_Saxe
contre 
" 
Landesversicherungsanstalt 
" 
de Hanovre (Case 15-22:
Req-uest for preliminary rul'ng by Ordinance of the "bund.r.oaJ_gericht" 1 March 1972 in the case of "Land Niedersachsen, representedby the "Landesozialamt" of Lower Saxony n tf" ;frud#osi.Io
rungsansalP, Hanover)
ltftaire 1672: Demande de ddcision prCjudicielle pr&mtde par ordon-
nance du <Bundessozialgedcht" du 1"r m'ars 197?-'dans I'atralr;.-AII;;
meine Ortskraakenkasse 
" 
de Hambourg cortre ( Landesversich".-*E -
ansalt Schleswig-Holstein 
" 
(Case 16172: Request fo. 
" 
o..1i-ioil
ruling by Ordinance of the "Buadessozialgericht" 1 Marcl Dn i
the.case of "Allg:meine. Ortskrankenkasse"-Hamburg, r. tfi "f-a..-
versicherungsanstalt Schleswig-Holsteln")
Affaire 77n2: Deaande de ddcision prCudicielle prdsentCe par ordon-
l?nce du_"F_inanzgerirht" de Hesse-du 9 mars'1972" da;; l,afra$eFirma ( Gesellschaft ftir Getreidehandel 
" 
S.A. contre -" Einfuh- una
Vorratsstelle fiir Geueide und Futtermittel > (Case tZ-TZz neouertfot a preliminary rrling by Ordinance ol the "iinanzeeri"he. HE.*9 March 1972. n the case of Firma "Gesellschaft fiir 6etreidehandel;
S.A. v. 'Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir Getreide und futtermittel";
c 48, L35,L972
c 54,295.1972
c 54, ?95.1972
c 54, ?95.1972
c 54, ?95.1972
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